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Welcome to the Golden Age of Gaia 



What is the Golden Age of Gaia? 

 

This site serves the higher-dimensional ascended masters, galactics, and celestials we call 
"the Company of Heaven," who've gathered around the Earth at this time to assist Gaia 
and her inhabitants to enter a new and golden age. (1) 

This new age was heralded by the Mayan civilization, whose last calendar cycle ended on 
Dec. 21, 2012 and began again on Dec. 22, 2012. 
 
On that date, the planet itself shifted her locus of perception to a higher dimension. 
Unknown to those who follow the paradigm called empirical materialism (that only what 
can be perceived by our physical senses is real), Gaia is an archangel, with a physical 
body - just as we have a physical body - and a soul. 

Her inhabitants are in the process of following her. In the years that follow, the beings 
who reside on this planet will find their consciousnesses gradually shifting from Third 
Dimensionality to higher dimensions - for many, Fourth and then Fifth Dimensionality, 
and for others, higher. 

At the same time, the friendly star brothers and sisters who've helped Gaia will make 
their presence known. (2) These higher-dimensional galactic beings, in the recent past, 
have, with their Earth Alliance allies, are subduing the Illuminati cabal that was in the 
process of taking control of all aspects of the world - from military to financial, 
educational, medical, religious, etc. (3) 



The Illuminati worked through organizations like the Bilderberger, the Trilateral 
Commission, and the Council on Foreign Relations. But they also included many 
monarchs and religious leaders. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ulWK-Ni-xiw 

I Know My Galactic Family is Here. Do You?  has received 5.6 million views as of 
March 2013 

The galactics prevented any nuclear devices from being exploded on the planet in the 
service of aggression. They stopped the Illuminati from starting World War III by 
dropping a nuclear bomb on Iran and lowering Earth's population from 7 billion to a more 
manageable 500 million. 

Most recently they prevented a meteor from crashing into Russia which would have 
caused, I'm led to believe, a new Ice Age. (4) They've been watching over this planet 
since its beginnings. In fact they're humans like us and seeded Earth in the first place. 
They come from star systems like the Pleiades, Arcturus, Andromeda, and Sirius. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LizHgQ44ShI 

Perhaps combine viewing this with reading Archangel Michael's words at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/2013/03/russian-meteor-would-have-caused-a-new-ice-age/ 

Among other things, they've brought a great quantity of gold to this planet to contribute 
to a global abundance program that will one day be announced. They also have much 
beneficial technology to contribute to us when the planet has reached the point where it 
will accept their presence without moving into fear or alarm. They have no unfriendly 
intentions toward us but serve the same One God in all things as we do. Much better than 
we do, I may add. 

They obey the universal laws like karma and free will, which we do not. We little 
understand the love that they are capable of and can only benefit from contact with them, 
despite the manner in which Hollywood has tried to deceive us on the subject. 

The galactics are ascended masters, although we don't think of them as such. We more 
often think of our own sages as ascended masters, like Jesus, Buddha, St. Germaine, 
Kuthumi, Sanat Kumara, and so on. 

Earth's ascended masters are busy attending to elements of the Ascension scenario. 
They're bringing in a new global abundance program often referred to as NESARA 
(National Economic Security and Reformation Act), (5) and working to heal us and teach 
us what we need to know for a smooth shift in consciousness. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ulWK-Ni-xiw%5B/youtube%5D
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LizHgQ44ShI%5B/youtube%5D
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/03/russian-meteor-would-have-caused-a-new-ice-age/
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/03/russian-meteor-would-have-caused-a-new-ice-age/


Meanwhile the overall direction for this scenario comes from archangels, specifically 
Archangel Michael. 

Welcome if you've just arrived on this site. You'll find a large number of background 
books on the Downloads Page. (6)  A companion site to this one is First Contact, at 
http://www.angelfire.com/space2/light11/fc/fc-index1.html. Everything you find here or 
at First Contact can be used or reproduced without the need to ask or inquire.  We're only 
interested in serving and getting the word out. 

Footnotes 

(1)  For introductory articles on the Ascension scenario and the Company of Heaven, go 
here: http://goldenageofgaia.com/into-the-golden-age-of-gaia/the-golden-age-for-
beginners/ 

(2) For introductory articles on the galactics, see http://goldenageofgaia.com/disclosure/
who-are-the-extraterrestrials/ 

(3) For a summary of what the Iluminati have done, perhaps read "I Accuse" at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/accountability/nwo-essays/i-accuse/ 

(4) "Russian Meteor Would Have Caused a New Ice Age," at http://goldenageofgaia.com/
2013/03/russian-meteor-would-have-caused-a-new-ice-age/ 

(5) see "NESARA or the Abundance Program" at http://goldenageofgaia.com/building-
nova-earth-toward-a-world-that-works-for-everyone/nesara-or-the-abundance-program/ 

(6) See the “Download Page” at https://goldenageofgaia.com/2021/07/06/downloads-
page/ 

http://www.angelfire.com/space2/light11/fc/fc-index1.html
http://goldenageofgaia.com/into-the-golden-age-of-gaia/the-golden-age-for-beginners/
http://goldenageofgaia.com/into-the-golden-age-of-gaia/the-golden-age-for-beginners/
http://goldenageofgaia.com/into-the-golden-age-of-gaia/the-golden-age-for-beginners/
http://goldenageofgaia.com/disclosure/who-are-the-extraterrestrials/
http://goldenageofgaia.com/disclosure/who-are-the-extraterrestrials/
http://goldenageofgaia.com/accountability/nwo-essays/i-accuse/
http://goldenageofgaia.com/accountability/nwo-essays/i-accuse/
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/03/russian-meteor-would-have-caused-a-new-ice-age/
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/03/russian-meteor-would-have-caused-a-new-ice-age/
http://goldenageofgaia.com/building-nova-earth-toward-a-world-that-works-for-everyone/nesara-or-the-abundance-program/
http://goldenageofgaia.com/building-nova-earth-toward-a-world-that-works-for-everyone/nesara-or-the-abundance-program/
https://goldenageofgaia.com/2021/07/06/downloads-page/
https://goldenageofgaia.com/2021/07/06/downloads-page/


Life Can Change in a Heartbeat 

 

Feb. 16, 2013 

These days we can be hell one moment and heaven the next. 

For the last twelve hours, I’ve been so fatigued that I couldn’t get out of bed. And when I 
did, I felt like a drunk, almost ready to keel over. So what did I do with that? I said: I felt 
tired. 

And of course I did feel tired.  As Benjamin Lee Whorf said, (1) life showed up the way I 
described it. Believing was seeing. 

And then something happened that changed it all - and I can only report on it. It’s not as 
if I can explain to you what actually did happen. I can't. 

I had an inspired thought that said: You are not tired. You are going through a 
dimensional shift. 

You know that I’ve said in regards to vasanas that we should take the first image of the 
original incident that the mind brings to our attention. No rejection of a thought, no 
editing. Unconditional acceptance of the very first thought. 

Well, here too, I almost ignored this thought, but then I reminded myself of how I would 
proceed with a vasana (2) and embraced the thought. OK, I'm going through a 
dimensional shift. 



The minute I did so, the whole situation shifted. Immediately I was no longer tired. If 
anything I was energized. But the “me” that was energized was a lighter version of me, 
not at all related to the older version. 

As long as I centered my awareness in the older version of me - let’s call it the older 
Third (3) version - I was tired, bedraggled, energyless. But as soon as I shifted my 
awareness, and allegiance, to the newer version - let’s call it the nova me - I was 
absolutely fine again. 

I think I just went through the process of moulting that I talked about yesterday.  I believe 
I was inspired to use the word “moulting” yesterday and then taken through the process 
one day later. I believe that this is the way things work round about now. 

(And even talking about this right now is exactly me doing my job as a starseed and 
going through the process of Ascension consciously, sharing as I go along, and acting as 
leaven in the loaf.) 

I believe that I have indeed just gone through a dimensional shift, whose exact 
dimensions are not known to me. I feel lighter, way, way lighter.  I feel wonderful. I feel 
absent of any negative condition or emotion. 

As I was making the shift from the one dimensional experience to the other, there was a 
moment during which I first contemplated letting go of the old Third experience. And as I 
did so I became aware of feeling some ennui, despondency. Part of my old Third 
experience was feeling tired and feeling bad about feeling tired. 

This ennui entirely evaporated the minute I stopped holding onto my old Third 
experience.  I feel no ennui at all now. And we’re talking about a transition of just 
seconds in duration. One minute I was tired and despondent; the next minute I am fine, 
lighter, resilient, energetic. Life can change in a heartbeat. 

If that is not a birth experience or a moulting or whatever, I’d be hard-pressed to know 
what might be. I've passed through some kind of portal, some kind of birth, and I feel 
totally marvellous. I think this is what is meant by gradual Ascension or Ascension as a 
process. 

I take a deep breath and it’s as if my body is cloudlike compared to what it was. I feel a 
total absence of any situation, any condition, to which I could attach a word of complaint. 
I feel wonderful. 



I’m no longer dragging myself around! Ah, now here comes the bliss. I'm steeped in bliss 
at this moment. Just up it arose and completely took me over. Welcome, friend.  
Welcome, comforter. 

Strange voyage we are on. Unpredictable. Unknowable. Wonderful. 

Footnotes 

(1) "The Difficulty with Words," at http://goldenageofgaia.com/spiritual-essays/the-path-
of-awareness/the-difficulty-with-words/ 

(2) A vasana is an archaic reaction pattern born of an earlier traumatic incident. 

(3) Third-Dimensional. 

http://goldenageofgaia.com/spiritual-essays/the-path-of-awareness/the-difficulty-with-words/
http://goldenageofgaia.com/spiritual-essays/the-path-of-awareness/the-difficulty-with-words/
http://goldenageofgaia.com/spiritual-essays/the-path-of-awareness/the-difficulty-with-words/


Success is Guaranteed 

 

Feb. 11, 2013 

Neither we nor the world were meant to live in suffering, as Saul suggests repeatedly. 

"Your Father lovingly awaits your return and longs to embrace you once more. Go 
within, allow those energies to make their presence felt, and relax into the loving 
warmth that they offer, knowing that you are indeed going to awaken into 
unimaginable joy.” (1) 

"Your Father’s Love for you is infinite, boundless, all pervasive, and irresistible, 
and you will be uplifted into that state and enveloped therein for His and your 
everlasting ecstasy." (2) 

There's no suggestion here that we're somehow required to suffer. 

And yet the way we’ve constructed our personal and social relationships so far seems to 
have institutionalized misery. 

To some extent that may reflect our lack of ingenuity, perhaps our lack of courage or self-
esteem. Whatever the explanation, we've allowed others to capitalize on it and use us as 
pawns in international rivalries, world wars, and widespread schemes of exploitation and 
oppression. 

Our individual failures seem to be the failures of the world. Broken relationships in 
families seem to be mirrored in broken relationships among nations. The power plays and 
manipulations we use in our circle of friends and associates appear to have their 
correlates in the strutting and bluffing we see on the international stage. 



And all of it traces back, it seems to me, to a willingness to play the game by rules that 
never worked in the first place and won’t work from our applying them more. 

I enjoy Werner Erhard’s story of the passengers on the train that saw they were headed for 
disaster. They all agreed to go to the right side of the train and see if that affected matters. 
But when they did, they saw that they were still headed for disaster. 

So they all decided to go to the left side of the train and see if that changed their situation. 
But when they did, they saw that they were still headed for disaster. No matter which side 
they went to, the situation remained the same: The train was still headed for disaster. 

What they didn’t do was stop the train, get out in front, and lay new track. 

Well, we are laying new track. 

And what is that new track? We are, each of us, taking ourselves in hand and committing 
ourselves to live from a new set of values, a new paradigm. 

That new paradigm is not really new. It’s known to all ascended masters. It simply hasn’t 
been a choice that was readily made in days gone past. 

We have only to turn on the TV to see why. The powers that be are at the moment 
laboring mightily to convince us that crime and terrorism are rampant in society. I could 
name a dozen law-enforcement dramas that play nightly. Add to these the Rambo movies, 
alien and predator dramas, and crime-family flicks and you have a rather consistent diet 
of life-does-not-work and someone-is-always-out-to get-you themes being purveyed to us 
daily. 

That’s the old paradigm. 

But now, after thousands of years of allowing others to set the pace, direction and manner 
of proceeding for us, in the face of the rising energies on the planet, we’re at last taking 
back the social agenda and remembering and realizing what works in our world. 

And what works is not what we see on TV, not what we read in the newspapers, and not 
even necessarily what we hear in church or from our friends. 

In the face of the elevation of energies, we’re seeing what Gandhi knew, what Aung San 
Suu Kyi said was true, what Thich Naat Hanh, the Dalai Lama and so many others have 
been telling us for years and which we’ve been prevented from hearing because we’ve 
been so tied to the short-term pursuit of our own pleasure. That's also thanks in part to the 
same media that tell us that life is a scary place. 



All of those who've led our search for something better told us that truth, courage, 
compassion, and kindness work. They’ve recommended to us the wisdom of taking a 
stand and protecting the power of our word. They’ve assured us that detachment from 
many of the pleasures that we so avidly pursue will serve us. And they've recommended 
attachment instead to love for our fellow beings, the Earth and God as far more profitable 
to us now and later than the simple satisfaction of our sensory receptors. 

And at last we’re starting to hear them as a world and appreciate what they’ve been 
saying. 

Under the ennobling impact of the light that's hitting Earth from sources we could not 
hope to know about or recognize, we're feeling elevated and empowered and roused from 
our planetary lethargy. And it’s showing. 

Everyone I know and associate with is stretching themselves, not waiting for the bell to 
sound or the gun to go off, but already underway. Everyone I know is laying new track, 
taking new paths, and discovering what’s to be done for themselves. 

Everyone is leading or following - or getting out of the way of those who are. And it isn’t 
as if anyone said that this is what there is to do. The Sun doesn't say to the flower: “Wake 
up!” The flower automatically unfolds itself in the warmth of the morning Sun’s rays. 

And we're also unfolding in the warmth of the love that's being radiated to Earth from 
heaven knows where. 

And it's time for this to happen. It's well past time. It's absolutely essential for this to 
happen and probably unstoppable. The hour has arrived and there's no holding us back 
any more. The clock struck twelve a month ago and the waking hour has arrived. The 
whole of Earth is arising and stretching itself, ready to begin. 

And though we insist on holding onto a bit of the old paradigm in thinking that there's a 
lot to do and few hands to do it, something really fundamental has changed. We see the 
truth of what Gandhi said: "Be the change you wish to see." 

We see that transforming us is what's wanted and needed. There are seven billion us's in 
the world and at last we see that the change we've been waiting, looking, and hankering 
for begins and ends with us. 

And that fundamental recognition is what's making all the difference. Now seeing where 
the lever lies, where the fulcrum is, and how to apply the pressure to cause a shift in us 
guarantees success to us this time around where in every other age we failed. 

Footnotes 



(1) Saul, Jan. 24, 2013, at http://johnsmallman.wordpress.com. 

(2) Ibid., Oct. 2, 2010. 

http://johnsmallman.wordpress.com


Ecstacy: The First Taste of Universal Love 

 

Feb. 2, 3013 

How can I not say a word about what is happening inside me at this moment? My 
purpose has always been to go through Ascension publicly. That’s what a writer of my 
persuasion does. 

And right now I’m in touch with the sweetest state of being inside me that I think I’ve 
ever known. I pay a price because in speaking about it I lose the very most delicate parts 
of it. Until I began writing, it was like the softest velvet, the most umbrageous caring for 
others. 

I noticed it because, as I first contacted it, I thought of someone with whom I was in a 
difficult place and could be quite out of sorts with and instead I felt a delicate and 
inclusive love for that person and in fact for everyone and anyone. Is that not universal 
love? Are we not in the dawning moments of it? 

I was also just reading Pamela Kribbe’s new column on the New Earth. Jesus (or Jeshua) 
had just said: “Your earthly cycle of lives draws to a close when your consciousness is 
able to hold all the experiences of duality in its hand, while remaining centered and fully 
present.” (1) And I shifted my awareness inside and immediately noticed the beginnings 
of this delicious state. 

It’s such a precious experience that I’m having at this moment. Jeshua describes it here: 

http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/02/ecstacy-the-first-taste-of-universal-love/rose-345/


“Karma is nothing but the natural harmonizer for the swings in which your 
consciousness engages. You release your ties to the karmic cycle when your 
consciousness finds its anchor point in the motionless center of the seesaw. 

“This center is the exit point for the karmic cycle. The predominant feeling tones 
in this center are stillness, compassion and quiet joy. Greek philosophers had 
premonitions of this state which they called ataraxia: imperturbability. 

“Judgment and fear are the energies that most take you off-center. As you release 
these energies more and more, you become more quiet and open inside. You truly 
enter another world, another plane of consciousness.” (2) 

We’ve talked about this many times, have we not? The importance of the center? How the 
soul resides in the spiritual heart or hridayam? How staying balanced in the center is 
inordinately important? 

You may ask why we post so many channeled messages here. Have you noticed how the 
masters and angels we post so often are able to tell us precisely what is happening with us 
at this moment as we pass through the Ascension cycle? And without their telling us 
matters such as these, without their providing us with a user’s manual in tiny instalments, 
how would we be able to navigate this delicate passage? 

I just wanted to place a bookmark here. I’m listening to Hayley Westenra sing I Dreamed 
a Dream and puttering away when suddenly I was lifted into this space of ecstacy. Since I 
gave you Jeshua, which was a part of that experience, perhaps I should also share Hayley. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=AQPOJShxEZ8  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=AQPOJShxEZ8


Bliss and Love 

 

Feb. 3, 2013 

Many people consider bliss and love to be the same, but for me they’re not. 

For me, bliss is a movement up; love is a movement out. 

Bliss elevates me; love brings me into connection with others. 

Bliss draws me to God; love draws me to society. 

It’s the magnetism of bliss that pulls me up and keeps me seeking God, the source of 
bliss. It’s the substantiality, the satisfying quality of love that has me drop my bucket into 
the ancient spring inside of me, draw it up, and send it out to the world. 

Bliss I feel as I touch it; love I feel as it passes through me. 

Bliss expands me; love nourishes me. 

Bliss is the magnet that draws out my devotion; love induces caring and brings the 
compensation I receive for caring. 

Where their light meets, there is the Self. 

The Self is at the intersection of them. And bliss and love emanate from the Self. To find 
It, I follow bliss and love back to their origin. 

What does one call the intersection, the combination of the two? 



I call that intersection, that combination “me.” Bliss and love are who I am. 

I am them in the world of unity as I am the body in the world of duality. Both are true in 
their realm of application, their domain of competence. 

I am to be found where bliss and love are found. The experiment of my life is to show 
that the Self that I am will be found at their intersection. 

I am bliss; I am love. Both restore me to me. The me they restore me to - same for you, 
same for me - is God. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rd8azeG1Bu0 

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rd8azeG1Bu0%5B/youtube%5D


The Trouble with Words 

 

Jan. 31, 2013 

When are words our friends and when not? 

Constantly as we go forward into so much that's new, we'll probably encounter a problem 
much like I'm having at this moment. 

We'll be talking about new things and the very structure and process of language will 
stand in our way. 

I posted an article a long time ago about how Benjamin Lee Whorf, responsible for the 
Sapir/Whorf hypothesis on linguistic relativity that so shook up anthropology in its day, 
started his working career as a fire prevention engineer. And what he saw there was how 
many fires were started because the way people described things led to illusion and 
confusion. 

An oil drum was considered to be "empty" but was really full of fumes, as the man who 
threw his match into it discovered when it burst into flames. A switch on the wall was not 
a "light switch" but the switch to a cone heater as the man who threw his coat over it 
discovered when his coat caught on fire. 

http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/01/the-difficulty-with-words/words-324/


Whorf realized that how we see something is often determined by the words we use to 
describe it, not by the thing itself. Not "believing is seeing" so much as "describing is 
seeing." 

We talk about manifesting the divine qualities or incorporating the divine qualities but 
that too, as far as I can see, sets up an expectation that does not relate to the actual reality. 
But it does cater to the way we use language. 

In the first place, I don't see the divine qualities as "manifesting" or being "incorporated." 
In the second place, what I'm aware of is not qualities, but the thing itself. 

I'm sitting in this moment immersed in love. I cannot say that love is a quality. Love is a 
thing-unto-itself, so to speak ... and "so to speak" says a lot. Because I'm having trouble 
so-to-speaking about it. 

If I were Benjamin Lee Whorf, I'd throw away the whole manner we're speaking about it 
and discuss it in a new way, more suited to how it appears for me. I would say that I am 
at this moment love, not that I've "embraced" or "incorporated" a "quality." All that is too 
objective for something that is decidedly subjective and partial for something that is all-
encompassing. 

The experience of love is far too intimate for me to say that I "have" love or I "manifest" 
love. Who I am is love and who I was before noticing this love which fills me was 
another me altogether. Even though this too is not an adequate way of speaking about it, 
there's no other way I can see at the moment of speaking about it. 

It's like the difference between being warm and cold. I am warm. I am cold. Before I 
experienced this love that fills me up, and allow me to correlate it with being "warm," I 
was cold. I was the absence of love and whatever was in that space when love was 
absent. But now I am warmth/love and, with this experience, comes a knowing that this 
love that I am is a far deeper me than whatever was previously there. Whatever it was. 

I notice a thrown tendency to want to retreat back into the comfort of speaking in ways 
we're more used to. It feels awkward being out here on the skinny branches speaking in 
ways that more accurately reflect what's transpiring but are unfamiliar. 

The moment I attempt to define love, it ceases to be. If I want to be love or to be in love, 
then I have to give up trying to fit it into our repertoire of linguistic symbols. There's a 
basic choice I face: whether to be what I am or whether to talk about it and not be it. I 
prefer to be it, but, by making that choice, I make it difficult to communicate. 



Nevertheless love is what I am. It isn't something so partial or packageable or divisible as 
a quality. It isn't divisible at all and language doesn't do it justice. 

I'm not sure I'm saying this as well as I might but that's what happens when we let go of 
being loyal to our word choices and shift allegiance to reality. There is definitely a 
tradeoff between just saying it as it appears and trusting that what I say communicates 
and working everything out but being very far away from the thing-in-itself. 

What I've said about love could be said about truth or courage or any other "divine 
quality." But we have no other phrase that I'm aware of that would stand in for the 
usefulness of the words "divine qualities."  I feel obliged to continue to use them so as to 
be able to communicate but only under duress. The words used don't indicate the thing 
being referred to, except as a useful pointer. 

Love itself cannot be made partial, packaged, or divided into bits and aspects. It can only 
be sensed, experienced or felt and accepted whole and as it is. 



Realizations that Change Our Lives 

 
 

Jan. 30, 2013 

Life changes when certain realizations occur. Here’s a big change for me. 

Realizing the huge significance of the divine qualities is something that continues to 
grow and have a tremendous impact on me - in fact, continues to capture my attention 
and hold it. 

Archangel Michael said recently that “the beginning, the middle and the end of creating 
Nova Earth is the incorporation of these [divine] qualities within you.” (1) 

I asked him if in fact mastering the divine qualities was our marching orders from now 
through the whole of our return journey home and he confirmed that this was the case. 

“Yes,” he said, “it is your marching orders until the end of time, until such time as you 
merge back into the One.” 

I hope you get this as deeply as I am. I really do. We have found the treasure buried in the 
field. Now it's time to sell all we have and buy that field.  (2)  AAM continues: 

“Each of those divine qualities never ceases growing and expanding, both within 
you and as it expands within you, within your planet, upon your planet, and also 
within your planet, and within your galaxy, and within your universe. So the 
ripple effect is infinite.” 



He added: “You may tire of hearing me say this. That does not matter. We are going to 
continue anyway.” 

Yes, indeed, please do continue anyway. 

“The creation of Nova Earth comes with the kind, considerate, what you consider 
Divine, qualities, what this channel [Linda Dillon] has called blessings and 
virtues. It comes with the anchoring of those qualities not only within thee, but in 
every interaction — in the microcosm, within and without, in the macrocosm.” 

So this being the case, prepare for a radical personality shift in me. You may recall what it 
felt like to start something new when we were young - collecting marbles, baseball cards, 
beads, whatever. In the beginning you couldn’t stop from searching for the new. 

Well, this is like the beginning of the rest of my life ... lives ... so to speak. 

So you might see me emphasizing qualities where before there was an emphasis on 
events. You may wonder if I’ve flipped my wig, but I haven’t. I just see clearly the work 
that needs to be done. 

And there is more “clearly” to see. As Archangel Michael said, “the beginning, the 
middle, and the end” of our work is about mastering these qualities. In a certain sense, 
there is no other work to do. Not in the sense that transcends time and place. Not in the 
sense of what you and I are here for, in life, in all our lives. 

We are here to know ourselves as God. And being like God brings the knowledge of God. 
So was life designed. 

If we were attending the University of the Divine Life, it wouldn’t be the case that we'd 
see two entries on the curriculum, like this: 

My Task 101. Discovering Who I Am 

My Task 102. Being the Divine Qualities 

There would be only one: 

My Task 101. Discovering Who I Am: Being the Divine Qualities 

AAM saying that acting from the divine qualities is the beginning, middle and end of 
building Nova Earth is very close to Gandhi saying: "Be the change you wish to see." 



Would it not be a radical shift in understanding to see our work in building Nova Earth to 
be the manifesting of the divine qualities in all of us, one person at a time? 

But even putting the matter that way is only an interim and very partial expression of it 
because I am the divine qualities (love, equanimity, truth, patience) so I don't need to 
manifest or develop or incorporate them. I am them. At the most I need to unconceal 
them, to remove the layers of debris, old business, or vasanas, that lie on top of and 
obscure them. 

Realizing this is the kind of event that organizes life. After an event like this, at least for 
me, I turn to all that I own in life and begin throwing things out and streamlining. And 
then I begin to concentrate on what I’ve newly discovered. 

And communicating this, just as I’ve done right now, fulfills a part of the mission on 
which I (at least) have come, as a lightworker and starseed. We've all agreed to go 
through this Ascension process as starseeds and to mirror back how it is for us. So here I 
am, anyways, mirroring back my own process. 

AAM said: 

“Are you ... declaring what you believe to be true? Are you declaring that this is 
an opportunity for change or sharing just some of the subtle changes you are 
feeling within yourself? ... Begin the communication. Expand the 
communication.” 

Communicating the dawning awarenesses related to matters such as this is building Nova 
Earth, I see. 

Footnotes 

(1) All quotes from “Archangel Michael: It is Time to Declare Yourself,” January 29, 
2013, at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/01/archangel-michael-it-is-time-to-declare-
yourself/ 

(2) Admittedly the treasure buried in the field, the pearl of great price, great fish among 
fish is the Self, the Christ, the Atman. But the metaphor applies here as well. 

http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/01/archangel-michael-it-is-time-to-declare-yourself/
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/01/archangel-michael-it-is-time-to-declare-yourself/
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/01/archangel-michael-it-is-time-to-declare-yourself/


Growing in All Directions at Once 

 
Feb. 5, 2013 

All of us are growing in all directions at one and the same time. 

We’re growing by grasping the context of being human. But for us being human is not the 
same as living on Planet Earth. We’re aware that there are humans all over the universe, 
that the Adam Kadmon template, the human template, is common and not restricted to 
those who reached the human level of evolution by mammalian lines only. 

We recognize our human brothers and sisters who reached that level of evolution by 
reptilian, insect, and even plant lines. We realize that the divine experiment proceeds 
along many lines at once and that no one line is better than any other but that each 
contributes to our overall learning and evolution. 

We’re growing by grasping the context of being world citizens. Our separation into 
nations is meaning ever less to us. Many of our nations were built simply to divide and 
conquer us. Many African national boundaries, for instance, cross tribal lines and were 
meant only to confuse and weaken existing African kinship relations. 

We’ve rejected dividing the world into nations and realized the unity of the human race 
on this planet and its right to live unmolested. We’ve become global citizens with 
individual sovereignty that is guaranteed not by our charters and treaties, but by our love. 

We’re growing in dimensionality. We’re told that we’ve entered the Fourth Dimension 
and are headed for the Fifth – or higher. Many of us feel the love and bliss that are the 
most obvious markers of an increase in dimensionality. 

http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/02/growing-in-all-directions-at-once/unity11-2/


Many of us feel irresistibly drawn to the divine qualities that form the new paradigm of 
life and drawn as well to creating a new society that embodies and reflects them. For 
many of us, even if we exist in want, life nevertheless has a quality of satisfaction and 
peacefulness that it never had before. 

We’re growing in depth. We’re finding ourselves better able to access the heart as time 
moves on. The cry of the mind to compartmentalize and analyze is quieting down and 
being replaced by the desire of the heart to unify and harmonize.  The flailing around we 
used to do is being traded for a quiet balance in the center of our beings. 

Never has there been a similar period in Earth’s history when so many on the planet have 
been sharing the same experience of growth. Never before has our consciousness been 
affected across the world, with no one who’s open to the gentle, loving embrace of the 
energies currently sweeping the Earth left out. 

This time is remarkable as one in which all of us are unfolding as a flower does to the 
morning sun. It’s remarkable as a spectacle to be shared, an experience to be enjoyed, and 
a workshop and experiment to be mined and appreciated. These times are rich in what 
they bring and teach us. 

I’m writing a book at the moment, which is obliging me to look at the human condition 
from all angles. And as I do so, it becomes crystal clear what a mammoth undertaking is 
underway, how extensive its impact and result is, and what a contribution it’s making to 
all of us. 

We may think that words like “Golden Age” have not yet been completely realized by the 
world we live in but, if rumors of waves of love to come are true, we’re only a short time 
away from life becoming truly golden, throughout the length and breadth of this world. 



Sometimes a Rude Shock Can be a Good Thing 

 

Feb. 23, 2013 

It isn’t often that experiences happen right in the midst of things. Usually we go to a 
meditation retreat or a growth workshop and something happens in the course of it. 

But yesterday I had an experience in the middle of the day. Nothing was happening prior 
and nothing happened after. It lasted for a half hour and then it was gone. 

However it was life-altering and a glimpse into another realm. 

Describing it will be difficult but here goes. For half an hour, I felt myself with more 
power coming through me and passing outwards than I could possibly imagine. I became 
for a time a person who ... well, may as well have sprung into the physique of the Hulk, I 
had so much energy, so much power, so much drive passing through me. 

Here I was, a human dynamo and the minute I allowed this energy to flow a millimeter in 
any direction, it passed through the filter of my human personality and I received a rude 
shock. 

If someone poured a cup of mud into a bowl of punch, would I drink the punch? If 
someone dropped a piece of soap into my Coke, would I drink the Coke? 

By the same token, the pure power passing through the filter of my personality did not 
emerge pure. It emerged tainted by my remaining vasanas, tainted by feelings that were 
ten times more powerful than when I felt them ordinarily. The worst sides of me, which 
until now were completely hidden from me, were tremendously exaggerated, laid plain to 
sight, incapable of being misinterpreted. 



I did not like what I saw. I considered myself somewhat, maybe a little bit, maybe a tad 
further down the road than that, but what I saw emerging from that filter was below my 
standards of good behavior, but at the same time so magnified and exaggerated that I was 
enabled to see it and denied any wiggle room. I did look at it and then I asked the powers 
that be to close the experience off. 

I reached the conclusion very quickly that I'm not capable at this moment of making good 
use of that much power. If I had that much right now and tried to interact with it, I would 
probably end up perpetrating. I could not remain balanced. I would not be fast enough to 
stop myself from misusing it. 

I would cause more mischief than good at this point in my development. If the situation 
were otherwise, I'd say so. 

I thank the powers that be that took that experience away from me. I thank them as well 
for granting it to me for a brief period of time. It was enough to show me what real power 
was. The Sorcerer's Apprentice got to wear the hat and watch the brooms go wild. One 
has to be able to handle that much juice and I've quite happily seen that, just like the 
Sorcerer's Apprentice, I'm not able. 

 

 
It cured me of wanting full interdimensional restoration at this moment. I wouldn't yet 
know how to make good use of it. 

It cured me of wanting to be fully opened, on a sudden path. 

It was like Bruce Almighty being God for a day, while God took a vacation. Thank you. I 
got it. Now here's your hat back. 

It absolutely reconciled me to the gradual. Fully opened me to the need to go no faster 
than the advisable pace. Fully had me understand what can result. 



I was glad that I didn't have to walk such an advanced path. I had no further complaints 
and got back to work without grousing. 

I no longer wanted to go faster than was advisable. As such, I wouldn’t be at all surprised 
to hear later on that it was sent for exactly that purpose. 

I got it, Lord. There’s an extreme point beyond which it isn’t prudent for me to go just 
yet. On balance and in retrospect, and no matter how much I'm criticized for it, I’m happy 
to leave the pace to you. 



Genius and Humility 

 

Feb. 23, 2013 

I awoke at 5:55 from dreaming I was attending a conference of geniuses. The meeting 
was open. Anyone could attend but it was intended as a forum at which geniuses 
presented their ideas. 

I was enthralled with one man’s attempts to describe a new way of experiencing time. It 
seemed to me that what he was describing was Fifth Dimensionality but without knowing 
that Fifth Dimensionality existed and attempting to overlay Fifth Dimensionality on 
Third Dimensionality. 

One of the key ingredients that was being requested from those in attendance was to 
cross-fertilize each other, to assist each other to see whatever was missing to make these 
notions that were being discussed fully potentiated and actualized. 

That seemed to be the intention behind staging the conference. 

But there was another dimension to the conference that was even more important but 
went undiscussed. It was so important that it was as if the conference itself was only a 
testing ground to see who went on to another conference of even more significance. 

The people attending were being brought together to see who had transcended self-
importance and who had not. No one was discussing the second dimension of the 
conference. But it was clearly there. 

And I somehow knew that those who had not transcended self-importance would never 
know about this dimension to the conference. Their lives would go on uninterrupted or 
jarred in any way. But those who had succeeded in transcending it would find themselves 
invited to a second conference. 



And the invitation would be both subtly extended and accepted without fanfare or 
drawing attention to oneself. 

This transcendence could be spoken about in other ways. It could be called the presence 
or absence of compassion. It could be called service to others rather than service to self. 

The Buddha was once approached by a man who said “I want happiness.” The Buddha 
replied: “First remove ‘I.’ That’s ego. Then remove ‘want.’ That’s desire. See? Now you 
are left with only ‘happiness.’” 

The people who went on had transcended the pull and centrality of “I want.” 

Anyone who approached their work as a way of demonstrating how important they were 
remained behind. It wasn’t a case of having mastered selflessness. It was a case of being 
aware of its existence and being committed to it. Mistakes were allowed. Imperfection of 
mastery was accepted. 

But awareness of the existence of the issue and a commitment to leaving self-servingness 
behind was the real though unspoken issue at the conference. The actual ideas being 
presented were simply secondary. 

 

Only Neary was taken aboard 

One of the ways that a lack of self-servingness was measured was in who was listening. 
Those who could come to a conference of geniuses and simply listen became a special 
object of interest to whomever was behind the scenes observing. 

Surprisingly to themselves, those who possessed the most interesting of ideas but craved 
a forum or had to have a podium were passed by. I was reminded of the scene in Close 
Encounters of the Third Kind where all the well-disciplined astronauts are passed by by 
the space visitors and only the focused Roy Neary, the invited guest, was taken aboard 
the ship. 

It wasn’t after all about genius. Or perhaps it was but it was also about something more. 



It was really a new-paradigm conference and the new paradigm really was the divine 
qualities. In this case the divine quality of humility was what was being quietly sought. 



We Must be as a Child 

Feb. 1, 2013 

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/02/01/we-must-become-as-a-child/ 

Jesus said thousands of years ago that we must become as a child to enter the 
Kingdom of Heaven. 

Jesus is still with us today, speaking through John Smallman, Linda Dillon, Pamela 
Kribbe, and others.  I await the day when he says you must source all your vasanas 
and be squeaky-clean to ascend to the Seventh Heaven. 

I joke with you, but on one thing I’m serious.  It’s our conditioned reaction 
patterns, our habits of resistance to life formed long ago that prevent us from 
flowing with life and finishing with the old Third Dimension. 

And until we let go of all that old baggage, come into the present again, and allow 
the divine qualities that are inherent within us to emerge and take command of our 
being, as they did when we entered into life, we’re prevented from entering the 
Kingdom of Heaven that higher dimensionality is and condemned to continue 
experiencing and relating to the drabness of duality. 

It’s becoming easier to let go of our “stuff,” but it still doesn’t happen 
automatically. We have to be willing to emerge from our rackets and numbers, our 
fears and resistances. We cannot insist on keeping our conditioned reactions alive 
and wanting to open in love and acceptance to the New World emerging. 

https://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/02/01/we-must-become-as-a-child/


The price of admission to the Heaven of our hearts is releasing all our unhealthy 
conclusions about life, our resistant decisions, our burdensome stories, and 
everything else that our biocomputer’s programs (our vasanas) are fashioned from. 

And letting go of these programs, these scripts, these file cabinets full of 
instructions on how to look good, succeed in life, and outcompete others, letting go 
of all our rackets, winning formulas and zero-sum strategies is only half the battle. 

The other half is to commit ourselves from this moment on to allow what is native 
to us - the love that we are, the bliss that arises, the compassion that we feel - to 
motivate us, steer the ship from now on, and be the only reward we seek. 

I think it wouldn’t be going too far to suggest to us how rewarding it may prove to 
be to let go of all our grounds for complaint, all our fears about life, and all our 
lists of things to watch out for. 

I think it wouldn't be going too far to ask us to resolve to simply live in the 
moment in the experience of our own divine beingness, to revel in the love and the 
bliss which is the treasure in the field of our own Self or soul, and to seek nothing 
else beside it. 

I think it would be wise to ask us to cease seeking love from others and to seek 
love instead from the ancient spring that lies inside ourselves. 

I think it would be wise to ask us to invite ourselves to surrender to the knowledge 
that Nature is benevolent, life has a purpose, and our future is already set in its 
largest contours, that the direction of our travels throughout all that lies ahead of us 
is unerringly set for Home and that nothing can prevent our eventual arrival there 
and our welcome. 

In his youth, St. Francis was a reckless but rich young hedonist until one day, as he 
followed a raucous procession through Assisi, the Holy Spirit stopped him, 
snatched away his reveling, and left him penniless but so rich in love that he fed 
every beggar, indigent laborer and even pope until the end of his days from his vast 
treasury of bliss and compassion. 

Are we not penniless but rich in love? Have there ever been times that were worse 
and yet more blissful? Are we not obliged to turn away from the way it has been, 
which was rich in materiality but poor in spirit, to embrace a time that is poor in 
materiality but rich in spirit? 



Have we not also been stopped in our tracks by the Holy Spirit (or Divine Mother) 
and snatched away from our reveling? 

And is it not the case that we loving beggars are now inheriting the world and 
emerging as stewards of Light, the holders of the purse strings of the treasury of 
love?  And is it not being asked of each of us, not that we do, but that we love till 
we ache? 

Can anyone see where we’re headed? No, but does it matter? If each of us can 
simply open ourselves to this love that is sweeping the world, (1) will it not be 
clear to us all what is next? And what next could there be and what next would 
matter if we could, till the end of our days, be fountains of love and bliss? Will the 
world then not work effortlessly? 

Footnotes 

(1) "You will shortly notice a wave of love sweep the Earth, that will show that 
your civilization has taken a quantum leap forward." (SaLuSa, Dec. 28, 2012.) 



What is There to Let Go of? 

 

Feb. 23, 2013 

Mother/Father God created this whole illusory world for her own pleasure.  She created a 
game of life so that she might make herself known to herself.  (1) 

Since God is all there is, knowing Herself is a challenge. Many of us know ourselves as a 
result of interaction. But there's no one for God to interact with and so She created us 
finger puppets. We interact with each other. And each time one of us realizes who we 
really are (God), God meets God. 

God made up certain rules for this game of life called “natural” or “universal laws.” They 
governed what could be done and what could not. 

God made certain statements that reveal that She has made a world and made up the rules 
of how to participate in it. Here’s one from the Bhagavad-Gita, the Song of God: 

“This entire universe is pervaded by me, in that eternal form of mine which is not 
manifest to the senses. Although I am not within any creature, all creatures exist 
within me. I do not mean that they exist within me physically. That is my divine 
mystery. You must try to understand its nature. My Being sustains all creatures 
and brings them to birth, but has no physical contact with them.” (2) 

She allowed us the limited ability to create. She gave us freewill to do as we like. She 
created a graduated world in which, the more we learned of our own true nature, the more 
we advanced through these layers or dimensions. The “higher” the dimension, the more 
wonderful they become as we approach “nearer” and “nearer” to God. (All these are 
loose ways of speaking.) 



 

As we learned more, we created more. But sometimes what we created was “not-Divine.” 
(How can anything be "not Divine" in a world in which only the Divine is? Again more 
loose speaking and more paradox.) 

That which increased our separation from God could be said to be “not-divine.” 
Ignorance, hatred, vengefulness, coldness - all of these increase the (apparent) “gulf” 
between us and God and can be said to be “not-divine.” 

God gave us hints on how to return home. For instance, Krishna, an Incarnation of God, 
gave us this clue: 

"I am all that a man may desire 
Without transgressing 
The law of his nature." (3) 

If one asked what could be safely embraced as being Divine, then Krishna has answered 
that question: “I,” that is God, am all that can be desired, sought, or embraced without 
invoking a compensating and correcting natural law. 

The Divine Itself and everything that is qualitatively like the divine is all that we can 
desire, seek and embrace without incurring karma or corrective action. In this game of 
blind man's bluff, it is as if God were saying: "Not that. Not that. I am over here." 

The world that God created is full of paradoxes. For instance it is equally true to say that 
“I am not within any creature. ... My Being sustains all creatures and brings them to birth, 
but has no physical contact with them” and to say that God exists in the heart as the Self, 
Christ, or Atman. 

The mind reels at that statement and says how can God not exist within any creature and 
exist within every creature as the flame in the heart? God is too big to enter the heart. 
God is indivisible. Etc. One answer is that that flame does not exist as any physical entity. 



Another answer is that God does not “exist” within anyone. Still another answer is that a 
small "particle" of God, and not God Herself, exists within anyone, as far as the 
Indivisible can be said to have or make fragments of itself or particles. 

The answer is that the mind cannot figure out this puzzle. It never could and never will be 
able to. 

 

So what there is to be let go of is equally a paradox. Because what there is to be let go of 
is anything that is not divine. But given that everything is divine, what could be “not 
divine”? Again that is left for us to discover. And it cannot be discovered by the mind, 
although it can be discovered by the heart. 

Anything that "separates" us from God could be said to be “not divine.” Anything that 
obscures God in Her native state could be said to be “not divine.” Anything that harms 
another, disadvantages another, blocks us or another from knowing ourselves as divine 
could be said to be “not divine.” 

And the list goes on. 

So what there is to be let go of, speaking in common and simple language, though 
inviting paradox, is everything that is not divine. It is left to us, in the course of many 
lives, to find out what is not divine, to find out what it means to “let go” of it, and to 
discover what results. 

Footnotes 

(1) “We do not want anything capitalized.” (Archangel Michael in a personal 
reading with Steve Beckow through Linda Dillon, Aug. 12, 2016.) 
Mother God is all we can ever know. Father God is unknowable.  On the reason for 
the creation of the world, see The Purpose of Life is Enlightenment at https://
gaog.wpengine.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/Purpose-of-Life-is-
Enlightenment.pdf 

https://gaog.wpengine.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/Purpose-of-Life-is-Enlightenment.pdf
https://gaog.wpengine.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/Purpose-of-Life-is-Enlightenment.pdf
https://gaog.wpengine.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/Purpose-of-Life-is-Enlightenment.pdf


(2) Sri Krishna in Swami Prabhavananda and Christopher Isherwood, trans., Bhagavad-
Gita. The Song of God. New York and Scarborough: New American Library, 1972; c194, 
80. 

(3) Ibid., 71. 



Letting Go of the Local Self 

 

Feb. 23, 2013 

Wisdom hath built her temple with the seven pillars. The temple is the body; the 
seven pillars are probably the seven chakras; and housed within the temple is the 
Self. 

The Ark of the Covenant contains the laws. The Ark is the body; the laws are the 
Self. 

The fire is always burning on the altar. The altar is the body and the fire is the Self. 

The body is the illusion and the Self is the Reality within the illusion. The purpose 
of life is to see through the illusion to the Reality. 

The Self is the flame in the heart, the treasure buried in a field, and the Pearl of 
great price. It's the big fish among fish, the mustard seed that grew into a great tree, 
and the firebrand plucked from the burning. The Self is the Mystery of mysteries. 

Life itself is like a hall of mirrors, each reflection in a mirror being a false self, a 
separate self, a local self. Only the one Self is real; all the other selves are 
reflections of it, illusory, non-existent. 



 

It seems to me that life is a process of letting go of one false, separate and illusory 
self after another, one local self after another, until all that's left is a generalized 
Self with no particular claim to any “me” but a claim to being all of us - and more; 
in fact everything, though unto itself it is no thing. 

We leapfrog from Self to No-Self to Self to No-Self at higher and higher 
dimensions of life, always heading towards the one and only Self/No-Self whose 
discovery is the end and the beginning of Life. 

But always at the center of our journey is a letting go of any local self, anything 
that appears as a center in favor of a deeper center, which then must be let go of in 
turn. That which we are cannot be let go of. Therefore anything that can be let go 
of would be wisely jettisoned. 

Life itself is an endless series of invitations to let go of the local self. There's no 
need to embrace the universal Self, for That we always already are. That Self is the 
residuum, the default, both the end and origin of life. It can never be let go of. It 
never leaves us. It is us, all of us. 

Let go, let go, let go. That could be said to be all there is to do in life if what we 
want from life is to be and know who we are. 



In the Face of an Avalanche of Information, Take the 
Shortcut 

 

What feeds our faith comes from an unseen source 

March 6, 2013 

You can see that today alone Suzanne Lie gave us a complete description of the 
Ascension process involved in full restoration of consciousness, Sheldan Nidle described 
the arrival of NESARA and first contact, Jesus describes the impact of the truths that will 
soon be revealed, world figures are dying or being replaced – and the day is still young. 

This can seem like a wall of information and it continues and grows daily. Well, you can 
try to keep up. Those who have full-time jobs may find this a relentless pace. 

Or you can take the shortcut and go easy on yourself by getting the only avenue left to us 
if we want to master this journey with as little stress and confusion as possible and that is 
to let go of everything else – every agenda, every intention, every thought – other than 
those that accord with the divine qualities. (I would risk calling this a “conversion” for 
the religious among us.) 

Only the divine qualities will suffice now and the divine qualities are all we need 
anyways. They’re our inner compass, the gas in our tank, and our Onstar system. 

And perhaps first among them for the subject in question – the survival skill embedded 
among the divine qualities – is what is called “faith.” Linda Dillon and Graham Dewyea 
have reviewed faith or trust at length on Heavenly Blessings and I don’t want to duplicate 
their work here. 



But what I do want to do is to “sell it” to you as our Onstar during these times. 

The avalanche of information flowing from the Company of Heaven at this time is 
consistent – more or less. Every one of our sources is acknowledging that we’re on the 
road to full restoration of our consciousness. All are acknowledging NESARA. All are 
discussing the nearness of Disclosure. 

If in December we were shaken and disappointed, the relentless pace of consistent 
information should be enough to reassure us now that what the Company of Heaven told 
us then is true – we have rejigged the schedule so that more than the 30 percent can 
ascend and we continue to be on a steady and fast-paced march towards the event of our 
Ascension. 

I suggest that it’ll serve us to give up our doubts in that regard and surrender to the 
process. Giving up our doubts is one way of restoring faith. 

The basic agreement of science fiction is that the reader or viewer suspends disbelief for 
the period of reading or viewing the yarn. I suggest that the basic agreement here as well 
be to suspend disbelief for the period between now and the arrival of full restoration – if 
we want an easy and comfortable ride. 

But these are strategies to restore faith. We’re needing less and less to “restore” faith 
because, as we expand under the impact of the energies being beamed to Earth, our 
essential nature asserts itself more and more and our essential nature is “faith-full.” 

Faith, like hope, is another name for acting on our inner knowing. What feeds our faith 
comes from an unseen source – the soul. I’m sitting here at this moment and feeling full 
of faith and I recognize it as a quality that comes from inner knowing. But that inner 
knowing has been released in the course of my expansion. It wasn’t there a month or two 
ago … and it is now. 

It being here, I can examine it. And I see it arises from a soul knowing of the reality of all 
that the Company of Heaven is saying. Yes, they are terrible with dates. Yes, we’ve been 
kept waiting, so to speak, until we’re ready to drop. Yes, they may not tell us the whole 
enchilada, may allow us to go down a wrong street, may speak ambiguously at times, etc. 

But the overall movement towards full restoration and a Golden Age is something we can 
rely on and I say that because of the existence of this state of being inside of me that 
characteristically goes by the name of “faith.” 

But it isn’t “faith” as was known to the religions. That is like saying that the love you see 
on Dallas is Love. It isn’t. And the faith I feel at the moment is not the kind that’s sold in 



churches and other places of worship. It’s an expression of the soul, of the soul’s 
knowing. And how it knows, what it knows, the soul doesn’t say. At least not in words. 
The soul speaks a wordless language, which we feel more than hear. 

We used to think that people of faith were naieve, cardboard characters who wanted to 
escape from reality by downing the opiate of the masses. Maybe some were. But all of us 
immersed in Third-Dimensional reality were cardboard characters. 

As we move into higher-vibrational states, we’re less and less cardboard. But we can see 
that faith has remained. In fact it has blossomed. The fact that it stays with us, and only 
truth can survive in these higher dimensions we’re entering, should reassure us that faith 
is real. 

Greed has not survived. Drama and “looking out for number one” have not survived – or 
won’t much longer. But faith has. Again we can take the long route and reason the whole 
thing out for ourselves or we can take the short route and simply drop our mistrust of 
faith and go by that inner knowing, that inner compass, that Onstar system that will guide 
us Home. 



What is the Ascension Plan Going Forward? 

 
Feb. 20, 2013 

We now have a number of sources, both through InLight Radio and from other channels, 
who’ve addressed the question of what occurred on Dec. 21, 2012 and what lies ahead as 
we move from the middle of Ascension toward its end. Details are not as ample as we 
might prefer, but perhaps we should look at what details are available at this time. 

The Universal Mother is the author of the overall Divine Plan, which includes the plan 
for our Ascension. She assured us on Feb. 4, 2013 that we were already well into the 
process of Ascension whether we’re entirely aware of what has taken place till now or 
not. 

“Your Ascension is assured. And each of you are already well within that process. 
And whether you are acknowledging the shift in realities or not, you are upon a 
planet, my sentient Gaia, who has anchored herself in the 5th. 

“Therefore, whether you are choosing to acknowledge it or not, your being and 
the ability to access and to expand into that beingness is already primarily 
anchored in a different dimensional reality.” (1) 

Later in the program she again referred to the shift that Gaia had made: “I say to thee, 
you are on a planet that has shifted to the 5th. So let go of the hologram [of the 3rd].” (2) 

The fact that there has been an adjustment in the plan did not cancel it, she said. 

“It did not cancel my plan. My beloved humans and angels and starseeds and 
Earth keepers, I am afraid you are not capable of canceling my plan. Do I have the 
capacity to arrange an infinite number of variables to adjust to your request? Of 
course I do. And I have, and I am.” (3) 

http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/02/life-can-change-in-a-heartbeat/love-87384/


I’ll leave it to Archangel Michael, below, to discuss the adjustment in the plan in more 
detail. 

She acknowledged our “dismay or disappointment or discouragement that certain things 
have not occurred on December 21st, 2012.” She said that full restoration was not in the 
distant future: “We are not talking 26,000 years or 10 years or 20 years.” (4) 

Referring to Linda’s request that dates not be discussed, she added: “I honor the soul 
contract that this channel has set forth to not deal with dates and time, but I do suggest to 
you, this is not an elongated process.” 

Instead, she explained, “your Ascension is underway. … Do not simply throw away the 
idea that you are ascending. You are in the middle of this.” (5) 

She reminded us that, even though the plan was adjusted, the galactics were working with 
us to raise our vibrations. 

“So, has there been adjustment? Yes. Are the galactics working with you? More so 
than ever. But, again, you are raising the vibration of the collective. So it is in 
harmony with your star brothers and sisters. You are raising the vibration so that 
your systems are more reflective, completely reflective, of who you really are.” 
(6) 

She called upon us to allow our awareness to expand to take in that shift in our being. 

“I am asking of you that you allow that awareness of expansion, of consciousness, 
of heart-centered consciousness, of love, to blossom and to live within you and 
around you.” (7) 

Archangel Michael filled in many of the blanks about what had and had not transpired on 
21/12/12 and predicted that full restoration of consciousness would occur within a matter 
of months. 

None of us has very much of a taste left for dates and so I did not press him on exactly 
how many months. Many dates have been missed and we know that. 

Archangel Michael discussed the ascension process in a personal reading I had with him 
on Dec. 26, 2012. He began by saying that we were no longer anchored in the old Third 
Dimension: “I would suggest to you you are not grounded in the old Third. You are 
having an experience of physicality but it is not what you think of as the old Third.” (8) 

He indicated that the human collective had asked that the process of Ascension be slowed 
down so that more than the anticipated 30 percent could ascend. At first he asked me to 



keep this figure confidential, but Sanat Kumara later released it publicly on An Hour with 
an Angel so the need to keep it confidential appears to have been removed. 

Archangel Michael: As you know, in our private channelings, we have indicated 
to you a percentage of what we would anticipate would fully ascend on the 
Solstice. Think of it as a family decision, saying, slow down, because we all want 
to come. The plan has still need to go forward with great rapidity, by the way. But 
we will slow down so that we can accommodate everybody [who wants to ascend, 
that is.] 

Steve: OK. 

AAM: So what you are doing is literally holding the door open. So that is exactly 
what has transpired. 

So rather than a very small, about a third ascending, many going to another similar 
planet, a few going to an alternate universe, think of it as pushing the pause button, but 
even as you know, that even as the pause button is pushed, there is still recording activity. 
It is not that you enter no time. 

So what has taken place in this what you can think of as pause, is the old third has taken 
its form fully as a holograph, on the outer rim, rather than separate from Gaia, she has 
allowed this, many are still looking outward at that holograph. It is just that, although 
much of life is a holograph, as you have pointed out. 

And the collection is being made so that all may shift into the new form and this is being 
made possible not only by us who have pushed the pause button, but by each of you. You 
say but we are not conscious of this. But your soul is most certainly conscious of this and 
that is why you are so anxious. (9) 

He said that we were in the middle of the Ascension process. 

Archangel Michael: You are in the middle of Ascension. 

Steve: Now how would you describe the beginning and how would you describe 
the middle and how would you describe the end? 

AAM: I would describe the beginning over a year ago as we began these 
conversations, as people began the clearing, as they were riding the troughs and 
the waves. That was the beginning of this journey. The middle has been the 
opening of what you think of in human dates as 11/11/12 – 21/12/12. This is the 
middle. It is the opening of the floodgates. … 



The end is the when the full restoration, the complete restoration and the jubilation, the 
full restoration of vision and the knowing of your interdimensional self is fully there. 
Now it is already there for some of you. It is coming by degrees. (10) 

Archangel Michael told us that “you are being flooded [with energy]. That is why you are 
feeling so much.” (11)  I’ve been reporting on the exhaustion that I and other members of 
the Nova Earth team are experiencing at the moment. I’d imagine it’s part of this flooding 
of energy. 

Archangel Michael joked about the missed dates on the radio show but then said that full 
restoration would happen in a matter of months. 

Archangel Michael: You ask me for a date. And I do not give you one. Because I 
do have a terrible track record, do I not? 

Steve: Hah! Ha ha ha ha. Yes, Lord. 

AAM: But I am telling you it is not indefinite. It is not years. We are not talking 
hundreds of years or thousands of years. We are talking a human process that is 
well underway. 

S: Are we talking about weeks? Are we talking about months? 

AAM: We are talking about months. 

S: Months? Months? Oh, my gosh, that is a long time. 

AAM: But it is not because there will be a lot happening in the interim. (12) 

This then is the case as Archangel Michael laid it out. 

Geoff West interviewed Gaia on An Hour with an Angel and she said that “it is an 
overstatement, if I can put it that way, for you to say that Ascension has been delayed. It 
is in process. It is unfolding like the flowers of spring.” 

“What you are talking about is the Ascension of the human race. Now, what I 
have said to thee — and I understand fully, perhaps more than many of you — I 
am in the 5th dimension, and therefore, my beloved angels, so are you. 

“Are you catching up to the changes? Are you working on this as a unified whole? 
Yes, you are. But it is my movement that is also catapulting and participating and 
affecting this nuclear chain reaction within the other planets. 



“So, it is not solely dependent on you. So the answer to your question is no. This 
delay in human Ascension, this slowing down and elongating the process, has not 
slowed me down, or your universe. That is why the increase in your frequencies, 
particularly when you are saying ‘I allow,’ is happening so rapidly. (13) 

Gaia, whom the Divine Mother told us is an archangel, (14) also emphasized that the 
Ascension process not take decades or centuries. 

“It is an overstatement, if I can put it that way, for you to say that Ascension has 
been delayed. It is in process. It is unfolding like the flowers of spring. 

“What you are talking about is the Ascension of the human race. Now, what I 
have said to thee — and I understand fully, perhaps more than many of you — I 
am in the 5th dimension, and therefore, my beloved angels, so are you. 

“Are you catching up to the changes? Are you working on this as a unified whole? 
Yes, you are. But it is my movement that is also catapulting and participating and 
affecting this nuclear chain reaction within the other planets. 

“So, it is not solely dependent on you. So the answer to your question is no. This 
delay in human Ascension, this slowing down and elongating the process, has not 
slowed me down, or your universe. That is why the increase in your frequencies, 
particularly when you are saying ‘I allow,’ is happening so rapidly. 

“So I, as a sentient being, am not looking at centuries, so don’t you. Don’t even 
look at decades.” (15) 

Referring to full restoration, she reassured us that “I do not underestimate your ability to 
complete this Ascension with me completely.” (16) Sanat Kumara also did not give an 
exact date (and we did not ask him) but said: 

“Now, I have heard, and I hear, you out there saying, ‘Oh, great. What are we 
looking at? Ten years? A hundred years? A thousand years?’ 

“And I say, no, you are not. The changes are already underway.” (17) 

I think there’s more to the matter of dates than AAM simply being poor on dates, but I’m 
willing to let the matter rest and find out why their track record has been so poor later. 

Sanat Kumara revealed that the Company of Heaven did not warn us that we would not 
all ascend on Dec. 21 because that would have (and here I interpret his remark) lost us the 
momentum that was building. 



“So why did we not warn you that you might be disappointed? Because the 
energy, the forward thrust of what you were creating together with us, was so 
strong that we had no desire, particularly in the unfoldment of the Mother’s plan, 
to say, ‘Wait a minute, and stop. Let us take time out and breathe.’ Because that 
would have … hmm … you have a saying, ‘put a wrench in the works.’” (18) 

Sanat Kumara made reference to the human collective having expressed a wish that more 
ascend as a second reason for not warning us that full ascension would not take place on 
21/12/12. 

“So we did not warn you. We did not purposely set you up, because frankly it was 
not anticipated that the human collective would respond as open and generously 
and as loving as you have. Even I, as planetary logos, did not anticipate an 
application of the universal laws of love so completely or rapidly. So rather than 
creating — and us creating with you; let us be very clear about that — rather than 
us creating divisions, it is being done collectively.” (19) 

He acknowledged that “many will choose a wait-and-see attitude. And in some ways this 
puts actually more onus upon the lightworkers, light-holders, love-holders that continue 
on. Because the effort of shifting an entire planet of people is beyond imagination.” (20) 

Some people may feel comforted if we look at sources other than those who’ve spoken to 
us through InLight Radio, to see if there’s agreement. Let’s do that here. 

Matthew Ward commented on the difficulty of giving an exact date for full Ascension. 
On Jan. 19, 2013, he too said that free will entered into the matter: 

“We don’t know how long it will be before Earth is joyfully back home where the 
planet and its soul, Gaia, originated. It is logical to ask, since we knew when the 
planet would exit third density, why don’t we know when it will reach its 
destination? … 

“Earth’s ascension to this point was predestined so she would reach the narrow 
celestial window when the planetary alignment would enable her to enter fourth 
density. Now that she is in this density, where darkness cannot assault her with its 
negativity, her journey henceforth is within a safe harbor, so to say, where are no 
‘time’ constrictions. 

“Just as before—always!—her residents’ journeys depends upon the choices each 
makes, and the cumulative choices make up the collective consciousness. So, it is 
your thoughts, passionate feelings and actions that will set Earth’s pace from now 
on. Whether that is happily humming through fourth density or soaring like an 



eagle, Gaia is jubilant—the exceptionally difficult leg of the ascension is over!” 
(21) 

Archangel Michael through Ron Head said that “as you move deeper and deeper into the 
uplifting energies, you will know beyond doubt that, at least for yourselves, ascension is 
indeed in progress.” (22) 

He reminded us of each individual’s free will: “Now, how an individual human may react 
to it is a matter of choice. That is true. But in the longer run, we promise you that far 
more will choose the high road than choose the low.” (23) 

He suggested that more work remained for us to do: 

“There is still a bit of work left for you, is there not? But we suggest that the 
finding of, and healing of, the last little bits is becoming easier and easier. 

“There are many, many lightworkers who are now more than prepared to help 
each other upon the way, enough we assure you, to take care of all those who will 
eventually begin to turn to you for aid.” (24) 

The Arcturian Group also commented on the progress of the Ascension process. They 
began their message by encouraging us “in your journey of enlightenment and ascension 
into the new energies you are now receiving.” (25) They said that these energies were 
catapulting us into the realization of unity. 

“The powerful energy shift and ascension process taking place at this time is 
moving mankind more deeply into a realization of oneness. It is a shift from 
metaphysics (trying to change a bad picture into a good picture through various 
tools) into mysticism (the realization that within the ONE there can be nothing 
needing to be changed).” (26) 

For the Arcturian Group, this realization of oneness IS Ascension. 

“There comes a time in everyone’s, (teacher and student), evolutionary journey 
when he shifts into a realization of oneness. This may come in an instant after 
lifetimes of spiritual seeking, or it may be a slow and gradual process. This is 
ascension, the attainment of that state of consciousness that realizes everything 

Real is perfect and held in place by Divine law and that ONE is ever manifesting ITSELF 
as… What you ‘see is what you get’ as the saying goes… Your state of consciousness is 
interpreting for you, the divine ideas embodied within the One.” (27) 



The Arcturians through Suzanne Lie also acknowledged our disappointment that we did 
not wake up on Dec. 22, 2012 and find all of us fully on the Fifth Dimension. 

“We Galactics are aware that many of you, especially those who have worked 
very hard toward the moment when ALL would be ascended, are struggling with 
life appearing the same. 

“We know that you were eager to find yourself instantly transported to a higher 
reality, consciously perceive us landing among you, turning on your television to 
see the announcement of the release of the many hidden patents, or the actuality 
of NESARA.” (28) 

They say that our higher consciousnesses made a request that we be the conscious 
creators of Nova Earth and this request was being honored. 

“You, the Unity Consciousness of Gaia, want to cross the finish line on your own. 
… 

“Your Unity Consciousness has chosen to be the conscious creators of New Earth. 

“Your long sojourn through physical Earth has taught you to be independent 
within the collective. Those who have become loving leaders because of your 
personal resolve to help others. Therefore, just as we have been silently helping 
our Ascending Ones, you have passed that gift along to help others who cannot 
perceive us. 

“The fact is that the Collective Consciousness of Earth has chosen to unite with 
your Higher Expressions before inviting us into your world. You, our Ascending 
Ones, realize that you want to ‘do it on your own.’ Just as a child learns to ride a 
bicycle by their parent holding onto to the back and does not realize that their 
parent has let go, many of you have not realized that we let go of your Ascension 
because you have found your own balance.” (29) 

The Company of Heaven gives us their assurance that they are accompanying us each 
step of the journey. The Divine Mother says:“You are accompanied by many including 
your star brothers and sisters, far beyond what even you can imagine.” (30) 

Matthew Ward also tells us “we continue accompanying you, albeit unseen, every step of 
the way.” (31) 

So this is the picture at this point in time (Feb. 18, 2013) going forward. We’re at the 
midpoint of Ascension and will reach full restoration in a matter of months. We’re 
partially anchored on the Fifth Dimension now with our faces still turned towards the 



Third. But we’re gradually awakening to our Ascension and will have the help of the 
Company of Heaven at every step along the rest of the way. 
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Archangel Michael: Humanity is in the Midst of Dramatic 
Changes of Profound Proportions 

 

Feb. 28, 2013 

Archangel Michael’s message through Ronna Herman (1) was so profound this month 
that I felt a strong desire to review some of what he says in it. It really is not to be missed. 

He tells us that “the evolutionary process for humanity is in full-swing and moving 
forward at an astounding pace.” He reassures us that “humanity is ready to take a giant 
leap in consciousness.” 

However, he reminds us, this is just one small part of the overall journey from God to 
God and we've experienced many levels of it prior to coming to Earth on this mission. 

“Yes, humanity is in the midst of dramatic changes, an evolutionary process of 
profound proportions. However, remember, it is just a part of the never-ending 
spiral. All of you who are awakening to your God consciousness have 
experienced a great variety of momentous transitional processes throughout this 
universe.” 

Moreover, we're the dreamer dreaming and, having passed the halfway mark, we’re about 
to begin our journey back to the One. 

“You are the dreamer as well as the dream. It is in this Sacred Space [of 
realization] that you will begin your journey back into the wholeness (holiness) as 
you strive to recreate yourself into a SUN CHILD of our Father/Mother God. This 
has been preordained; it is your Divine Heritage." 

Ascension is not a constantly-accelerating process; there has need to be pauses along the 
way. 



“Be aware that there is an ebb and flow to the process of ascension. There are 
great pulsations of new higher Cosmic Ray vibrational patterns bombarding the 
Earth, with quiet times in-between so as not to create an overload situation. 

“Ascension is not a steady, forward-motion process. It is an insurgence of energy 
and new information, and then a time of assimilation, integration and 
manifestation. Many of the sensations seem more pronounced to you at this time. 

“You may feel as though you have taken a great leap into the unknown at times or 
taken a step backward into uncertainty. At other times you may feel an intensified 
sense of vulnerability. By now, you should be somewhat accustomed to the ebb 
and flow of magnified, accelerated frequencies; however, when you are pushed to 
the next level of awareness, it often sets off an alarm of varying degrees in your 
physical/mental/emotional bodies.” 

We starseeds are here to help others make the transition. 

“You are called Star Seed for a reason, for as you return to Self-Mastery, you will 
initiate the process of integrating highly-developed crystalline, Life-Code Seed 
Atoms; a new, advanced evolutionary process to be used in the next forthcoming 
Golden Age.” 

We don’t need to fret or be concerned that our interdimensional faculties will not be 
returned to us. 

“Your inner perspective will automatically broaden as you gradually change your 
way/mode of thinking and perceiving.” 

We’ll be given the resources we need to see to our missions as wayshowers. 

“We have said that many special dispensations are being given to those who 
bravely step to the fore and claim their heritage. As the masses awaken and cry 
out for assistance, solutions, information and encouragement, you will be needed 
more than ever, my brave ones. 

“We are waiting to empower you, to gift you with wisdom, abilities and 
knowledge beyond your wildest imaginings.” 

As it is, we’re being showered with nourishing energies and our "level of comprehension 
and awareness will increase with each download of higher frequency energy.” As we 
move farther along our journey, the inbuilt longing for liberation will kick in and pull us 
towards God.  



Archangel Michael describes it here: 

“At some point in every person’s Soul journey throughout time and space, there is 
a yearning to return to the higher realms–a Divine discontent sets in that cannot be 
denied. First you must become aware of the voice of your conscience. The 
whispers of your Soul will grow louder and more distinctive as you begin to pay 
attention to the call of Spirit. 

“A sensitivity grows within your feeling nature as you become attuned to higher 
vibrational patterns of people, places, thoughts and actions. Eventually you will 
learn to distinguish the Soul Song vibrations of your Soul family, and of the 
different masters and angelic Beings." 

All is soon to be flux and we won’t want to lag behind. 

“Please take heed: no longer will you be allowed to stagnate or even stay at a 
certain level very long—time and the process of transformation are moving too 
rapidly. 
“Your language is changing; your thought forms are different. The old areas of 
your brain which contain your past are gradually being refined or dissolved, so it 
is beginning to seem as though everything that happened before, even last year, is 
a vague dream.” 

We’ll learn to think in new ways and find ourselves becoming impatient with the old. 

“New areas of your brain are being activated and you must learn to think in a 
whole new way. Light packets of information, holographic pictures of great 
significance and sacred geometric patterns will begin to come into your 
consciousness, and you must learn how to decipher these. 

“It may seem as if those whom you are moving beyond no longer understand you, 
or you cannot find words to carry on the old mundane patterns of conversation. 
You will also find that you do not need to verbalize every thought as you begin to 
telepathically pick up the energies and thoughts of those around you. Your 
intuitive abilities will increase, and you will not be easily deceived. You will 
speak your truth with spiritual integrity, and you will not be willing to engage in 
the negative games of the past.” 

It’ll become increasingly important to remain detached. 

“We implore you: do not become attached to any way of being, any one modality, 
any philosophy that is too narrow or structured, or buy into any agreement that 



gives power to someone outside yourself. Discernment, discernment, discernment
—we cannot emphasize this enough, for as quickly as an apparent truth comes 
forth and you incorporate it into your belief system, it may be superseded by a 
higher truth or a new concept. 

“In looking back, can you not see that much of the knowledge you now accept as 
your absolute truth was beyond your wildest imagining ten years ago, or even six 
months ago? Be aware that many of the things you are so certain about today will 
undoubtedly change tomorrow or in the near future.” 

We’re being bombarded with the new and will tap into higher and higher dimensions. 

“Mentally, new ideas and concepts are bombarding your consciousness. Nebulous 
at first, but gradually solidifying as you use your enhanced reasoning abilities to 
unfold and decode the formulas and inventions of the future. 

“As you tap into the higher planes of the fifth dimension, you will begin to 
remember facets of the blueprint of Creation for this Sub-universe: how to hold a 
pure thought until it is brought to fruition and how you assisted in the creation of 
a great variety of wondrous things. Many of you will begin to see geometric 
shapes, sparkling crystals, and brilliant new colors as you move through and 
beyond time and space into realms of Light.” 

There’s so much more Archangel Michael says that is relevant and important to us in 
Ronna’s monthly message. But the article would become too long if I reviewed all of it. 
He closes by inviting us to open fully to the wonders materializing before us. 

“Open your minds and your hearts, beloveds, and embrace the infusion of Divine 
Love/Light that awaits you. Bask in the glory of reunion with us as we move 
forward together on this incredible journey into a new reality. We are with you 
always. You are loved most profoundly.” 

As the months of 2013 rapidly pass by us, we can see one messenger after another 
affirming that the process of Ascension continues and rushes towards its culmination. By 
no means are we in a trough or has the process ended. Instead we are alternately being 
washed in profound energies and allowed to rest and assimilate as we move towards 
"dramatic changes ... of profound proportions." 

Footnotes 

(1) Archangel Michael, "Hold Steady, Beloveds," transmitted through Ronna Herman, 
Feb. 28, 2013, at http://www.ronnastar.com/messages-aam/latest.html. 

http://www.ronnastar.com/messages-aam/latest.html




Starseeds: Waiters at the Banquet of Ascension 

 

Aug. 25, 2011 

"The souls who came from fourth, fifth and higher density worlds specifically to 
assist Earth in her ascension—when their mission is completed, they will return to 
their homelands." (Matthew's Message, Feb. 14, 2010.) 

"You will only leave the Earth before Ascension if it is already within your plan, 
so it is necessary that you understand each soul has chosen its path to the next 
stage of its evolution." (SaLuSa, Dec. 31, 2010.) 

I wanted to mention a few things about Starseeds. Not like I know what I'm saying, but 
just because I have a hunch, based on what I experienced recently in my short but 
powerful meditation retreat. 

I think I may have said earlier (maybe not) that most people reading this blogsite and all 
the other sites on the subject of Ascension, are in my estimation Starseeds. Terrestrials 
reading these sites, I believe, might mostly say, "Hey, these folks are nut cases. I'm outta 
here. Stanley Cup's on tonight."  Starseeds feel some resonance, perhaps for a reason they 
know not. Terrestrials may not feel a resonance at all or they may not feel it until after 
Disclosure. 

But we all feel a tug when we encounter this information, and that's probably as it should 
be. 

We Starseeds signed on to wait tables at the banquet of Ascension so we're supposed to 
feel that tug. We're going to carry the food from the chefs (angels, ascended masters, and 



galactics) to the banquet guests (terrestrials). It isn't our banquet, I believe. We've already 
had ours and now it's time for the next group to have theirs. 

I now believe that most Starseeds are already ascended. Why would the hierarchy and the 
star councils ask people to leave their home planets and come here who were 
unascended? To be part of the problem? No, we've come to be part of the solution. Why 
add to the number of unascended beings a whole bunch from Andromeda who also have 
not ascended? It doesn't make sense. 

Invite Starseeds who've ascended, lock them up in these darn heavy Third-Dimensional 
bodies, give them medical ailments to keep their attention "down to Earth" and show 
them what terrestrials have to deal with, and program them to awaken when their service 
begins. 

 

So no need to worry about Ascension. Only a need to worry about our terms of service. 
And no need to worry about your children's Ascension or your kitties' or puppies'. Your 
kids' Ascension, in the event they're terrestrials, is a surer prospect than that of most 
Gaian adults!  But children born today are probably the new crystals, rainbows, magentas 
and others who are destined to lead the New Society anyways. No need to waste energy 
worrying about them. 

Moreover, and here is the radical suggestion, most Starseeds, I'm willing to bet, have 
come from dimensions higher than the Fifth. Coming from higher dimensions, if God 
enlightened us, we'd probably leave this Earth and go back to whence we came. So it just 
very well may be that no Starseeds should expect to experience enlightenment before 
their terms of service are over. That would seem to defeat the whole purpose of our being 
here. Awaken us, yes. Enlighten us, maybe not. Of course this is only a hunch. 

We're wearing blinkers and, even if we're given an experience of ourselves, I think we'll 
still be wearing at least dark glasses. If we know truly who we are, again we'll be outta 
here. Vamoose the ranch. 



And another hunch: I don't think many of us will be early risers or ascenders either - 
perhaps some terrestrials will. But we're supposed to remain here and serve the guests. 

And we need worker bees as well as queen bees. Some Starseeds like Drunvalo and Lisa 
Renee have signed up to sit at the head table and make speeches. But many more of us 
have left our sublime existences and regal homes to serve in rather menial capacities, 
serving food, planning finances for the banquet, and rigging up the lighting. Some need 
to be the spiritual teachers and some need to meet and greet. But all come from higher 
dimensions just the same. We have a lot of high-priced talent wearing bibs. 

Gabe says he was hired to be a guinea pig, a banquet taster. Let him sample the food first 
and see if he keels over.  So they took an archangel and made him a food taster. Ellie was 
sent here to create the mood and environment. Take Pleiadian royalty and make her a 
step-down transformer. My heavens, what we aren't called upon to do! 

 

Drunvalo is, in my view, a very evolved being.  Enlist him and have him travel around 
the world lighting candles, chanting hymns and waving cosmic sage around the place. 
Don't diss the janitor. He may be a Seventh-Dimensional being who agreed to come here 
from Lyra. 

We all of us think the Fifth Dimension is the end-all and be-all. I predict that many of you 
will find that you come from much higher dimensions than that. But they had you sign on 
the dotted line and made you all Men in the Iron Mask, dumbed you down, saddled you 
with asthma and fibromyalgia, took away your abundance, memories, and capabilities 
and said "Thank you very much."  Later on you get your galactic Mastercard back. 

Why are we doing this? Serving the One in the many. Ensuring that the Divine Plan 
unfolds. Doing unto terrestrials what other galactic civilizations have done unto us in 
some distant past. 



 

We take time out from our wonderful lives in the Elysian Fields and don our waiters' bibs 
and dishwashing aprons and see that the feast of Ascension comes off without a hitch and 
then we clean up, close up shop and go home. Job well done. 

So I just encourage you to not worry about Ascension. You're already there. Just worry 
about opening websites and building blogsites like Laura, Jean, and Quinn, starting radio 
shows like Maarten, Geoff, Wendy and Greg, opening discussion groups like Darran, 
spreading the word, providing the answers, reassuring people who are about to see a 
legion of angels descend with wheels in wheels and chariots of fire. 

Very soon the joy will spread and infect us all. And we'll begin a steady march to the 
banquet. Let's help the terrestrials fill their lamps with oil and prepare to meet the 
bridegroom. We've eaten our fill already and married the Spirit before we came here. 

Let the joy spread. Let there be peace on Earth and happiness among men and women, 
the beasts of the field and the birds of the air.  A new era in human civilization is about to 
begin and we Starseeds are an important part of the crew welcoming the rest. We have 
nothing to worry about, save doing our job well. This is not our time. It's the time of 
terrestrials. This is our turn to serve. 



Ending Gender Persecution  



The Causes of Persecution and the Benefits of Eliminating It 
from the Planet 

 

March 9, 2013 

I suspect that persecution results from holding three notions as true and important. 

Those three notions are the separateness of the self, the felt need to ensure its survival, 
and the belief that competition for scarce resources is inevitable to ensure its survival. 

The first concept states that a self exists separate from all others, with distinct and often 
competing wants and needs. We generate a sense of “me” and “mine,” whose continuance 
and growth our lives become about promoting and defending. This fixation with our own 
welfare usually causes us to be self-serving. 

The second concept sees as being worthy of support the survival of that separate self and 
everyone and everything with whom it identifies or whom it sees as important to its own 
survival. Others are viewed at best as immaterial to things or at worst a threat to them. 
Our own survival, victory, success and gain is regarded as paramount and those of others 
as comparatively unimportant or counterproductive. 

The third concept holds that resources are scarce and so separate selves must compete for 
them. Furthermore, anything goes in competing with others and ensuring one's own 
survival or the survival of anyone or anything that contributes to or ensures our own 
survival. 

The only time a society organized along these lines co-operates is when co-operation 
serves the survival of those who've captured and retain power. Co-operation ends when 
survival is ensured, when there is no more need to resort to it, or when co-operation 
threatens survival. 



If we accept these three postulates, we have fertile ground for harmfulness, 
discrimination, and persecution of others. 

Combining these three justifies the use of some people to serve the survival, success, 
victory or gain of others. Those who lack power or can be deprived of it may be subjected 
to discrimination or persecution to convert them into resources to serve the ends of those 
in power. 

This was what the cabal attempted to do to the middle classes of whole nations in the 
service of what came to be known as the "one percent." Many gains for democracy were 
lost. Work shrank. Benefits were taken away. And the political, judicial, religious and 
other systems and processes were subverted. Now all of that is in the process of being 
reversed. 

In so many societies, the majority seems to persecute the minority. I'm not aware that any 
of the world's religions is immune to persecuting the minorities of other religions - not 
Christian, Buddhist, Hindu or Muslim. Nations even persecute minorities of the same 
religion - Protestants and Catholics, Sunni and Shi'a Muslims, etc. There doesn't seem to 
be anything morally superior in belonging to any religion that I'm aware of. 

In societies such as these, the majority appears to be viewed as the self and the minority 
as the other or outsider. 

Women also fall into the category of those made to serve the powerful in many societies, 
being viewed sometimes as chattels and at other times as servants of the interests of men. 

I think that, in many societies, the male is seen to be the self and the female, the other. 
Many societies have denied women the vote or any role in government. Only the males 
are seen as politically existing or carrying weight. Some societies did not see women as 
persons before the law or children as having rights until very recently. 

In some societies men make all the important decisions for women, including whether 
they live or die if they resist the rule of men. Honor killings are an example of males in 
the family deciding that women should die for insisting on making their own choices in 
marriage. 

In all of this, the pattern of harm, discrimination and persecution could not go on without 
holding the belief that people are separate and must ensure their own survival over others 
in a process of competition for scarce resources, including resources like power, wealth 
and honor. 



In a society where human unity is acknowledged, where the immortality of the person is 
known, and where resources are equally shared, there are no grounds for persecution. 

That's one reason – but only one - why persecution can't survive into Fifth-Dimensional 
society. People don't experience themselves as separate but as one. Survival isn't seen as 
an issue. And co-operation is predominantly the means of interacting with each other. 
There's no basis and no need for persecution. 

The real challenge is to choose not to persecute in the absence of unitive consciousness, 
acceptance of immortality, and the desire to co-operate. 

I said that was one reason for Fifth-Dimensional society having no persecution. Another 
reason is that the higher-vibrational state sees love and bliss become people's permanent 
state of being. 

In the face of the experience of love and bliss, no one would find themselves having 
thoughts of persecution. 

But again in the Third-Dimensional state, there isn't the degree of love and bliss that there 
would be in Fifth Dimensionality, making it challenging to embrace the model and 
paradigm of harmlessness. 

The reason for embracing it even in the absence of these factors is that eliminating 
persecution from our way of life has a liberating and uplifting impact on our 
consciousness. 

It frees us from the damage we do to ourselves through our perpetrations. The burden on 
our conscience of having harmed others dulls us and weighs us down and denies us the 
ability to rise in vibration to a higher state. 

So there's an incentive to put persecution behind us whether or not we perceive unity, 
immortality, co-operation, love or bliss. 

In this case the horse may be put before the cart or the cart before the horse. Eliminating 
persecution from our lives because that comes naturally or because it brings benefits in its 
train makes no difference. The uplifting and refining consequences are the same. 



March 8: A Day to Reflect on Women 

 

March 8, 2013 

We know that the energies are rising on the planet. We can feel their impact. Our 
emotional state is changing. Our capacity to love is growing. 

The Illuminati’s leadership is in containment. All the really fearful weapons they 
possessed like nuclear arms and weather-warfare weapons, have been silenced. There is 
still conflict in some areas of the world that have been locked in conflict for centuries. 
But this conflict too will gradually die away as we rise higher into the vibrations of love 
and light. 

We knew from the beginning that a time would come when, the dead hand of the cabal 
having been lifted from us, we would turn to the world in the shape that it’s in and begin 
the process of social reconstruction. 

The cabal’s skewing of so many social processes has been extensive and deep. And now, 
in the world that we and they created,   the task of reconstructing society, rehabilitating 
the injured and the traumatized falls to us - the lightworkers, lightholders, starseeds, 
ground crew. 

Many people greet the coming of International Women’s Day with a yawn. It’s window-
dressing, designed to show that the United Nations, itself infiltrated by the cabal, is doing 
something. A day on which a lot of platitudes are said, awards given and hands shaken. 

And then we all go back to a world that doesn't work and somehow never changes. 



But this year, in which we begin the work of reconstructing world society in earnest, is 
different. It’s different because we're different.  And it’s different because we know that 
being different means something. It enables us at last to get the work of social 
reconstruction done. 

We’re gradually coming into a sense of world society. We’re gradually realizing that we 
really are one under the skin, that that which makes us one is vastly more important than 
that which separates us. Some of us have felt the first touches of the soul, the 
phenomenon that we all share just as fibreoptics share the same light. We’ve recognized 
that that soul is one soul, communicating in the same way, with love and kindness and 
compassion. 

Some of us are not yet at the place of feeling and recognizing that soul. Some of us will 
never be there in this era. But we’re gradually seeing as well that the importance of us 
connecting and joining with each other far outweighs the effort to persuade the 
intransigent to join us. They will make their choice and now we need to make ours. 

And we also know that there are many who would know that soul and join with us in 
reinventing ourselves and reconstructing society if they only had relief from the burden 
they bear and the trauma they’ve been subjected to. And so we reach out to them. 

There's no larger group of people who have been burdened and traumatized than women. 
(I include among “women” half the children of the world.)  I think the first step on the 
road to social reconstruction is to acknowledge this, which I consider a fact. 

Anyone who wishes can spend a few years studying the human-rights literature. I predict 
that if they do, they'll come to this realization too.  As we emerge from our burdens and 
trauma, as we realize our common identity as souls of the One Soul, and as we realize our 
mission to reconstruct this world - our world - what is for me perhaps the most fruitful 
place to start is with attention being given to the plight of women. 

The process of social reconstruction begins with our raising our consciousness of the 
problem and that’s what we’re doing today. We’re featuring some spinoffs from the book 
The Unfinished Revolution, published last year. We don’t want to overload you but we do 
want to start the process of inquiring into the situation of women around the world. 

The next steps are beyond the purview of this blog. Others will need to write and plan 
and organize and accomplish the actual release of women from the burden and trauma of 
centuries of mistreatment. 



Others will need to reframe laws that forbid the many crimes which go unprevented in 
the world today. Still others will need to enforce them. Others still will need to educate us 
and our children on what is wrong and how to make it right. 

And all of this draws from the common life we share as a result of our having connected 
to our oneness, our common Soul if you like, that is not apparent but can be felt and is 
known by an inner awareness. 

So the very first place to start, this International Women’s Day, is to take a breath and feel 
and realize our common bond with everything that lives, including men and women. 
Then take the resolve that not another harmful act will be done by our hands or a harmful 
word said by our mouths. 

And once we’ve sealed ourselves, sealed our auras, committed our energies to 
workability, then we need to look around and ask ourselves: To build a world that works, 
in which women are treated as equals and not harmed but assisted to excel just as we 
ourselves are, what is next? 



Ending Violence Against Women 

 

Jan. 21, 2013 

Matthew Ward said in his last message on Jan. 19, 2013 that two matters need to be 
addressed going forward into this New Age: 

"To your great accomplishments that we have heralded previously we add the 
global spotlight you are shining on the need to uplift the status of women and to 
end the proliferation of weapons. These heavily negative aspects of your society 
that long have been dominant in the collective consciousness now are in the 
forefront of the public eye." 

This blog has always followed the path of focusing on what remains of darkness in our 
world while at the same time fully emphasizing the spread of light. Nowhere is darkness 
more apparent than in the treatment of women in our world. What follows is an extract 
from an Amnesty International report on violence in France. What I have excerpted are 
the introductory comments on violence against women generally. 

Feb. 14, 2013 has been set aside as a day to protest gender-based persecution in the 
world. I join Matthew in holding that it's time to look at the global treatment of women 
and rid the planet of gender-based violence. 

Amnesty International, France: Violence against women: a matter for the State, 6 
February 2006, EUR 21/001/2006, available at: http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/docid/
45be000f2.html [accessed 21 January 2013] 

CHAPTER 1: Beyond appearances: definitions and 
mechanisms 

http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/docid/45be000f2.html
http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/docid/45be000f2.html


Violence against women today still remains largely unrecognized and greatly 
underestimated. It is tightly bound up with enduring gender-based discrimination. This is 
what distinguishes it from other kinds of violence: it is committed against women first 
and foremost because they are women. This common denominator forms a common 
thread known as the "continuum" of violence against women. 

 

In the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women 
(hereafter referred to as CEDAW*), discrimination against women is defined as "any 
distinction, exclusion or restriction made on the basis of sex which has the effect or 
purpose of impairing or nullifying the recognition, enjoyment or exercise by women [...] 
of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, social, cultural, 
civil or any other field" .3 Sexism is the refusal to see another human being as an equal. 

Laws constitute a crucial normative framework for fighting against discrimination but are 
not in themselves sufficient. They are only a first step in moving towards the eradication 
of violence against women. Such laws need to be enforced throughout the country and 
accompanied by a genuine change in attitudes. It is this change, which is bound to take 
much longer, that will make the difference in practice. 

Violence against women is fuelled by a system of discrimination which keeps women in a 
subordinate position. Not all such discrimination leads to violence, however. 
Nevertheless, because it is often hidden, commonplace and an integral part of the norms 
and practices of social functioning, discrimination against women is an ideal breeding 
ground for violence. It still, even today, generates relationships of power and domination 
and is often translated into a sense of ownership of women's bodies and minds. 

Violence against women is gender-based violence. Sexual identity is not only determined 
by biological identity, it is the result of a particular process of socialization. Any violence 
that is founded on that identity thus constitutes what is known as "gender-based 
violence". Such violence is all the more powerful in that the inequality that it both leads 
to and fuels is a societal norm. 

http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/topic,4565c22523,4565c25f28d,45be000f2,0,AMNESTY,,.html#_ftn3


1.1 Defining violence against women 

Violence is difficult to define. International law has put forward a universally-accepted 
definition of violence against women and the discrimination in which it is rooted. 
International human rights texts, in particular the Universal Declaration on Human 
Rights4 (hereafter referred to as the UDHR*), have established equality for all and due 
respect for all the rights enshrined in such texts as a fundamental and inalienable 
principle. 

Violence against women is first and foremost a violation, or series of violations, of the 
fundamental human rights that apply to any human being and which are protected by the 
main human rights treaties, such as the International Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights (hereafter referred to as the ICCPR*), the International Covenant on Economic, 
Social and Cultural Rights (hereafter referred to as the ICESCR*) or the Convention 
against Torture and Other Forms of Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or 
Punishment. 

These rights include the right to live free from any form of torture or degrading or 
humiliating treatment5, the right to life6, the right to consent freely to marriage7, the 
right to better working and living conditions, the highest standards of health and equal 
protection under the law8, and the right to live free from any form of discrimination 
based on gender, race, religion or social origin9. 

The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women 
(CEDAW) was adopted on 18 December 1979. It recognizes conscious and deliberate 
forms of discrimination against women as well as the discriminatory consequences of 
certain social, economic and cultural behaviour or provisions. Article 1 specifies that: 

" ... the term "discrimination against women" shall mean any distinction, exclusion or 
restriction made on the basis of sex which has the effect or purpose of impairing or 
nullifying the recognition, enjoyment or exercise by women, irrespective of their marital 
status, on a basis of equality of men and women, of human rights and fundamental 
freedoms in the political, economic, social, cultural, civil or any other field". 

In its recommendation N° 19, the CEDAW Committee* expressly recognized violence 
against women as a form of discrimination and called on States to combat it in all its 
manifestations. The CEDAW Committee recommendations are the authoritative 
interpretation of the rights contained in the Convention, rights which States are under an 
obligation to implement, respect and guarantee. 

http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/topic,4565c22523,4565c25f28d,45be000f2,0,AMNESTY,,.html#_ftn4
http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/topic,4565c22523,4565c25f28d,45be000f2,0,AMNESTY,,.html#_ftn5
http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/topic,4565c22523,4565c25f28d,45be000f2,0,AMNESTY,,.html#_ftn6
http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/topic,4565c22523,4565c25f28d,45be000f2,0,AMNESTY,,.html#_ftn7
http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/topic,4565c22523,4565c25f28d,45be000f2,0,AMNESTY,,.html#_ftn8
http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/topic,4565c22523,4565c25f28d,45be000f2,0,AMNESTY,,.html#_ftn9


The United Nations(UN) General Assembly committed itself to eliminating violence 
against women in December 1993. It defined it as follows: 

"any act of gender-based violence that results in, or is likely to result in, physical, sexual 
or psychological harm or suffering to women, including threats of such acts, coercion or 
arbitrary deprivation of liberty, whether occurring in public or in private life ".10 

The Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women is not legally binding but 
does provide a universally-applicable definition of violence against women. It 
encompasses, but is not limited to, the following forms of violence: 

"(a) Physical, sexual and psychological violence occurring in the family, including 
battering, sexual abuse of female children in the household, dowry-related violence, 
marital rape, female genital mutilation and other traditional practices harmful to women, 
non-spousal violence and violence related to exploitation; 

(b) Physical, sexual and psychological violence occurring within the general community, 
including rape, sexual abuse, sexual harassment and intimidation at work, in educational 
institutions and elsewhere, trafficking in women and forced prostitution; 

(c) Physical, sexual and psychological violence perpetrated or condoned by the State, 
wherever it occurs".11 

Moreover, the preamble to the Declaration states that this violence "is a manifestation of 
historically unequal power relations between men and women" and adds that it "is one of 
the crucial social mechanisms by which women are forced into a subordinate position 
compared with men".12 

 

1.2 The obligation on States to take action 

http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/topic,4565c22523,4565c25f28d,45be000f2,0,AMNESTY,,.html#_ftn10
http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/topic,4565c22523,4565c25f28d,45be000f2,0,AMNESTY,,.html#_ftn11
http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/topic,4565c22523,4565c25f28d,45be000f2,0,AMNESTY,,.html#_ftn12


International human rights law imposes certain obligations on States, the most obvious 
being to bring their own legislation into line with the treaties they have signed and 
ratified and to ensure that their officials respect all human rights. 

States also have an obligation to ensure that these rights are given concrete expression in 
practice, both with regard to punishing the perpetrators and taking preventive action, as 
well as with regard to providing reparation to victims. What is more, this does not only 
apply to the acts and omissions of state officials. The State must ensure that human rights 
are respected by private actors and, if they are not, they must investigate and prosecute 
those responsible for any violations of these rights. 

The State is therefore responsible for its actions as well as its omissions. That being the 
case, the failure on the part of the State to punish an act of violence or to take all possible 
steps to protect someone who is at risk of serious violence can be considered to be a 
breach of its international commitments. This is known as the duty of due diligence. It 
means that the State has a duty to act diligently to prevent, investigate, punish and 
provide reparation for any violations of international rights. The State is responsible for 
ensuring that all women's human rights are respected by its officials as well as by private 
actors and that any failure to do so is punished in accordance with the law. 

At international level, several UN bodies, such as the General Assembly, the Security 
Council and the Human Rights Committee*, have confirmed, when adopting declarations 
and resolutions, that these various levels of obligation apply in the struggle to stop 
violence against women.13 

The CEDAW Committee stated that "discrimination under the Convention is not 
restricted to action by or on behalf of Governments.[...] Under general international law 
and specific human rights covenants, States may also be responsible for private acts if 
they fail to act with due diligence to prevent violations of rights or to investigate and 
punish acts of violence, and for providing compensation". It recommended that "States 
parties should take appropriate and effective measures to overcome all forms of gender-
based violence, whether by public or private act".14 

http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/topic,4565c22523,4565c25f28d,45be000f2,0,AMNESTY,,.html#_ftn13
http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/topic,4565c22523,4565c25f28d,45be000f2,0,AMNESTY,,.html#_ftn14


 

This principle encompasses various mutually reinforcing obligations which allow a 
"virtuous circle" of good practice to be created: 

• Respect: the State is responsible for ensuring that all of women's human rights are 
respected, both by its own officials and by private actors, and that any failure to do 
so is punished in accordance with the law. 

• Punishment: the State must investigate any actual or alleged violence and ensure 
that the perpetrators are prosecuted. 

• Protection: the State is responsible for protecting women who are known to be at 
risk. 

• Prevention: the State must take whatever ad hoc measures are necessary to prevent 
any potential harm being done to women. This means that the State has an 
obligation to use all the means at its disposal to combat sexist behaviour, in 
particular by incorporating this approach into its educational tools and school 
curricula, carrying out regular publicity campaigns and training its officials from 
an egalitarian perspective. However, that also means ensuring that the perpetrators 
of domestic violence do not go unpunished and that the State does everything it 
can to ensure that women have genuine access to justice. 

• Reparation: the State must take action to ensure that women obtain fair 
compensation for any injuries they suffer. Over and beyond compensation, 
reparation also means that the violence and the rights violations to which they 
have been subjected should be acknowledged and that the perpetrator should be 
appropriately punished in keeping with national law. 

 
Combating impunity, namely the failure to prosecute and punish those responsible for 
human rights violations, is at the heart of these obligations. Impunity itself is a violation 
of the rights of the victim in that it denies them access to justice and reparation, as well as 
the right to be recognized as a victim. Impunity helps to perpetuate violence because 
leaving perpetrators unpunished only bolsters their sense of domination over women. 



 

1.3 What violence are we talking about? 

There are still a number of preconceived ideas about this: that alcoholism is involved, 
that either the perpetrator or the victim have mental problems, that they come from a 
disadvantaged culture or social class, and so on. However, violence affects all women, 
regardless of origin or occupation. 

In cases of violence against women, the perpetrator is often known to, or indeed a close 
relative of, the victim. It is often this closeness that stands in the way of the woman 
obtaining justice. Many police officers, public prosecutors and doctors still think that 
such violence is simply indicative of interpersonal conflict. It is largely unrecognized and 
underestimated and, even today, is very rarely denounced. It is often the women 
themselves who do not dare, or do not know how, to talk about it. 

Whatever form it takes, violence against women is accompanied and fuelled by a form of 
leverage, a complex system of domination governed by control and fear. Most women 
who are subjected to domestic violence are trapped: they are aware of their situation but 
they cannot, or often do not know how to, escape from it.15 Numerous studies carried out 
in France and Europe confirm that such women face real danger when they denounce 
such violence, in terms of possible attacks on their physical and mental wellbeing and 
even attempts on their lives.16 According to professionals, it is at the point of break-up, 
which is supposed to bring the violence to an end, that there is greatest risk of it 
increasing exponentially. 

The leverage the perpetrator has is fuelled by the fact that such violence often remains 
hidden and the relationship between the perpetrator and the victim is an intimate one. The 
women involved are usually isolated and under constant threat, and face a real risk of 
reprisals. Given that the perpetrator of the violence may be the father of their children or 
a member of their family, and that women may be perceived as lacking respect for the 
family, feelings of guilt keep them quiet. Some feel responsible for the failure of the 

http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/topic,4565c22523,4565c25f28d,45be000f2,0,AMNESTY,,.html#_ftn15
http://www.unhcr.org/refworld/topic,4565c22523,4565c25f28d,45be000f2,0,AMNESTY,,.html#_ftn16


relationship, a feeling that is all the stronger given the particular image that the role of the 
woman within a relationship has. 

This ambivalence is further heightened by the risk that they will end up in an extremely 
precarious situation (with no income or accommodation) as well as by the fear of losing 
their children. In the case of women who have been subjected to trafficking, the main 
reason why they do not report what has happened to them is that they face a real risk of 
threats and attacks on their lives and there is no specific alternative open to them to 
enable them to escape the violence. 



The Vicious Cycle of Gender Persecution 

 

March 9, 2013 

People who practice gender persecution do so at the cost of their awareness, insight and 
conscience. What they may not be aware of is that this world is a divine construct. It has 
a purpose - to move people around a circle from ignorance of their identity as divine 
beings to consciousness of it. And because it has this basic design purpose, everything in 
life is designed to further that purpose. 

Therefore, when a person perpetrates against another, they move further and further into 
darkness and ignorance because that is the way life was designed to work. When a person 
helps, comforts, and empowers another, they move further and further into lightness of 
being and wisdom. It doesn't matter that science cannot prove these relationships. They 
exist nonetheless, as the world's enlightened beings bear testimony to. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7pXnoNlkEdo 

People who practice gender persecution become enmeshed more and more in 
complication and tragedy in their lives. That's so through the workings of the universal 
law of karma, which is one of the design features of life. It's there as a corrective, to get 
us back on the path that enables our return journey to God. 

So their awareness goes down, their insight into life diminishes, their consciences act up, 
and they encounter increasing complication and tragedy. All of this is designed to have 
them stop their forward motion and go another, more wholesome and workable route. 

As long as they take the route of persecution, it's no wonder that they make foolish 
moves. One such foolish move is blaming or penalizing the victim. Eve Ensler said in the 
article we just posted: "Many societies still deny the existence of gender crimes, ignore 
them and even shame the victims." In other words, these societies, when a woman 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7pXnoNlkEdo%5B/youtube%5D


declares she was raped or protests some other form of injustice, will endeavor to shame 
her, may charge her with a crime, and may punish her while the one who attacked her 
goes scot free. 

Moreover, if imprisoned, the woman will be raped again by her custodians. There are 
even local councils in some countries, called jurgas, that will sentence a woman to be 
raped again for her effrontery in complaining of her treatment. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2rKKt6ji748 

To anyone with a modicum of intelligence such a course of action would seem 
incomprehensible. But what we need to remember is the dampening effect on 

consciousness of behaving in any of the ways involved in the cycle of persecution. 

Gender persecution is a vicious spiral exactly because it commits a person to excuses, 
justifications and denials, burdens the conscience, and lowers the consciousness. It's not 
only self-perpetuating; it's debasing in the sense that it leads to greater and greater 
darkness within oneself. The best word for it I can think of is that it makes a man 
"brutish." 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1uhjlggzMSA 

[Some of the male announcer's comments are not very helpful, but I post this to illustrate the 
unworkable attitude and advice of the spiritual leader.] 

So breaking the vicious cycle of persecution is going to require action on many fronts - 
legal, educational, and rehabilitative. It isn't simply a case of just getting the word out. 
There'll be much work involved. But the first step, I think, is that we understand how the 
divine process of life works and then work with that process. 

We have to know for instance who we're dealing with. That, in the case of those who 
practise gender persecution, is people whose consciences are probably heavy, ability to 
see inside themselves limited, and awareness probably fairly low. 

Footnotes 

(1) Eve Ensler: Rise Against Impunity," at http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/03/eve-
ensler-rise-against-impunity/ 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2rKKt6ji748%5B/youtube%5D
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1uhjlggzMSA%5B/youtube%5D
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/03/eve-ensler-rise-against-impunity/
http://goldenageofgaia.com/2013/03/eve-ensler-rise-against-impunity/


The Price of Silence is Too High 

 

The people we write for 

March 4, 2013 

We've been invited to write about something other than women's rights and reminded that 
we're a blog dedicated to Ascension. I think I need to respond to that suggestion. 

It's often the case that lightworkers divide into camps, some pursuing positive 
envisioning, some exposing wrongs against people and society, some following other 
philosophies, etc. None of these focuses is "wrong." All are needed. 

Kay Griggs in her interviews risked her life to expose the connections between the 
military and the mob, the mind control that goes on, the sexual brutalizing, 
assassinations, etc. 

One of the reasons that things like these can go on in our world, ruining the lives of large 
numbers of people, is that they go on in the dark. 

The pedophilia that the children of Boystown were made to suffer, the sexual slavery 
rings run by some large American corporations, the drug peddling by the CIA, snuff 
flicks created by the Illuminati, all never make the papers. Those who speak out about 
them are imprisoned or killed. Large sums of money change hands to maintain silence. 
And all of this drags our world down. 

Wives who protest are murdered, operatives who cannot continue doing evil are stuffed 
into oil drums, whistleblowers' planes are blown up and we as a planet allow it to 
proliferate by our silence, keeping this a "prison planet," as Alex Jones called it. 



As a former refugee decision maker, I've listened to women and children from around the 
world tell me what it's like in their countries - the brutal treatment they're subjected to, 
the loss of the freedom and rights that we take for granted here - and the very 
documentation that I studied to know about these things was biased away from revealing 
the true sources of the direction and energy which supported these kinds of actions. Those 
women and children looked to me to listen attentively and sympathetically and to do the 
right thing. 

If it was possible to correct these situations by simply intending to have a better world, if 
we could snap our fingers and think these situations away, I'd be the happiest man on 
Earth. But unfortunately history shows us over and over again we cannot. 

Wishful thinking has its place. But committed action does as well. And it may take 
committed action to shift a whole world on subjects like violence against women and the 
heinous crimes that Kay Griggs enumerates in her videos and that I already know about 
because I listened to accounts of them in my hearing room and studied the deeds of the 
Illuminati. 

So it's time for me to fish or cut bait. And I hope I don't antagonize anyone by what I say 
but I feel the need to say it. This blog is about Ascension; that's true. But it's also about 
creating a world that actually works. 

And part of the work involved in doing that is to look at our world as it presently 
operates. While we try to avoid traumatizing our readers, by the same token, we also 
won't hide our eyes from what is actually happening in our world. And we won't abandon 
those who suffer without aid or succor because we find the truth very hard to take and 
"don't want to hear about it." 

In my view, we as a world know perhaps 1-5 percent of the really heinous things that 
happen on our planet. Even listing them would push the education of people to a point 
that it has never reached until now, so sheltered have we been by a media that sells us 
only new scents, novel experiences, sexuality, new ways to spend money, etc. 

We have to take our heads out of the sand if we're to build a world that works on a sound 
foundation. In the beginning, that will require facing up to the true situation of the world. 

The writer chastised us for writing about women's rights because it persuaded her she 
was back in 1916. I hear you and I understand that that circumstance offends you. But I 
also believe that there's a time for addressing the brutal ways of the world and, if we 
aren't in that time now, according to the Company of Heaven, we soon will be. 



Fifth-Dimensional beings and higher are telling us that the truth of this planet's dark 
history will - and must - be revealed. They're also in charge of our Ascension. Why would 
they say it's a necessary phase of things if they're bringing us to Ascension in the first 
place? Because it is necessary. It is necessary for us to wake up as a world to what has 
been and still is occurring in the shadows. 

The world has never progressed by ignoring its dark side. That's what the dark wants. 
Ignoring it allows it to keep going. I request that you exercise your prerogative to not 
read articles on subjects like that. But I owe it to the woman in Russia who was gang-
raped for two weeks by the mob, the woman in Malaysia who succeeded in becoming a 
doctor against her family's wishes and still was turned into a wage slave, the woman from 
Indonesia who was battered and pursued by her husband uttering death threats, and the 
young girl in China who fled her family so as not to be married off to the local police 
chief, to speak out on what actually occurs in our world. They will never read a page of 
this blog but I owe it to them nevertheless. 

There's no jumping over unpleasant realities. There is only a measured and determined 
facing up to them and experiencing what arises. Think of these as our social vasanas. (1) 
Braving opening our eyes to them allows them to be brought to the light of day and 
causes them to be gone from our world once and for all. So it has ever been and so it will 
be for a few months more until the job of cleansing our world is completely done. 

Footnotes 

(1) A vasana is a persistent, usually-troublesome reaction pattern born of earlier, 
traumatic incidents. 



How are Global Peace and Gender Equality Related? 

 

Jan. 29, 2013 

Is it not interesting how two subjects go together - the ending of violence and war on the 
planet and the ending of the global persecution of women? Here is Matthew Ward for 
instance: 

"To your great accomplishments that we have heralded previously we add the global 
spotlight you are shining on the need to uplift the status of women and to end the 
proliferation of weapons. These heavily negative aspects of your society that long have 
been dominant in the collective consciousness now are in the forefront of the public eye." 
(1) 

Why do the two go hand-in-hand in the world's evolution? 

The socialization of a child might be said to repeat the cultural accomplishment of the 
world in which it's born, up to that point in time. I remember being taught, as a young 
boy, two things: (1) to be peaceful in my relations with others and (2) to respect women. I 
can hear my parents saying "stop fighting" and "don't speak that way to a woman." What 
ties the two together? 

For better or for worse, the biological situation of the genders is such that the woman 
carries the unborn child and is, for the time she does so and speaking from physical 
realities, vulnerable to attack. I'm no expert in the subject but I seem to recall reading 
somewhere that hormones like testosterone induce strength in men and hormones like 
androgen induce nurturing in women. Perhaps I'm wrong. 



But the social situation of the one who gives birth and nurtures the young would seem 
conducive to nurturing anyways. And the social situation of the one who is not carrying 
the young would also seem to invite protecting. 

In this scheme of things, the male protects the family from all outside threats. And a 
peaceful world is one which carries no threat to the family. So, if what I say has the 
slightest chance of making sense, the scheme of things is such that, for at least this crucial 
time in the lives of families, peacefulness and male protection of women are linked. 

One could say that a woman could serve this role in the family as well as a man and that's 
true. I'm not trying to condemn anyone to a confining social role. But I wonder if this is 
not where the original stimulus arises in which the woman is cast in a nurturing role and 
the man, a protective? 

Men probably will never carry children, Arnold Schwarznegger to the contrary. I'm led to 
believe that in higher dimensions, women may not need to carry children either. We'll 
have to see. But I think the derivation of the notion of roles originally hails from this 
biological design. 

Be that as it may, our society now stands on the threshold of world peace and the creation 
of Nova Earth and two of the primary situations that are out in this world are, as Matthew 
pointed out, the existence of weapons and the wars and other institutionalized rituals of 
violence they support and the existence of the persecution and violent treatment of 
women. 

I don't think it's native to men to be violent towards women. From what I said above, I 
think it's native of men to be protective. The world was not intended, I think, to be a place 
of warfare or persecution. Life was never intended to unfold as a process in which people 
are killed, maimed, regimented, enslaved, or subordinated. There's a Divine Plan to life 
and in that Plan, I think, people were intended to live safely, to be equal and to thrive so 
that the baseline conditions were present to allow them to do the work of life, which is to 
discover who they essentially are. 

So I'm not surprised that my parents, for instance, coupled the desire to see me be 
peaceful with the desire to see me show respect towards women. There's something 
deeply resonant about such a way of being for a man. 

The rest is a departure from an order in which life works out and we do what works. It's a 
departure that's there to be capitalized on by those who benefit from inequality and 
persecution but by no one else. And one has to choose, early on, what life path one 
wishes to follow: that which leads to inequity, war and persecution or that which leads 
out of it and towards a world that works for everyone. 



Footnotes 

(1) Matthew's Message, Jan. 19, 2013, at http://www.matthewbooks.com/
mattsmessage.htm. Matthew went on to say: 

"Generation after generation after generation tolerated unjust cultural laws and 
practices that demean women and accepted perpetual warring and violence as 
“that’s just life.” Now the voice of your society worldwide is saying Stop! 

"Light beings throughout this universe honor the myriad souls who agreed to 
participate in the multitude of tragic situations that have stirred the peoples to take 
bold steps forward in those two areas and all others where change so sorely has 
been needed. The souls who accepted those exceedingly harsh missions did so 
with unconditional love and they leapt forward in soul growth." 

http://www.matthewbooks.com/mattsmessage.htm
http://www.matthewbooks.com/mattsmessage.htm


Different but Equal 

 

March 7, 2013 

Friday (March 8, 2013) is International Women’s Day, which has me contemplate 
“gender equality.” Many people might say that they accept gender equality when in 
actuality their acceptance is blocked at some level because they equate “equality” with 
“sameness.” 

They may not know that they do. But their whole-hearted acceptance of the notion of 
equality, if looked at closely, will often be found to be shakey because they cannot see 
how people can be equal and different.  Surely differences set up a pecking order. In a 
social Darwinist society - where nature is said to be red in tooth and claw - differences 
most certainly do. 

They may feel that women are weaker than men. They may look at the fact that women 
often wear skirts to prove that women are not as powerful as men, cannot do as much, run 
as fast, etc. 

But ours is not a social-Darwinist society. The belief that the weakest go to the wall is not 
a feature of society in the Golden Age of Gaia. 

The ability to accept the notion of human rights, as far as I can see, depends upon people 
accepting that others can be different and yet remain equal and deserve to be treated 
equally. Everywhere we look, we see at the basis of the discrimination we're leaving 
behind a lack of ability to accept this notion. 

Some Jews may look down on Christians; some Christians may look down on Muslims; 
some Muslims may look down on Jews. Some whites may reject blacks. Some straights 



may reject gays. On and on the circle goes of people rejecting the notion of equality for 
those who appear or act differently. 

Before someone can be enslaved, they must first be rendered in some way different and 
then that difference must be represented as rendering the second group unequal. That’s 
the basis of race theory, for instance. A colder climate is said to make Northern, white 
people more active, smarter, and more industrious. A warmer climate is said to make 
Southern, darker people less active, less smart, and effete. Specious arguments such as 
these have brought misery to the world. (1) 

It’s the mark of a civilized people that it can allow the equal treatment of people who are 
different. People with long hair are treated no differently than people with short. People 
who won't shoulder arms under any circumstances are accorded the same rights as people 
who will. People who worship God one way are accorded the same rights as people who 
worship God another way or don’t worship God at all. 

Certainly the galactics and other higher-dimensional beings here around the planet to help 
us birth the new consciousness obey the universal Law of Freewill and will not abrogate 
a person’s right to make the decisions they do. They understand “different but equal.” It's 
only in our Third-Dimensional shallowness that we, usually unconsciously, deny equal 
treatment to those seen as different. 

It’s the stuff of movies: In the Heat of the Night, GI Jane, West Side Story, Moses and the 
Ten Commandments. There are themes in movies - boy meets girl, threat to survival is 
neutralized - and one very common theme is the subjugation of those perceived as 
different and therefore unequal. 

There was a time, after the Second World War, when much education was going on 
through our media to produce a society that honored human rights. And then those who 
themselves were dedicated to undermining those rights produced a “war on terror” which 
allowed them to divide and conquer by painting whole populations with the brush of 
difference. 

But here we are again, having defeated the would-be masters of the planet, back on the 
road to honoring human rights by allowing people to be different but equal. 

In some important ways, women are different than men. Certainly biologically there are 
differences, as I believe God intended there to be. 

The scheme for procreation, which teaches important spiritual truths about the Holy 
Father and Divine Mother (apparent aspects of the One God) (2) was meant, I believe, to 
show us the road back to God. It functions as a teaching tool to acquaint us with aspects 



of formlessness and form. There are similarities between the creation of human life and 
the creation of life itself, similarities between how a child is born and raised and how life 
evolves and returns to God. 

The basis for our oneness is that each of us, under the skin, in whatever form or outer 
container we appear in, is at essence the Light of God. This Light is called different 
names by different religions: the Self, the Christ, the Atman, the Pearl of great price, etc. 
Each person is a soul in a body and all souls are ... fragments? parts? these words are 
metaphorical ... of the one Soul that is God. 

Only one gender creates, carries and gives birth to the young and that makes for 
differences. These differences serve as the basis for extrapolating roles and roles have 
been, at times, the basis for mandating and sometimes legislating inequality. 

But, as we emerge from Third Dimensionality in degrees and stages, we reach again a 
point where forward motion requires that we accept that, whether or not people are 
different, they remain equal as children of the One God. Even animals are children of the 
One God, a fact which we haven’t yet turned our collective attention to. 

Gender does not bestow on one side more rights than the other. It doesn’t justify unequal 
treatment, whether that treatment has to do with wages, rights, or opportunity.  We as a 
society advance our chances of having peace within and without, joy for ourselves, and 
security for all when we honor the rights of people to remain different and yet be treated 
equally. 

In fact it could be argued that all advance, spiritual and otherwise, occurs in proportion to 
the acceptance of differences. Once we accept that the existence of differences does not 
justify discrimination, we're on the road to becoming an enlightened society. 

And becoming an enlightened society is surely our aim these days. 

Different but equal is the notion we must accept. It clears the way to becoming a world at 
peace and a world that works. It removes the obstacles between us and our love for all 
beings. It provides the foundation for unitive consciousness, an acceptance of all of us as 
essentially being one, beyond superficial differences. 

Footnotes 

(1) In response to the racists of his day, Nineteenth-Century Professor Goldwyn Smith 
once quipped that stove heat was every bit as enervating as the heat of the Sun. 



(2) Countless circumstances in life were created to mirror the nature of the Divine. See 
the articles under "The Divine Plan for Life" at http://goldenageofgaia.com/spiritual-
essays/the-divine-plan-for-life/ and "The Nature of the Divine Mother" at http://
goldenageofgaia.com/spiritual-essays/the-nature-of-the-divine-mother/ 

http://goldenageofgaia.com/spiritual-essays/the-divine-plan-for-life/
http://goldenageofgaia.com/spiritual-essays/the-divine-plan-for-life/
http://goldenageofgaia.com/spiritual-essays/the-nature-of-the-divine-mother/
http://goldenageofgaia.com/spiritual-essays/the-nature-of-the-divine-mother/


Archangel Michael's Message to All on International 
Women's Day 

 

Feb. 13, 2013 

AAM gave two messages to us for International Women’s Day. The first was to Laurie 
McCammon and was intended for her audiences during the U.N. meetings on the status 
of women being held this month. It's shared with Laurie's permission. And the second 
was for the readers of the Golden Age of Gaia. 

Laurie’s Message, given in a personal reading with Steve Beckow through Linda 
Dillon, Feb. 19, 2013: 

I address all Peoples of the World, all races all creeds, all beliefs, all embodiments - and I 
call to you to rise up and to claim the Peace that is your birthright. And I call upon each 
of you in every Nation, in every Community in every Family, to stand steadfast and to 
bring forth the complete elimination of the harm, the pain, the suffering of women 
everywhere. None of you in any Nation, in any gender, in any form are free from this 
persecution. 

My friends you have lived many lifetimes and if you do not believe this, it matters not, 
for you have the annals of History to look at this terrible wrongdoing against the 
embodiment of the Divine Mother. Each of you carry within you the protective essence of 
the Father and the ability to be the creator of Peace. You carry within you the essence of 
the Mother, the nurturer, the protector, the defender of the innocent, the downtrodden. 
Now is the time to step forward. Not simply to speak the words of justice, but to bring an 
end to this injustice once and for all - everywhere. 

Message to the readers of the Golden Age of Gaia, given in a personal reading with 
Steve Beckow through Linda Dillon, March 8, 2013: 



The sacred Mother, the Divine Mother, the sweetness of the energy of creation, of 
fulfillment, of expansion, of rebirth - these are the qualities that are carried within all. 
Yes, masculine and feminine, male and female. But when you celebrate International 
Women’s Day, what you are really doing is celebrating the qualities of the Divine Mother, 
but also the power to create, to change, to sustain and to fulfill the potential, to say “no” 
to slavery, to enslavement, to power grids that are derogatory, destructive and painful. 

When you celebrate International Women’s Day, you are saying ”yes” to children, to the 
sweetness of potential, to your own ability to carry on with valor. 

Celebrate yourselves and know that we celebrate with you every day, every moment 
throughout time, we celebrate the Divine Mother. So we join with you. 



Understanding Human Rights 



The Declaration of Human Freedom 

 

Archangel Michael through Steve Beckow, Feb. 19, 2011 

Every being is a divine and eternal soul living in a temporal body. Every being was alive 
before birth and will live after death. 

Every soul enters into physical life for the purpose of experience and education, that it 
may, in the course of many lifetimes, learn its true identity as a fragment of the Divine. 

Life itself is a constant process of spiritual evolution and unfoldment, based on free 
choice, that continues until such time as we realize our true nature and return to the 
Divine from which we came. 

No soul enters life to serve another, except by choice, but to serve its own purpose and 
that of the Divine from which it came. 

All life is governed by natural and universal laws which precede and outweigh the laws 
of humanity. These laws, such as the law of karma, the law of attraction, and the law of 
free will, are decreed by God to order existence and assist each person to achieve life's 
purpose. 

No government can or should survive that derives its existence from the enforced 
submission of its people or that denies its people their basic rights and freedoms. 

Life is a movement from one existence to another, in varied venues throughout the 
universe and in other universes and dimensions of existence. We are not alone in the 
universe but share it with other civilizations, most of them peace-loving, many of whom 
are more advanced than we are, some of whom can be seen with our eyes and some of 
whom cannot. 



The evidence of our five senses is not the final arbiter of existence. Humans are spiritual 
as well as physical entities and the spiritual side of life transcends the physical. God is a 
Spirit and the final touchstone of God's Truth is not physical but spiritual. The Truth is to 
be found inward. 

God is one and, because of this, souls are one. They form a unity. They are meant to live 
in peace and harmony together in a “common unity” or community. The use of force to 
settle affairs runs contrary to natural law. Every person should have the right to conduct 
his or her own affairs without force, as long as his or her choices do not harm another. 

No person shall be forced into marriage against his or her will. No woman shall be forced 
to bear or not bear children, against her will. No person shall be forced to hold or not hold 
views or worship in a manner contrary to his or her choice. Nothing vital to existence 
shall be withheld from another if it is within the community's power to give. 

Every person shall retain the ability to think, speak, and act as they choose, as long as 
they not harm another. Every person has the right to choose, study and practice the 
education and career of their choice without interference, provided they not harm another. 

No one has the right to kill another. No one has the right to steal from another. No one 
has the right to force himself or herself upon another in any way. 

Any government that harms its citizens, deprives them of their property or rights without 
their consent, or makes offensive war upon its neighbors, no matter how it misrepresents 
the situation, has lost its legitimacy. No government may govern without the consent of 
its people. All governments are tasked with seeing to the wellbeing of their citizens. Any 
government which forces its citizens to see to its own wellbeing without attending to 
theirs has lost its legitimacy. 

Men and women are meant to live fulfilling lives, free of want, wherever they wish and 
under the conditions they desire, providing their choices do not harm another and are 
humanly attainable. 

Children are meant to live lives under the beneficent protection of all, free of 
exploitation, with unhindered access to the necessities of life, education, and health care. 

All forms of exploitation, oppression, and persecution run counter to universal and 
natural law. All disagreements are meant to be resolved amicably. 

Any human law that runs counter to natural and universal law is invalid and should not 
survive. The enactment or enforcement of human law that runs counter to natural and 



universal law brings consequences that cannot be escaped, in this life or another. While 
one may escape temporal justice, one does not escape divine justice. 

All outcomes are to the greater glory of God and to God do we look for the fulfillment of 
our needs and for love, peace, and wisdom. So let it be. Aum/Amen. 



Human Rights Imply Limits on Behavior 

Nov. 24, 2011 

I'd like to look at a matter that has come up repeatedly in the discussion group and seems 
clear to me but sometimes perhaps not to others. Please let me know if you see something 
amiss in my argument. 

Every human right or freedom implies a limit on human behavior. 

 

If I argue that I have the right, as a student at University of California Davis, to 
peacefully protest, peacefully speak, etc. (notice the limit implied immediately in the 
word “peacefully”), and the police do not have the right to pepper-spray me for it, for me 
to have that human right and freedom, does it not mean that the freedom of the police to 
pepper-spray has to be curtailed? 

For me to assert a human right or freedom means for another to limit their behavior, does 
it not? Philosophically speaking, we're discussing the situation where person A interacts 
with person B and the granting of the right or freedom to person A means the curtailing of 
the behavior of person B. 

It may vary somewhat from society to society what people regard as human rights and as 
a violation of them. But below those variations will be some standard of a "universal" 
human right, such as the right to speak, assemble, choose whom we wish to marry, etc. 

In our societies, neither are freedoms absolute nor are limits on behavior absolute. I 
cannot argue that my freedom is absolute and therefore I have the right to torture and kill 
you. That's what Gaddhafi did and was overthrown. That's what al-Assad does and his 
people will probably also overthrow him. 



It seems to me that we prefer to shy away from the notion that the provision of human 
rights entails curtailing behavior. We don't like to think of ourselves as constraining the 
behavior of others. Until those others threaten us and then we look around for those who 
would enforce the law against the violation of human rights. The question is not as black 
and white as it seems. 

At the very basis of the notion of a human right lies the necessity that, in its name, some 
are called upon to restrict their behavior. To me that notion seems self-evident. Why else 
would we have human rights or discuss them if what is also not being discussed is the 
restriction that is implied on some other form of behavior that threatens them? If no 
restriction were needed, then no right would need to be articulated. 

Freedom of religion curtails people who are not of that religion to discriminate against its 
followers. Freedom of assembly curtails the police from breaking up peaceful 
demonstrations. Freedom of speech restricts one group from preventing another from 
speaking under normal circumstances and within limits. 

In my view, the notion of human rights and freedoms is meant to provide a guide that will 
allow people to interact peacefully when living together in society. If I lived on a desert 
island, where no one else lived, I would have complete freedom, as far as I can see. But 
when other people enter the picture, then we may need some guidelines and agreements 
on how to be and interact with each other. 

I would think that any society, with the best interests of its citizens at heart, would want 
to ensure to them the maximum freedom possible. But where the society would limit 
behavior would be where the actions of one person promise to inflict serious harm or 
injury on another. 

I believe we've often watched those who would like to inflict serious harm or injury, such 
as a skinhead, fall back on the argument that when they say that Jews and blacks should 
be killed, they are exercising their freedom of speech. But typically that argument does 
not hold up in a court where law prevails, only in a setting where violence prevails. 

The same person who doesn't want the police to harm them for speaking freely would 
also like, I'd imagine, the police to protect them from others who intend to harm them for 
speaking freely. So it isn't the case that the idea of “police” is totally irrelevant to a 
society that values human rights. It's that we wish them to behave “properly”; i.e., in 
defence of human rights by limiting the free actions of others who would bring serious 
harm or injury to those practicing that right. 

A second concept: what constitutes a human right or freedom may vary from setting to 
setting. Human rights and freedoms are in some respects malleable and negotiable and 



may vary, depending on circumstance. In a general assembly of people, where the general 
interest is what is sought, rather than a special interest, the right of freedom of speech 
may be valued above all else. 

But in a special assembly, where people gather because they have a special interest (a 
Christian church, Muslim mosque, or Jewish synagogue, for instance), the assembly 
agrees to more restriction of speech in order to pursue the special interest that the 
assembled citizens share. Is that not so? 

So, for instance it would be inappropriate to come into a Christian church and say that 
Jesus was a fraud; the people there have assembled to worship him. Or to come into a 
Muslim temple and berate Mohammed, or Buddha in a Buddhist temple, and so on. At 
least not in a society that valued the freedom of assembly. 

So the freedom of assembly may put further constraints upon freedom of speech, by 
common consent. The resort of a person who believes Jesus is a fraud is to start their own 
group or church, which is based on that belief, and invoke freedom of speech and 
assembly to keep out others who wish to change their point of view. Again their freedom 
of speech may be curtailed if what they advocate in that special assembly is harm to 
people who consider Jesus not to be a fraud. 

To reframe Newton, for every right, there is an equal and opposite constraint. 

The subjects we pursue here – the existence of extraterrestrials, NESARA, Ascension, for 
example – have cost many of us the good regard of our friends and families. Can it not be 
seen that we would then like to limit discussion in our discussion groups to those who are 
friendly to those things and events and not have people ridicule us in the special assembly 
we've formed to permit our discussing them without being ridiculed? It seems evident to 
me. 

When people who criticize us for discussing those matters freely in the group are 
reminded of the focus of the group, they typically say that their freedom of speech is 
being limited or curtailed. But the charter for the group says that all who congregate here 
have done so exactly for that purpose – to focus discussion on those subjects and to allow 
a space where advocates of them can gather without being molested. Where are grounds 
for grievance? 

Very soon we're promised a return to individual sovereignty, by people whose very 
existence most members of society deny (angels and extraterrestrials). But that return to 
individual sovereignty does not mean that I can torture, maim, or kill you. I have not 
complete independence to do whatever I please. 



Even if we had no courts of law, we would still have the natural law of karma which 
would say that I cannot kill another. When God gave Moses divine laws, one of the chief 
of them was “Thou shalt not murder,” was it not? So among the first things God did was 
to constrain behavior. 

And did not Moses speak of “living in accordance with the law”? And did that not 
involve a voluntary constraint of certain lines of behavior – taking the Lord's name in 
vain, failing to observe the Sabbath, etc.? The fact that we no longer observe those “laws” 
very much does not make them any less desirable to those who do. People have a right to 
agree on how they shall live, in general and special assembly, as long as it does not bring 
serious harm or injury to another. 

For every protester, there is someone who hopes that the person they protest against will 
limit or curtail their behavior. I don't think we can escape, probably ever, wedding the 
two concepts: freedom and limits on behavior. If there is somewhere where this 
conception of human rights and freedoms falls down, I'd welcome hearing about it. 



What Do We Want? A Self-Serving Society or a World That 
Works for Everyone? 

Nov. 24, 2011 

I'd like to continue my discussion of the notion of human rights and related subjects, if 
you'd permit me. I think the discussion important, perhaps more so than ordinarily 
because of the period of history we're in. 

I'm not sure why this discussion is coming up now and why I feel a need to write on it 
today, but I do want to follow my inner on a matter such as this. 

  

In a service-to-self (or self-serving) society, we tend to remember our rights and forget 
our constraints. We also tend to forget others' rights and remember their constraints. I 
(and others) call this the "self-serving bias.” 

In a service-to-others (or other-serving) society, we'll probably find ourselves focussing 
on the rights of others and on our own constraints. I'd imagine that we'll wish others as 
little constrained as possible while showing maximum restraint ourselves, out of our love 
for others. 

Exactly the kind of impact that things like the self-serving bias have on us make it 
necessary to have rules and laws in a self-serving society. The self-serving bias is 
sometimes very hard to see. Operating self-servingly brings on feelings which can be 
deceptively seductive. 

Arrogance, for instance, as long as we don't incur a penalty for it, is quite acceptable and 
even pleasurable. But its countervailing experience of shame is unacceptable and 
unpleasurable. Enough shame and we tend to value arrogance less, which I think is a 



natural corrective. We talk about “healthy” shame and tend to value its rise – as long as 
it's in another's field of experience and not ours. 

A self-serving society uses a zero-sum estimation of the value of outcomes. We believe 
that not everyone can win. If someone wins, another loses and we determine not to be the 
one who loses. I was amused to hear the Boss (AAM) say the other day that the society 
we're headed for is “win/win/win/win/win.” 

If we were in that blissful, Fifth-Dimensional state, none of what we're discussing here 
would be necessary. Like NESARA (the abundance program), it's only necessary during 
the interim and perhaps to assist us to get there. 

 

In a service-to-other society, we wouldn't hurl charges at each other, use spin, insinuate 
things about each other, backbite, accuse, etc. But in a society that we envision as 
extremely dangerous, where people are seen as competitors for scarce resources, where 
victory is seen as going to the strongest, which is how we look at things in deep Third 
Density, all of these ways of being are seen simply as survival skills. We "look out for 
number one" and want to be the winner. 

Without a knowledge of the fact that we live eternally, thinking this one life is all we 
have, without a knowledge of the natural law, thinking that everything is permissible 
providing we're not caught, we make a lot of "bad" and "wrong" choices. 

 And our argumentation is simply designed to see us win or cover up our failings, defeats 
and mistakes. That's the society that we're emerging from. And to a large extent, at least 
socially, perhaps not personally, emerging from it requires our restraint. 

It requires us to stop. It would be far better if, out of love, we wouldn't think of harming 
another, but it's enough to simply stop. 



We in fact do live many lives and within a social order that is governed by natural laws, 
the ones of most importance to us being karma, freewill, and attraction. If we, as 
protesters wanting a new and equitable social order: 

• behave in ways that invoke the law of karma to educate us, we can lose that which 
we gain by less than civil and compassionate means. 

• behave in ways that don't honor another's free will, providing that the other is not 
harming or injuring us, what we build will be overturned, especially as the 
energies rise across this planet. 

• behave in ways that promote sorrow, fear and anxiety, then sorrow, fear and 
anxiety are what we attract to ourselves. 

This is not a time in our history to behave in small ways with each other. Instead it's a 
time to examine everything we do and say and ensure that we're contributing to the 
desired outcome and not detracting from it. 
It's not a time to go for the small victory, the cheap shot, the easy flick of the finger. If 
that could be said about any time, it can be said about this time now. 

What is called for is such a great deal of restraint from us all in the area of social 
relationships that only an act of faith will call it forth. Looking around us, at the serious 
inequality we see, at the suffering visible in seniors, the sick, the disabled, and the poor, 
we tend to forget the road that will lead to the desired outcome: a world that works for 
everyone. 

We tend to want instead the instant gratification that comes from hurling an insult, 
throwing a rock, or striking back. But speaking truth to authority, declaring our 
opposition, and refusing to cooperate is what we need to focus on and, I think, will prove 
enough - more than enough. 

Our old ways will no longer serve us. Not this time. Not in this era. We have to be willing 
to be among the first to go a different route to get to the place we all desire. 



How to Make a Decision in Refugee Law 

Nov. 25, 2011 

I'd like to continue with our discussion of human rights by looking at the basis on which I 
(and perhaps others) as a human-rights decision maker would make a decision in the 
field. 

For those who are new to this line of inquiry, I served for eight years as a Member of (or 
refugee adjudicator with) the Immigration and Refugee Board of Canada. 

 

I discuss this subject because the formal process we followed would be useful to consider 
when deciding how to interact with others informally so as to respect their human rights. 

I have to acknowledge too that I was not a legally-trained adjudicator. The Canadian 
Refugee Board liked to have a mix of community and legal members and I was from the 
former group. So my understanding of some legal concepts may not be as deep as some 
others. 

Different legal claims have to reach different thresholds of proof. For some that threshold 
might be beyond a shadow of a doubt; for others beyond a reasonable doubt. For a 
human-rights claim the threshold is on a balance of probabilities, which boils down to 
more likely than not. 

The threshold is fairly low because many refugee claimants have fled their country and 
may be without proper documentation. Some may have been memory-impaired as a 



result of being tortured. Their ability to prove what they allege may be lower than in the 
case of a resident or citizen of the country they've fled to and so the threshold of proof is 
lower. 

What is being decided in a human-rights claim is whether a person, if they were to return 
to any part of their country, would likely face a danger of persecution on certain grounds 
such as race, nationality, religion, gender, political opinion, etc. 

In all cases in refugee law as practiced in my country, the benefit of the doubt went to the 
claimant. 

For me, the deciding of a claim to do with human rights involved three steps. 

The first step was to determine credibility, which means whether a claimant's story is 
reliable or believable or not. I'm going over these matters for what can be borrowed from 
human-rights decision making and made use of in everyday life. 

Human-rights decision makers can almost never be certain that what they are hearing is 
the truth. The most they can probably ascertain is whether it is likely that they're hearing 
the truth. 

They make that assessment on whether testimony does or does not have contradictions 
and inconsistencies and whether what the claimant says is improbable, impossible, or 
implausible. 

• A contradiction is a statement that contains contrary elements or discrepancies. 
• An inconsistency is a statement that is incompatible with other statements. 
• Improbable means not likely to happen or be true. 
• Impossible means not capable of happening, existing, or being true without 

contradicting proven facts, laws, or circumstances. 
• Implausible means not seemingly or apparently valid, likely, or acceptable. 

 
Any of these features reduces the believability of the account or reliability of the witness 
uttering it. In refugee law, however, the decision-maker can't simply dismiss an account 
because it contains some of these problems. He or she must also see if a credible 
remainder of evidence exists sufficient to ground a positive decision or whether the 
credibility problems are so great as to render the whole account unacceptable. 

The decision maker is charged at arriving at an assessment of these matters on the basis 
of a reasonable assessment of all relevant circumstances, based on the claimant having 
had a fair and reasonable opportunity to state his or her case. 



He or she is also expected to listen in a fair and impartial way to what is said. The 
claimant is expected to make timely and open disclosure of all the facts relevant to the 
claim before the case. 

One cannot expect that the claimant won't have lied prior to approaching the refugee 
tribunal, because the claimant will have been fleeing dangerous or life-threatening 
circumstances, But one can expect the claimant not to lie to the tribunal. 

Having listened to the whole of the case the claimant presents, sometimes through 
representation (counsel) and sometimes on their own, with the help of the Board's own 
legal officers, the decision maker is then expected to reflect on the whole and arrive at an 
assessment of credibility. 

If the claimant was judged to be non-credible, the decision, or report on the claim, need 
go no further. But if the decision maker was satisfied overall as to credibility, then the 
claim would go to the next step. 

The next step involved a legal determination of the claimant's status (refugee or not) 
based on such matters as a review of international human-rights conventions (such as the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and other charters), statute law, precedent, 
current affairs, history, and tribunal procedure. If the claimant's claim passed all these 
hurdles, he or she could be adjudged to be a refugee. 

But the really important step was the last one.  I don't really consider it the third step. I 
consider it the basis of the whole process. For me it was the most important consideration 
in refugee law and that was the application of the test of fairness. 

Whether the adjudicator, or decision maker, was fair or not was a calculation that all 
lawyers coming before the Board would have already made before coming into the 
hearing room. It was common talk among counsel to say, “Oh, you don't want to come 
before Mr. Smith but you do want to come before Mrs. Jones.” And usually what they 
were judging was whether the decision-maker was fair or not. 

Being unfair usually meant being arbitrary, quick to judge, partial, etc. It could also mean 
uncommitted, lazy, venal, etc. 

When I first joined the Board my wife bought me a brass set of scales, representing the 
scales of justice. Every time I entered the hearing room, in my imagination, I'd put that 
set of scales between me and the claimant. The question in my mind in all matters was is 
what I'm about to say or do fair to the claimant? Fair to counsel? Fair to the people of my 
country? 



For my purposes, I'm willing to say that the whole of refugee law, the whole basis of 
decision making in matters of persecution and human rights revolves around fairness. 
And I'd be willing to extend that and say that the whole basis of getting along in society 
revolves principally around fairness. 

Among the circumstances in refugee law that indicate a lack of fairness on the part of the 
decision maker and could have a decision overturned by the senior branches of the law 
that review the tribunal's decisions, the most prominent is a lack of impartiality on the 
part of the decision-maker, a lack of even-handedness or balanced assessment, which 
boils down to a lack of fairness. 

These then are the three steps that I (and perhaps others) would follow to arrive at a fair 
and impartial decision in a case that revolved around the claimant's human rights. 



Building Human Rights on Nova Earth 

Jan. 14, 2013 

The notion of human rights is an interim one.  Once we complete our transition to Fifth 
Dimensionality, we'll live in such an expanded state that criminality will cease to exist. 
Here's Matthew Ward on the subject: 

“Other situations that have been a plague on the planet - wars, murders, rape and 
other violence; man-made diseases and weather; governments' surveillance of 
citizens; police brutality, unjust laws, false accusations and imprisonment; sales of 
weaponry and other war equipment; sex slavery, child molestation, pornography - 
ALL issues derived from the influence of the darkness - will diminish until they 
cease entirely because of peoples' heightened consciousness and spiritual clarity.” 
(1) 

 
Women are most at risk in our world.  

“The negativity that is the root of fear, greed, dishonor and violence will be gone 
in the Golden Age, and the vibrations of Earth' s entirety will be LOVE. ... As the 
darkness continues to fade, love will replace conflict and tyranny with peace and 
cooperation; love will eliminate the superficial superiority of one group over 
another; love will enlighten those who regard others as possessions or dispensable 
and uplift those who have been subjected to living in those conditions. In short, 
LOVE is the power that is transforming your world.” (2) 



 
SaLuSa has made much the same prediction: 

“There is no place in the higher dimensions for the lower vibrations that you are 
experiencing. The Light is such that nothing except the truth can exist within it, 
and not only that even thoughts need to be pure as each soul knows what another 
one is thinking. However, there is privacy where ones desire to dwell within their 
personal daydreams. 

“As you raise your vibrations, so being of the truth becomes quite natural to you, 
and is part of the love you feel for all souls. Believe us it is not difficult to live up 
to the higher expression of yourselves.” (3) 

So the kinds of human-rights violations we see around us today will not continue into the 
Fifth Dimension as we'll know it once we've fully anchored within it. 

What are those types of human-rights violations? Honor killings of people who insist on 
marrying the person of their choice. Acid attacks on women who reject a suitor. The 
refusal of the vote to women. Child labor. Sex slavery. Mass rape of the losing side of a 
war. The denial of education and careers to women. (You do notice, I hope, the 
predominance of the denial of human rights by men to women.) 

Thus the extension of human rights to all people will be a matter of course in the realized 
Fifth Dimension and probably require no legislation. In fact it will probably require no 
discussion either. 

So the work of extending human rights is distinctly a work of this period in which we 
build Nova Earth and it's a temporary work. 

The winning of human rights for one group involves the losing of freedom of action for 
another. Some are denied freedom that others may have safety and security of person, 
property, etc. 

Every person I've ever encountered who has been censored or constrained because they 
violated the human rights of another has protested that they themselves have been denied 
their human rights. But we have to realize that it's the behavior that harms that must be 
curtailed if all are to live in safety and full development. 

Therefore, human rights are not purchased without cost to someone. Those who hurt and 
damage others are constrained so that the harm stops. The constraint represents a taking 
away of power from local jurgas or councils who command that a woman be raped as a 
punishment for violating local codes. It represents a loss of power from theocrats who 



sentence a person to death for disagreeing with a religious code. Or jurists who sentence a 
woman to death by stoning for adultery. 

So, as we look at the extension of human rights in our society, we must realize that some 
must be constrained so that others are freed from risk, jeopardy, harm and damage. This 
loss of power is what raises opposition to the work of extending human rights. People 
don't wish to give up their guns. They don't wish to give up exclusive patriarchal power. 
They don't wish to share the job market or college education with women, etc. 

Nonetheless, one of the first areas of reform that's needed as we build Nova Earth is in 
the area of human rights. The barriers that have been erected against women must fall. 
The harmful treatment of women and children must cease. The wars among religions 
must end. The reign of patriarchy, theocracy, and privilege on the planet must pass away. 

In my view, this is one of the first areas of reconstruction needed on this planet. 

Footnotes 

(1) Matthew' s Messages, Oct. 22, 2008, at http://www.matthewbooks.com/
mattsmessage.htm 

(2) Matthew Ward, "Essay on 2012," Matthew' s Message, Dec. 31, 2007. 

(3) SaLuSa, Dec. 6, 2007, at http://www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/First_Contact/
Channeled_Messages_by_Mike_Quinsey.htm 
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Revenge of the "Inferior Races": Standing Race Theory on 
Its Head 

Published in OpeEdNews, Aug, 28, 2011, at http://www.opednews.com/articles/Revenge-
of-the-Inferior-R-by-Steve-Beckow-110828-932.html 

My college studies and first job (as a historian) had a lot to do with the study of race 
theory. And now I think we're watching race theory being stood on its head. 

It's about time. 

 

Spurious racial theories go back a long ways  

In the last three hundred years - at least - many nations had a way of looking upon race 
that glorified the majority or controlling national group – whoever that might be. 
 
The English glorified the Anglo-Saxon. The German, the Teuton. Perhaps the French, the 
Gauls. 

http://www.opednews.com/articles/Revenge-of-the-Inferior-R-by-Steve-Beckow-110828-932.html
http://www.opednews.com/articles/Revenge-of-the-Inferior-R-by-Steve-Beckow-110828-932.html
http://www.opednews.com/articles/Revenge-of-the-Inferior-R-by-Steve-Beckow-110828-932.html


One common view among groups that hailed from Northern Europe was to say that the 
harsh Northern climes produced hardy, freedom-loving and industrious people whereas 
the Southern climes enervated people and produced soft, pliable, and laid-back citizens. I 
called this the "climatic theory of race development." (1) 

The national anthem of my own country, Canada, speaks of “the true North strong and 
free.” Among Northern people, we occupied the “true North,” the North of the North. We 
were the supreme of the superior. 

And because we were a Northern lot, we were “strong and free” by nature. 

One Canadian wag, Prof. Goldwin Smith, an impeccably-credentialed Anglo-Saxon, once 
said that stove fire enervates every bit as much as the sun's heat. Good for him. 

Fewer hardy, urban Northern folk spent as much time outdoors in winter in the late 
Nineteenth Century as their far-distant ancestors may have. Why would they be affected 
by the rugged Northern clime? But then such "racial characteristics" as industriousness 
and love of freedom were deemed, by the late Nineteenth Century, to be passed along by 
genetic factors, rather than through environmental interaction. So the race's hardiness, 
which was originally achieved in the long distant past through environmental interplay, 
was now said to be passed along through genetic endowment. 

How convenient. But then everything about race theory was self-serving and convenient. 

Race theory was used to justify imperialism. The Southern races were said to be unable to 
organize themselves, to administer, to create. They needed the benevolent hand of the 
Northern races to whip them into order and induce them to work. We in turn bestowed on 
them democratic institutions, the rule of law, and group cohesiveness - or so the theory 
went. 

We took their resources for our own use. And sometimes we sold their people into 
slavery. Freedom was really only for the white Northern races, not for Southern races of 
color. 

This climatic theory of race development reached its high point ... or perhaps its low 
point ... in German racism, Teutonic theories of racial supremacy, as manifested under 
Hitler. It then descended into disrepute. But it took much backing and filling to have 
people forget that “Anglo-Saxons” shared some of the same views as Hitler. Nations like 
the United States, Britain, Canada and Australia had their versions of white supremacy, 
now forgotten. 



When we pride ourselves on our "multiculturalism" and "tradition" of human rights, we 
forget where we've been. 

 
Science was bent into the service of imperialism 

Now the "effete" and "enervated" Southern races are throwing off the yoke and I watch 
this development with more than a touch of irony. The “Mediterranean March on 
Brussels” would have race theorists turning in their hardy Northern graves. 

Don't the Mediterranean people know that they owe everything good to the Northern 
races? The Arab Spring, in which the “inferior races” cast off their chains is the triumph 
of the people over the controlling group or elite. It looks like it's against local despots but 
it's also against what used to be “Northern” or white racial supremacy. 

The world's movement today is away from separation, divide and conquer, and rigged 
pyramids of “superior races” over “inferior races.” What's happening in the world marks 
the real end of a period that started at least three centuries ago. And I'm glad to see it end. 

Writing articles on race theory back in the 60s and 70s, I'd never have predicted the 
events we're witnessing now in Tahrir Square or Tripoli. I'd never have guessed that the 
Southern or Mediterranean races would refuse to accept an economic order that's 
weighted against them and towards Northern industrial nations. And I believe there's 
much more to come. 

For every twist and turn in the road, in the old days, someone could be found to amend 
race theory to take the new direction self-servingly into account. But now we're seeing 
the fall of the paradigm itself that gives rise to self-serving theories of race. Our world is 
becoming strong and free, never mind just for the Northern “races.” 

Goldwin Smith must be pleased, smiling down from heaven on us now, and raising a 
glass from those always-temperate climes he must find himself in, far, far away from cold 
weather and self-serving minds. 



Having seen the way it works out, after fearing the worst in human nature, I have to say 
that I too am pleased. The human spirit has triumphed in the end and I hope we've all 
learned from the experience. Race theory was one of the depths we plumbed. Let's now 
plumb the heights. 

Footnotes 

(1) Stephen M. Beckow, “‘Keeping British Columbia White’: Anti-Orientalism in the 
West, 1858-1949. Canada’s Visual History; series 1, v. 14. [Ottawa]: National Film Board 
of Canada with the National Museum of Man, 1974; Theories of Anglo-Saxondom. 
National Museum of Man, 1974; “From the Watchtowers of Patriotism” Journal of 
Canadian Studies, 1976. 



Love Makes the World Go Round, but Fairness Makes It 
Work 
 
Nov. 28, 2011 

What makes the world work? If there was one quality that I could isolate and say it, 
above all others, makes the world work, I would say it was fairness. 

Love makes the world go round; no doubt about that. But fairness makes it work. 

 

There's a well-known book by Robert Fulghum entitled All I Really Need to Know I 
Learned in Kindergarten. In it the author lists several practices that allow us to get along 
with others and flourish in our joint enterprises: 

• Share everything. 
• Play fair. 
• Don't hit people. 
• Put things back where you found them. 
• Clean up your own mess. 
• Don't take things that aren't yours. 
• Say you're sorry when you hurt somebody. (1) 

I would add to this list: 

• take turns and 
• first come, first served. 

The essential element in each of these is fairness. If one violates any of these dicta, one is 
said to be acting unfairly towards another. 

A well-developed sense of fairness leads to respect for others, yielding place when 
appropriate, reducing tension in society, and inviting cooperation. 



I actually think people have a nose for fairness. There are many qualities that endear one 
person to another – generosity, compassion, loving-kindness. But there is only quality 
that has people relax around each other and that, for me, is fairness. 

It's clear to me that people are marching around the world for equitable distribution and 
sharing, respect for the rights of all people, equal treatment for both genders, etc. All of 
these boil down to fairness. 

The golden rule itself, that we should do unto others as we would have others do unto us, 
results in fairness. Unitive consciousness, the awareness that we are all one, also 
produces fairness. 

Fairness puts no one ahead of another and no one behind. It leaves all equal, whether in 
having or in having not. Fairness is no respecter of persons. It isn't venal or corrupt. The 
ultimate in fairness is the ultimate in purity. Perfection and fairness, I think, occupy the 
same ground. Fairness and justice are one. 

Synonyms are even-handedness, balance, equitability. Fairness is moderate, centering, 
peaceful. It dissolves the ego and provides fertile ground for the emergence of the higher 
qualities in a person. 

But why don't we test the matter out by seeing what ascended beings of higher 
dimensions, on the verge of introducing themselves to us, say about it? 

Many of the changes the galactics will usher in have as their aim the restoration of 
fairness. For instance. SaLuSa says that “there will be changes in your laws so that justice 
can be seen to be operating in a fair manner.” (2) 

There may be some unpleasantness to come but that's merely to bring about a fairer 
situation for the people of the world. Matthew tells us this is true of economic matters:  

“The collapse of the global economy is making way for the new foundation based 
in fairness, honesty and integrity.” (3) 

“Wise, spiritually evolved men and women are ready to assume leadership 
positions and structures are in place for new governments, banking systems, fair 
laws, and assistance to impoverished countries.” (4) 

“Plans based in darkness will not come to fruition and all cruel and unjust laws, 
policies and traditions will be struck down and in their stead, love and fairness will 
reign.” (5) 



Preparing for Ascension requires us to move from general unfairness to fairness, as 
Matthew tells us: 

“Absorbing light requires ones at the negative end of duality to change from 
violence to peacefulness, from greed to generosity, corruption to honor, unjustness 
to fairness, anger to reason, oppression to freedom.” (6) 

What distinguishes the laws of nature from the laws of humanity is their inherent 
fairness, SaLuSa says: “The Laws of the Universe apply and these are not draconian like 
many of Man’s, but both fair and just to aid your spiritual advancement.“ (7) 

The higher dimensions are higher in part because they're inherently fair, Matthew informs 
us here: 

“Please dismiss concerns about any current or proposed laws, bills, doctrines, 
customs, policies, treaties or procedures that are based in unfairness or unjustness 
or present harm to mind, body or spirit. Like everything else in your world that 
derives from darkness, those will end incrementally along Earth's journey to fourth 
density, where no darkness can exist.” (8) 

Therefore the Company of Light also sees fairness playing a central role in creating a 
world that works.  The quality of fairness lasts into the higher dimensions.  In my 
personal opinion, fairness is a quality capable of finer and finer distinctions and deeper 
and deeper profundity. I think that no quality will figure more in our quest to create a 
world that works for everyone, with no one left out, than the quality of fairness. 

Footnotes 

(1) Robert Fulghum, All I Really Need to Know I Learned in Kindergarten. New York: 
Villard Books, 1988. 

(2) SaLuSa, June 14, 2010, at http://www.treeofthegoldenlight.com/First_Contact/
Channeled_Messages_by_Mike_Quinsey.htm 

(3) Matthew's Message, Sept. 24, 2008, at http://www.matthewbooks.com/
mattsmessage.htm 

(4) Ibid., Jan. 17, 2005. 

(5) Ibid., July 4, 2008. 

(6) Ibid., Jan. 11, 2010. 
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(7) SaLuSa, Jan. 22, 2010. 

(8) Matthew’s Message, March 29, 2010. 



Lightworkers and Abundance 



Lightworkers and Abundance Consciousness - Part 1/2 

 

March 16, 2013 

Many lightworkers don’t know why it is that we’re in March 2013 and still not in a 
situation of abundance.  I’m not pretending that I know. But Archangel Michael has 
addressed the situation twice in the past week. 

According to him, there are good reasons why we’re not. 

Those reasons are that lightworkers are (1) participating in creating the new paradigm for 
money, (2) clearing their own money issues, (3) clearing issues for the collective, (4) 
shifting society from a position of receiving but not creating to a situation of creating,  
and (5) anchoring the ability to create in the physical dimension. 

Let me walk through the two explanations that he gave, one in a personal reading with 
me and the second in an Hour with an Angel interview three days later. 

Both discussions concern us as lightworkers more than they do society at large. Most 
people in society have no idea that an abundance program is waiting in the wings.  So this 
is a talk to the ground crew, so to speak. Hopefully it’ll answer the question why we still 
seem to be in lack. 

Archangel Michael made it known to me on both occasions that he wished lightworkers 
to explore and develop abundance consciousness as part of their work in introducing, 
anchoring, and managing NESARA, (1)  the abundance program. In my private reading 



with him on March 8, he said: “What you [the Nova Earth team] are ... doing with me, 
with all of us, is you are formulating the paradigm for the flow” of abundance. (2) 

The first step in understanding what is happening is to remember that most of us 
lightworkers come from higher dimensions where there’s no lack. So, often, we don’t 
have firm notions of earning, spending, saving or investing. Archangel Michael 
confirmed that when he said: 

“Earth is not exactly your home planet, dear friend, and very often in other 
realities the idea of financial flow of what you need or require for sustenance or 
support has always been there. 

“So the concept of lack is not present in many of the other situations in which you 
have been present.” 

At the same time we live at present in third dimensionality with its lacks, zero-sum 
concepts of abundance, and emphasis on earning, spending, saving and investing. 

So we have deep and superficial perspectives which contradict each other. Archangel 
Michael confirmed this when he said: “So [you are] holding contradictory belief systems 
at the same time.” 

Steve Beckow: I do sense that.  I really do.  I don’t take this whole thing seriously 
on some levels. 

Archangel Michael: No, you don’t because in your very core you believe and you 
know that the flow is infinite. (5) 

 

Using me as an example, he identified three beliefs I have which stop the flow of 
abundance - and I say this because it may apply to many others as well. 



(1) “There is a belief that, if you are in service, wealth, abundance, riches are not 
of any importance or concern.  That is accurate, but there are times when that 
belief hinders ... the willingness to absolutely receive everything that all of you 
deserve. 

“As a human being, as a man on Earth in this time showing people how, 
demonstrating how, if you truly believe the flow is infinite, then you allow it to 
come into you, anchor in you and then when all of your needs are met then you 
can also share the wealth with others.” 

(2) “Then there is this – ‘Oh my, I am stuck on Earth and there is a paradigm of 
lack and I am stuck in it.’  Let it go.  And [come] to a place of deservingness, of 
worthiness.” 

(3) “Underneath that is also a feeling and belief that you are not being supported. 
 So, yes, dig deeper.  It is also more letting go.  But it is also embracing the fact 
that it will be there.  And I may not know exactly how or why or the mechanics 
and perhaps I do not need to.  But it will be there because I am part of infinite 
creation.” 

The underlying reason for much of our unrelieved lack at this time, apparently, is 
that “we are helping you to co-create in full partnership in ways that perhaps you 
haven’t thought of before.” 

Linda and I had joked before the reading about how I and a friend had spent perhaps an 
hour going back and forth on matters relating to a relatively small sum of money. AAM 
remarked, and I believe this is germane to all lightworkers who’ll be serving in the 
financial area: 

“You have laughed with the channel and you have said:  ‘Oh, but this was little 
sums of money.  But what I say to you is that it does not matter if it is little sums 
or millions and millions of dollars. 



 

“The effort, the energy, the sharing, the sense of community and being your 
brother’s keeper - that is the energy.  That is what you are doing. 

“So you are working your training wheels with the little bits of money so that you 
are ready for the millions.” 

He then said that I was “learning the conversion factors.” I asked him what that meant 
and he responded: 

“[The conversion factors] of energy into whatever you wish.  You already know it, 
because you convert pure air into energy, into thought, into inspiration, into these 
funny little letters on a computer screen called writing.  That is the conversion 
factor.  Now you are learning it about money.” 

It’s my contention that all of us, in this time before NESARA is announced, are also 
learning to take the contradictions out of our beliefs around money and learning the 
“conversion factors.” 

I’ll continue this discussion tomorrow, where we'll turn from what AAM said in the 
reading to what he said on An Hour with an Angel. 

Footnotes 

(1) NESARA stands for the National Economic Security and Reformation Act, an act of 
the American Congress that mandates abundance. But it’s also the acronym used by 
some, like Matthew Ward for instance, to signify the total social program that the 
Company of Heaven has for reforming our world.  “NESARA is the very foundation of 
Earth’s Golden Age.” (Matthew’s Message, May 26, 2009, at http://
www.matthewbooks.com/mattsmessage.htm) “NESARA ... succinctly stated ... is a God-
mandated cooperative effort between members of your civilization and spiritually 

http://www.matthewbooks.com/mattsmessage.htm
http://www.matthewbooks.com/mattsmessage.htm


evolved civilizations to bring about world transformation and spiritual renewal, and its 
fulfillment is Earth’s Golden Age.” (Matthew’s Message, Dec. 5, 2010.) 

(2) Archangel Michael in a personal reading with Steve Beckow through Linda Dillon, 
March 8, 2013. All subsequent quotations are from this same reading. 

  



Lightworkers and Abundance Consciousness - Part 2/2 

 

We saw yesterday that lightworkers are being asked to serve as wayshowers, as a test 
group and as vicarious cleansers, if I can coin the term, in the formation of abundance 
consciousness.  We looked at some of our contradictory beliefs and the reasons why we 
have them. 

In my case, and in the case of others who have a role to play with abundance or with 
lightworker teams, our lives become a teaching tool around aspects of the new paradigm 
of abundance. 

We saw  Archangel Michael point out to me yesterday the contradictory aspects of my 
own beliefs around abundance and then state that he was teaching me the conversion 
factors of energy into money. I don’t think I’m alone in being given those attentions or in 
participating in a workshop on abundance, so to speak. 

All of this was conveyed in a personal reading I had with Archangel Michael on March 8, 
2013 through Linda Dillon. Let’s now turn from that reading and listen to what he had to 
say in our interview on An Hour with an Angel on March 11, 2013.  (1) 

He shared what he hears from so many of us in our prayers. 

“Now, many of you say, ‘Well, Michael, Lord, if I look and do that examination 
of my [inner] landscape [that you suggest I do], I will find that I am still 
impoverished. I am still broke. I am still in a place of what human beings would 
call struggle.’ And if that is the case — and I know that it is for many of you — I 
also want you to broaden your perspective. No, I know it doesn’t immediately put 
food on the table or money in your pocket. But let me speak to this.” 



He confessed that “I have been accused of ignoring the basics of human survival. That is 
not so.”  And he then went on to explain exactly what’s going on. 
 
He recognized that many of us “look to financial wherewithal as a Geiger counter, a  
litmus test of how you are doing,” and “we understand this,” but he asked us “to broaden 
[our] perspective.” 

He asked us to accept several things. First he asked us to know “that we are [not] so 
oblivious and ignorant that we do not realize that [financial security] is important. Of 
course it is.” 

 

“But what I also say to thee, in reference to safety, security, protection, is you are 
mightily protected. And you are protected not only by your guides and angels, but 
by the mighty ones [archangels], by your star brothers and sisters, and legions, 
can we say, of unassigned angelic beings.” 

This he asked us to accept as a matter of faith. 

And he revealed that we’re being protected “even while you are working through these 
feelings that need to be released of not feeling safe, of not feeling supported. And this is 
particularly true of the wayshowers, and yes, the gatekeepers ... and certainly the pillars.” 
(2) 

He had said in my reading that we were being used as vehicles for teaching the new 
paradigm. In his Hour with an Angel interview, he tells us that we need to work through 
attitudes of “not feeling safe, not feeling supported” as a first step. 

He explained:  “There is some deep cleansing, releasing, going on. And it is happening 
more and more rapidly.” 

He notes that many of us say to him: 



“Since [Dec. 21, 2012], I feel more out of control than ever, and I am being 
challenged and faced with more issues than ever.” He explained that the reason 
for this feeling is that “anything that is within you that is of the old, of the fading, 
dying, dissolving old paradigm is coming to the surface very rapidly. And the 
more you are anchored in your role as light-holder, love-holder, pathfinder, the 
more rapidly these things are going to come up.” 

So again, it’s because we volunteered as lightworkers that these issues and their release is 
occurring so much faster for us than for others. 

Moreover we’re also feeling out of control because we’re processing issues on behalf of 
the collective. 

“In addition to that, if you are truly anchored in this role ... you are helping those 
that are still in that outer layer of the old process to come within so that the whole 
collective is firmly anchored in the 5th dimension. 

“So not only are your own issues coming up for rapid process, release, 
readjustment, realignment, you are also doing so in that process for millions.” 

 

Individually, we’re not asked to clear issues (or vasanas) that aren’t already in us; only 
those that are. That fits with how vasanas work anyways. We can’t clear a vasana we 
don’t have. The Company of Heaven is adding this collective-clearing work onto the 
vasanas we already have. 

He explains: 

“Now, the issues that you are processing for, shall we say, that part of the 
collective that is still on the scenic route, it [must] also [be] one of your issues. 

“So if you do not have the question or the issue or the vasana of control, of lack, 
of limitation, of poor health, of family, then that issue will not come to you for the 



clearing for the millions. But if it is within you and you are processing it, then, 
trust us, you are processing it for millions.” 

Nonetheless, we could not successfully process something as big as this on our own; we 
must have help, he tells us. 

“You are being helped. This processing, and the level at which you have said that 
you are going to do, would bury you if you were doing it without assistance. 

“I do not say that in a way to frighten you at all. But the magnitude of what you 
are doing is of such a high quality and resonance that of course you are being 
helped.” 

He then said something that had completely escaped my attention until then but that made 
sense. I and others work on charitable projects so his statement here meant something to 
us. It may not mean as much to people who don’t work in that arena. 

“So you say to me, ‘Give me the money and I will do a better job.’ And what I am 
saying to you is two things. 

“First of all, if you had all the money that your heart desires or could possibly 
imagine, then what you would be doing is working not on the clearing of money 
issue for the millions, you would be on a different mission, and that would be one 
of charity. 

“And that may or may not be what you have chosen as one of your soul missions 
to complete the Ascension process for everybody and with everybody.” 

 

Notice he acknowledges that we are here to “complete the Ascension process for 
everybody and with everybody.” 



His statement is accurate for me. If we on the abundance teams had the money now, we’d 
immediately embark on and quickly become immersed in charitable work. We wouldn’t 
spend more time clearing money issues. And his point is that we need to clear the money 
issues first. 

He then discussed the second, wider issue. 

“The second piece of that is while you are thinking or believing and having these 
feelings of insecurity, what you are also doing is being catalyzed mightily by 
every single atom in the universe to create. 

“Because it is not simply about clearing. It is about shifting into your creator self 
and letting that bright spark of divinity come to the forefront. 

“So, part of your Ascension process, and part of the claiming, awakening, 
anchoring of your full heart consciousness, is this recognition brought into 
physicality of your ability to create.” 

That for me was the clincher.  So we’re not simply clearing our money issues; we’re also 
anchoring in the physical the ability to create. 

Referring to the whole of the work I’ve just described he asked: “Is it a mighty 
undertaking? Yes. It most certainly is.” 

He adds the comforting thought that “many of you who are in this transition are finding 
that the time lag between creation — whether it is of good health or money or creative 
process — is speeding up enormously, and that you are embracing it. It is already part of 
you.” 

He offers this exercise to help us: 

“Go into the quiet of your heart, to the seat of your soul at the bottom of what you 
think of as your heart, and ... simply allow yourself to receive. 



 

“Allow yourself, each and every day, particularly you light-workers, to receive 
and feel the vibratory work that we are doing with you, and to pay attention to 
what you may feel are slight changes, but in fact when put under the microscope 
are not only essential, they are massive.” 

I suggest that as many lightworkers as possible read over what is said here, perhaps 
repeatedly, until they fully understand the way in which the Company of Heaven are 
working with us as lightworkers and wayshowers. We’re going through the process first 
that will shift us from simple receivers to creators and co-creators. 

We’re being asked to clear our money issues, not only for ourselves but also for the 
collective. We’re being invited to discover for ourselves how to anchor the ability to 
create in the physical. 

We’re being asked to do this so that abundance can not only flow to society at large but 
so that we’re able to work with abundance so that we have not only the ability to receive 
it from the universe but also to create it and that ability becomes anchored in our reality. 

For me at least, the most significant thing that is not being said here is that, up till now, 
Ascension has seen a planet (like Halion for instance) explode and leave physicality, its 
inhabitants die, and ascend. 

This is the first time that Ascension has been tried while preserving humanity in their 
physical bodies. I believe that a lot of what’s occurring here is brand, spanking new and 
we’re the ones who are testing out new procedures and introducing new wrinkles into the 
Plan. 

So rather than thinking that everything should be happening in rapid-fire time or should 
unfold effortlessly and easily, I think we need to understand that there’s a lot more 
construction involved than we may have imagined. Lightworkers are either in it for the 
long haul or not. 



Please keep in mind that, after the introduction of abundance, we lightworkers will be 
enlisted to carry it to the far ends of the Earth. So we do know that much work lies ahead 
of us. It may be that it hasn't fully sunk in to us exactly what we signed on for. But we 
signed on to transform a world. And, in my view, this is what that work looks like. 

Footnotes 

(1) “Archangel Michael: Ascension is Not Distant But Very Current and Underway,” at 
http://goldenageofgaia.com/into-the-golden-age-of-gaia/the-midpoint-of-ascension/
archangel-michael-ascension-is-not-distant-but-very-current-and-underway/ . All 
subsequent quotations are from this same source. 

(2) GIF I understand AAM correctly, gatekeepers is the generic name for lightworkers 
who have volunteered to help others through the Ascension portal.  Pillars is the generic 
name for lightworkers who have volunteered to ascend last and help any stragglers along. 
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How Many Times Has Our Star Family Saved the World? 



The Star Beings Around Our Planet Are Human and Family 

The galactic visitors here around the Earth at the present time are not strangers to us. 
InLight Radio recently introduced them as “our galactic family.” (1) The Galactic 
Federation described how they are our ancestors: 

“Today our world is being visited by many spiritually enlightened beings who 
wish to openly reunite with their ancient family. These spiritually advanced men 
and women are assisting in the disarmament of the criminal Cabal which has 
controlled much of the world's military and possessed highly advanced weapons 
systems. 

 

Billy Meir meets Semjase 

“These advanced ancestors of the human race appear just as we do, although there 
are other beings that we shall meet as well that do not look like we do. All are 
ascended spiritual beings who are only here to assist us make the changes we all 
know deep down inside need to be made. These beings are the original planners of 
this world, and are the same advanced civilizations that built many of the great 
archaeological mysteries such as the pyramids in Egypt. They are not strangers to 
us at all, as we are their ancestors, all of us.” (2) 

We've been led to believe that we're the only life forms in the universe, but SaLuSa tells 
us that that's not true. 

“Believe us Dear Ones, there is life everywhere you look, and not just in the 
dimensions that are open to your physical eyes. There are dimensions beyond 



your reckoning, and still life is present in abundance. It would be difficult to 
explain such vastness as an accidental occurrence, when it is clear that a mighty 
intelligence must exist that embraces all that exists.” (3) 

 
Semjase from the Pleiades 

An experiment was run on planet Earth by introducing higher-dimensional beings to the 
Third Dimension and seeing how they would fare. The Galactic Federation describes that 
experiment. 

“A very important social experiment has been conducted here over many years 
and each of us has been a part of it. We have been left here, seemingly all alone, 
to work things out for ourselves. This experiment is now over and it has been a 
tremendous success. We are now about to reunite with our brothers and sisters 
from the stars and be welcomed into the greater Galactic Community.” (4) 

Oftentimes we hear statements that Earth has a special role to play in the universe but we 
seldom hear what it is. But on one occasion, Archangel Michael referred to it: “The Earth 
holds the Divine Blueprint and historic thought forms for all this universe, it is a key 
player in this grand march or accelerated spiral of ascension.” (5) We have been called a 
library 

Many people think we're descended from apes via species like Cro-Magnon Man. But the 
galactics tell us we're not. 

“You do not exist by some freak of nature, and are not the result of natural 
selection, but purposefully and lovingly created to exist in your environment. You 
are a special species of Humans that have taken over from Cro-Magnon Man, and 
have been genetically engineered to allow for a speeding up in your evolution. 



That we would say has been particularly successful, and the proof lies in how 
many of you now stand in readiness for Ascension.” (6) 

Third-Dimensionality has its drawbacks, to be sure, but galactics like SaLuSa tell us that 
“it is one of the quickest ways to evolve. This would have been a factor in your decision 
to experience duality.” (7) 

“There is nothing like first-hand experience which is why you have entered the 
cycle of duality. You may wonder why you did so, but for a real evolutionary step 
of some significance there is little that will match it. (8) 

“The purpose of duality is to fast track you back to the realms of Light. It is the 
quickest way to evolve.” (9) 

“It has been a hard experience, but has had the effect of speeding up your 
evolution. Whatever you have gone through, you will sail onwards without having 
to take those trappings with you, but you will never lose the benefit of your 
experiences.” (10) 

Judith Kusel also describes how we agreed to take part in this Third-Dimensional 
experiment when it was first devised. 

“When this planet was first made habitable, a lot of volunteer souls, asked to be 
part of a huge experiment. It was an experiment that would see to it, how life and 
lifeforms from other galaxies and star systems would survive on a planet, within a 
universe, which was one of the latest being created and birthed within the Milky 
Way Galaxy.” (11) 

SaLuSa, a spokesman for the Galactic Federation, agrees that the galactics have been 
interested in our affairs for and are now here to help us at this important time of 
Ascension. Many of us sense our extraterrestrial roots. 

“Look back at your history and even although the evidence has not always been 
written up, there is nevertheless much to indicate our interest in your affairs. We 
would therefore say that it is perfectly natural that at such an important time for 
you, that we should come close to you. 

“After all, as any family would where their offspring were concerned, we have 
always followed your progress. The majority of you are family to the different 
members of the Galactic Federation, and that mainly relates to the Sirians and 
Pleiadians. Usually those of you who are extraterrestrials know it deep down, 



because you find it so hard to settle down to Earth life, with its heavy vibrations.” 
(12) 

Consequently, SaLuSa tells us, “we are as much you as you are us, and we are linked in 
ways that make us inseparable. We are far from strangers where you are concerned, and 
we correctly refer to you as our brothers and sisters.” (13) 

Starseeds from other planets have also agreed again to come to Earth at this time to take 
part in the wrap-up of the experiment, Judith Kusel tells us: “Through time and space 
your soul wished to be here. It wished to be part and particle of a dramatic series of 
events, that would change a lot of the old mistakes, which have been made over millennia 
on this planet.” (14) 

The Starseeds who are here have a range of missions reflecting different roles played here 
on Earth, Judith says. 

“A lot of the souls now incarnated, have either been involved at the beginning of 
time, as scientists creating this planet and settling in the first life forms… or were 
involved as the first volunteers…. Some of them were the first ones from the dark 
mass consciousness who subsequently introduced the self-destructive 
tendencies…. All of these souls, now have to confront not only their own personal 
karma, but also whatever they contributed to the mass consciousness. 

“Then there are those souls who have no karmic links with this planet, but have 
merely volunteered to assist this planet at this time, with the raising of 
consciousness. Yet, they also, at some time, have had connections with this planet, 
in one form or another.” (15) 

In another article we'll look at what happened to Earth's civilization during times when 
the population fell into conflict and societies like Lemuria and Atlantis destroyed 
themselves. But the galactics tell us now that their presence is our best guarantee against 
us not falling to the forces of darkness this time, as they planned to do through such 
corrupting events as 9/11 and the wars in Afghanistan, Iraq and the war too far ... Iran. 
Says SaLuSa: 

“Eons of time ago your Earth was prepared for your coming, and was a veritable 
Garden of Eden. Civilizations grew and Man reached peaks of development only 
to repeatedly fall from grace. The higher vibrations were gradually lowered until 
you lost sight of your spiritual heritage. From thereon you have groveled in the 
darkness and lost your way, as successive civilizations were guilty of their own 
demise. 



“Your final cycle is now playing itself out and unlike previous ones is destined to 
signal your success. Instead of falling to the dark influences, you are now on 
course to move fully into the Light. It has taken our presence and that of many 
Light Beings from the higher realms, to guide you safely to this important time in 
your evolution. You will safely reach the end-times as intended and much credit 
must go to those Lightworkers who came to Earth for that purpose.” (16) 

So we were not meant to feel inferior to higher civilizations nor superior in the sense of 
being the only life forms around. And we are awakening quite quickly to what our future 
holds for us, thanks to them. SaLuSa reveals: 

“Man was not meant to feel small or inferior in any way, but could not live 
forever in the illusion of being at the centre of the Universe. With the knowledge 
of other life forms that have also existed within your solar system and in fact still 
do so, it is time to accept that they have accompanied you for thousands upon 
thousands of years. They have a place in your lives and your evolution, and are 
every bit a part of the grand experiment of duality as you are. 

“They have never lost their level of high consciousness and are fully aware of 
your history together. You accepted the veils that were drawn across your eyes as 
you dropped deeper into the lower vibrations. Now you are emerging once again, 
and being reminded of your true selves and your history upon Earth.” (17) 

Thus the galactic beings who hover above us in millions of lightships are here to 
shepherd us out of our Third-Dimensional cycle of existence and into the higher-
dimensionality of the New Age.  They've protected us against a dark elite who corrupted 
our financial system, undermined democracy, created one false-flag threat after another, 
and planned to launch a Third World War by nuclear-bombing Iran, all to ensure their 
control of the world. 

But our galactic family has opposed them and defeated them. They now assist us to 
prepare for a global shift in consciousness due to occur on or before Dec. 21, 2012. That's 
who's coming for dinner. Those are the invited guests whose work on our behalf has 
ensured us a wonderful future. 
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Could We Have Saved Ourselves from the Illuminati? 

 
Some prominent "defenders" of the "free world."  

March 13, 2013 

There are many movies and TV shows being produced lately with the same theme: that 
extraterrestrials are here to prey on us, torture us, and destroy us. 
 
Such a portrayal of the many star beings who are here around the planet at this time is 
untrue and I believe it’s time to offer a rebuttal. 

And that’s what I intend to do here - to go over the number of times the galactics have 
actually saved the world from a threat - usually us. 

I can’t know all the times they’ve done this. But I do know some of the more conspicuous 
instances. Let’s review them here. 

I think we consider ourselves competent and adequate players on the world scene and 
believe we could have saved the world from all the threats I’m about to review. But my 
most mature opinion is that we couldn't have. Or, if we did, it would have taken many 
hundreds of years and perhaps billions of lives. 

SaLuSa of Sirius is a spokesman for the Galactic Federation of Light, one of the 
coalitions of star forces stationed around the planet for our protection at the present time. 
He told us in 2012 that “with the best will in the world, you cannot overcome the dark 
Ones without help.” (1)  We'll see in a moment who he means by "the dark Ones." 

Most people on the planet have no idea of the drama that has been played out in the last 
few decades and it's probably time they did know. In another message from 2009, he said: 
“Without the Creator’s plan for your release from the dark, you may not have recovered 
or even survived. (2) 



“You have no reason to know how near you came to obliteration, but we assure 
you that on more than one occasion over the last century you came so close to it. 
Our intervention was approved by the Higher Council to ensure that your cycle 
was completed successfully. So you will see, Dear Ones, that regardless of what 
was planned against you for your end times by the dark Ones, it was destined to 
fail in its aim to enslave you.”  (3) 

SaLuSa and his colleagues deliver their messages to us through channels or mediums, 
who receive them telepathically. Adrial is another galactic being, who speaks through 
Mark Kimmel. He agrees with SaLuSa: 

“Based on observing you for thousands of years, it is my considered opinion, an 
opinion shared by many others, that mankind is unable to overcome the dark 
energy and its agents without external assistance; thus the armada of starships and 
the many non-residents who walk the planet to assist you.” (4) 

 

An endless stream of movies and TV shows have depicted the star beings as predatory and 
destructive. These images are not true. 

The Earth has apparently been under siege for centuries by what SaLuSa called the dark 
Ones, whose object has been to enslave its population.  In modern times, we call this 
cabal the Illuminati, the military-industrial complex, the New World Order, the shadow 
government, or the secret state. The name does not matter. 

It included most world leaders - not only in government, but also in the military, finance, 
medicine, education, religion, the media - in fact, in all sectors of society. Their plan was 
to reduce the Earth’s population from approximately 7 billion to a more docile 500 
million to take control of the world. 



Above the Illuminati were their masters. As mind-stretching as it may seem, these off-
world directors were not human in the way we normally think of humans, but reptilians.  
David Icke was scorned for talking about reptilians but what he said turns out to be true.  

Matthew Ward is a terrestrial ascended master. He explains, and his views are 
corroborated by SaLuSa and many others. 

 

Pleiaidan spaceship destroys meteor over Russia, preventing widespread destruction  

“Now, above the Earth human Illuminati top level are the dark souls of the 
reptilian civilization, some of whom are embodied as humans and living on the 
planet. They are working in conjunction with their dark reptilian brothers off-
planet, whose goal is total domination of Earth, if not by absolute control, then 
absolute destruction. 

“The light forces of the universe, including reptilians, are in confrontation with 
the darkness of any civilization. What is happening on your planet is a reflection 
of the universal conflict, and regardless of universal progress, your beloved Earth 
will be freed from the clutches of darkness as she rises farther into higher 
vibrations where love reigns overall.” (5) 

SaLuSa confirms that “the dark forces upon Earth have had ambitions to enslave you.” 
(6) To do this, they believed they needed to bring the population total down. 

“Depopulation by any means is an Illuminati goal,” Matthew tells us. (7) He states that 
the Illuminati factions all had “the same goal: vast population reduction or enslavement 
and conquest of nations to take over their national resources.” (8)  They very nearly 
realized them, SaLuSa reveals: 



“Your enslavement was been very carefully planned, and you were nearly under 
the total control of the Illuminati. 

"However, the Light forces were not idle and with support from Beings in the 
higher realms, have stopped their progress and are about to release you from their 
hold for once and all. ... The threats to your liberty will be totally removed, so that 
you can live your lives in peace.” (9) 
The Illuminati created many false-flag or black operations to kickstart wars, erode 
civil rights and enslave the population. 9/11 is only the most obvious example. Of 
it, Matthew says: “[9/11’s] deeper purpose than controlling oil resources in the 
Mideast, … is to dominate the entire planet and kill or enslave its peoples.” (10) 

SaLuSa tells us that “you were just short of becoming totally enslaved and controlled by 
a draconian World Government that was to be put in place.”  (11) He goes on to describe 
the control that would have been exerted over us if the Illuminati had been successful: 

“Your rights would have been strictly controlled and curtailed, so that you had 
little freedom unless you conformed to the new world order. It has not come about 
overnight, but has been planned for millennia of time. 

“Slowly and almost unnoticed you have been fooled and misled so that you gave 
your rights away. There were plenty of warnings, but you were lulled into a false 
sense of security.” (12) 

After 9/11, President George Bush warned us against being taken in by conspiracy 
theorists. But Matthew reveals: 

“The same folks who decry global terrorism and claim to be making the world a 
safer place by pointing fingers at the 'guilty' are the very ones behind the major 
terrorist activities. The more that this is being exposed or even speculated, the 
more they fear losing their dark control and thus the more desperate and blatant 
their acts to hold onto it.” (13) 

If the Illuminati could not enslave the world, if they lost their bid to dominate Earth and 
its people, “the dark Ones [hoped] to go out with a ‘Bang’, but we are going to ensure it 
does not happen,” SaLuSa informs us. (14) 

“We have stopped the total destruction of Earth on a number of occasions since 
the end of your last World War, and have succeeded in ensuring you are all here 
today to witness the end of the last cabal.” (15) 



 

Spaceship beam weapon destroys rocket in Vandenberg test flight 

Fortunately, he tells us, “we have been allowed to put a stop to any ambitions of the dark 
Ones to start a Third World War. It would have had the potential to totally destroy the 
Earth.” (16)   

“Although attempts have been made to start another World War,” he reveals, “they 
have failed and will continue to do so.” (17) 

But, as we shall see in this series, many more attempts to destroy Earth and its population 
have come from the Illuminati than merely starting World War III, as catastrophic as that 
would have been.   SaLuSa hints at other threats that issued from the Illuminati: “We 
have prevented a Third World War, destruction of the Earth, and plagues and diseases of 
proportions that would have decimated your population.” (18) 

Even now, Ker-On of Venus tells us, “the dark plan more atrocities but be assured that we 
are aware of what they plan, and we will remove opportunities to further their intentions.” 
(19) 

Among those “atrocities” that the Illuminati practiced on us to dumb us down, weaken us 
or eliminate us are: the release of deadly depleted uranium into the atmosphere from DU 
weapons, the sewing of toxic chemtrails into our skies, the creation of pandemic viruses 
and equally-toxic vaccines, and the engineering of severe weather and catastrophic 
earthquakes and volcanic eruptions, hurricanes and tornadoes. How might we have saved 
ourselves? We were headed for human catastrophe if the extraterrestrials had not 
intervened. 

I agree with Matthew’s statement on the matter: 

“The dark forces would have continued to control the planet through their puppets 
whose oppression, lies and violence resulted in fear, ignorance, apathy and 
spiritual dimness within the masses; and the relentless barrage of negativity would 
have destroyed Earth. 



“It is not that your universal family’s help can be proven only after they alight 
from their crafts, roll up their sleeves and get to work. Their light and advanced 
technology started helping you well over sixty years ago when Earth was in death 
throes—that her planetary body is alive and you are living on it is proof!” (20) 

His final assessment is, I think, accurate: 

“The individuals who propose that a collective will to make your world a better 
place will achieve that without extraterrestrial help do make a good point—
absolutely you must act, must set the pace toward world transformation, because 
it is your world. 

“But those individuals are way off track by not acknowledging that without many 
other civilizations’ immeasurable help that started about seventy years ago, none 
of you would be where you are because the planet would have died. And we 
assure you, your space family’s continued help will be welcomed by all except the 
ones who are fighting mightily to prevent reforms anywhere.” (21) 

What I’d like to do next, starting tomorrow, is to walk through some of these destructive 
scenarios, any one of which could have decimated the Earth or a significant portion or 
region of it.   I won’t cover all of them because that would take a book of hundreds of 
pages. 

But I will cover enough of them to make the point that I don’t believe we'd be here today 
and I don’t believe that we'd have had any future if it were not for the star beings who 
surround the planet today in thousands of ships. They are here to protect us from the 
threat of the dark forces on and above the planet and to see to a rise in our consciousness 
so that these things never happen again. 

So this whole series is an acknowledgement of their life-saving work and an invitation to 
people to stop imbibing the distorted view that Hollywood is offering us. I urge us instead 
to consider the evidence and open our minds and our eyes to who is really here for us and 
who is really not. 
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Our Star Family Saved Gaia from Death 

 

March 14, 2013 

Most of this series is concerned with the extraterrestrials saving Earth's inhabitants. But 
in this part we look at how they saved the Earth itself. 

Most people have been conditioned to accept the socially-dominant paradigm of 
empirical materialism. They believe that only what they can see, hear, touch, and taste is 
real. Given that, of course, even the soul is not real. 

So it would be very difficult for them to accept that even a planet has a soul. But Matthew 
Ward tells us that “Earth [is] a sentient soul.” (1) The notion that Earth - or Gaia, as she’s 
better known - is in fact a sentient being is one of the pieces of knowledge that we’ll be 
called upon to encounter in the years ahead. 

There were many reasons why galactics came to Earth in large numbers after the Second 
World War - to subdue the dark ones who were now armed with nuclear weapons, to 
assist with our Ascension, etc. But another reason was to prevent the the sentient being 
called Gaia from dying. 

In the part of this series posted yesterday, we heard SaLuSa say that “the dark Ones 
[hoped] to go out with a ‘Bang’” (2) and “we have stopped the total destruction of Earth 
on a number of occasions since the end of your last World War.” (3) 

We also heard Matthew Ward say that the dark’s “relentless barrage of negativity would 
have destroyed Earth” and that “Earth was in her death throes—that her planetary body is 
alive and you are living on it is proof” of the galactics’ work to save her. (4) 



Apparently, these statements are not metaphoric. Let’s listen to Gaia herself on the matter 
because, sentient being that she is, she can also speak. Geoffrey West interviewed her on 
An Hour with an Angel, April 9, 2012. Gaia revealed that she’s a being of archangelic 
stature. 

“Eons and eons ago, I emanated—was created—from the heart of One as an 
archangel. So my birth into a planet was very unusual, for planets, galaxies, 
universes are birthed through the Mother in conjunction with the Father. 

“But when this beautiful planet—that you call Earth, that we know as Terra Gaia
—when it was time to create a planet of love, I offered my essence and my being, 
which has always been very large. ... And so, I asked the Mother to allow me to 
incarnate, to change form into this planet.” (5) 

However down through the ages, Matthew explains, Gaia found she could not endure 
“any more assaults of the negativity being continuously generated by human brutality to 
each other, to the animal and plant kingdoms or to the physical body of Earth.” 

As examples of this negativity, Matthew cites “wars and other violence, famine, disease, 
ruthless leaders, environmental destruction and economic strangulation,” all of which 
“have been instituted by the influence of the dark forces.” (6) 

Matthew tells us that Gaia’s “body spiraled ever downward as more and more human and 
animal blood was shed and the environment ravaged.” (7) 

Relief from the suffering caused by these conditions “was essential or your planet would 
die. Over half a century back in your counting, Earth had reached that point of damage to 
her body and soul.” Matthew says she faced a choice. 

“She had the choice of her soul ascending and allowing her planetary body to die, 
or surviving intact. Her soul chose to survive in its physical planetary form, but in 
her greatly weakened condition due to the extent of trauma she had long suffered, 
she could not do it without massive assistance.” (8) 

She had patiently allowed her human inhabitants many chances to complete their karmic 
lessons. 

“Earth was depleting her own light by giving it to her residents time after time as 
still one more opportunity to complete the third-density experiencing cycle, and, 
because of this, sixty-some years ago her planetary body was near death. Rather 
than let her body die and her soul ascend, she chose to give her humankind one 
last chance to wind up their karmic lessons.” (9) 



According to Matthew, “that is when she cried out for help.” (10) Menta, a higher-
dimensional galactic being who channels through Suzy Ward, says that “a cry for help 
from Earth herself reached throughout the heavens.” 

Asked to describe the sound, Menta replied: 

“It was a weary sound of resignation, like a faint echo of a once healthy life that 
had become too feeble to call out loudly. That weak sound signified that Earth 
was near death due to her environmental conditions and we wanted to help her 
survive and be restored to health.”  (11) 

Gaia herself described her call on An Hour with an Angel. 

“It was a universal call. Yes, of course my plea went up, but it was also a plea that 
was delivered from the archangels, and particularly Archangels Jophiel and Uriel 
as well as Michael. So, it was a collective call for help. 

“But yes, I have called not only to the star beings, but to my brothers and sisters 
of other planetary systems as well.” (12) 

Hearing that cry, higher-dimensional light beings responded. And they enlisted the help 
of the galactics. As Sheldan Nidle’s galactic sources phrased it: “Heaven summoned us 
and we came.”  (13) 

Cdr Hatonn explains that “as part of our own evolutionary progress, we are in service to 
God by helping lower-density worlds evolve when they ask for assistance.” (14) SaLuSa 
adds that “we protect you and Mother Earth and have done so for millennia of time, and 
shall continue to do so.” (15) 

Menta gave details of her collective’s response: 

“Out of concern for this once beautiful planet, whose soul always has been pure 
and radiant, we responded.  ... 

“God authorizes a genuinely unselfish response to such a request for help, but no 
intervention is permitted except by invitation to participate jointly in the venture. 

“Our governing body approached the Intergalactic Council high authority and 
volunteered our services. Understanding Earth’s condition and her ‘cry of 
invitation,’ the Council sanctioned our participation after being assured that our 
interest was not self-serving.”  (16) 



Thus, Matthew tells us, “it is by Earth’s request for help that these beings, in conjunction 
with Earth humans, are performing their various missions on and off-planet to get this 
vast, vital program underway to rejuvenate physical Earth and enlighten and uplift her 
people.” (17) 

Gaia was rejuvenated by light energy beamed from many sources throughout the 
universe. Matthew says: 

“[Mother Earth's] cry for help went out into the universe and instantly God 
authorized myriad spiritually advanced civilizations to respond by beaming their 
own vast light into Earth’s body. 

“The massive infusion of light from those distant sources stabilized her orbit and 
enabled her to jar loose from negativity’s stranglehold, start to ascend out of deep 
third density and continue toward her ultimate destination in fifth density.”  (18) 

SaLuSa also say that  revivifying light was beamed to Earth. “Powerful streams of energy 
are reaching the Earth from many other sources and Galaxies.” (19) “All around the Earth 
and far beyond, different sources are concentrating on sending higher Light emissions to 
you.” (20) 

Matthew explains that “God authorized our space family to intervene with the infusion of 
light that kept Earth’s body alive.” (21) Of it he writes: “If you could see this brilliance 
from our vantage point, you would be astounded. But you cannot see the abundance of 
light from those myriad sources on the planet or beaming to Earth from far distant 
worlds.” (22) 

As part of this effort, the galactics placed Gaia in a cocoon of pink, pink being the color 
of divine love.  Gaia herself said: “For a long time they kept me in a pink cocoon while 
the archangels redid my grid.” (23) 

She described the role of the galactics in that act of protection and rehabilitation: 

“So yes, there have been many, many layers of assistance from your star brothers 
and sisters, from my star brothers and sisters. For many, many, many decades, 
they held me, they created a, what you would think of as a pink cocoon, so that I 
would not continue to wobble. 

“There have been, in my journey, throughout my existence, ... several pole shifts, 
you know. Yes, your history does not capture everything. ... 

“For a very long time, not simply 70 years, I felt as if I was in chains, in prison. If 
it were not for the beautiful, pink cocoon that the star beings placed around me to 



keep me safe and solid, I probably would have simply chosen to return home. And 
that has always been a choice open to me.”  (24 ) 

 

Grener, President of the Intergalactic Council, also says the pink cocoon has been 
removed: 

“Yes, the cocoon of pink to keep Gaia from tilting has been removed. The grid is 
strong, golden and polished by the mighty archangels themselves. But we 
constantly are assisting Earth, assisting Gaia.”  (25) 

Archangel Michael also referred to this work by the archangels and galactics: 

“There are many of these beings that have been waiting, not just hundreds of 
years, but who traveled here thousands of years ago, whose entire life has been on 
board ship. They come. They hold Earth in a golden pink cocoon, for what seems 
to them like eons. Finally, that cocoon is removed, the grid is shined up, [and] 
everybody’s ready to go.” (26) 

So the galactics responded to Gaia’s call when she was dying. They played a role in 
channeling the light to her which came from higher dimensions and great light beings 
throughout the  universe.  And they placed a pink grid of light around her that prevented a 
wobble and pole shift and allowed her to ascend from her perilous condition. 

But as we’ll see in successive parts of this series, the galactics have attended to many 
more tasks than simply bringing the revivifying light to Gaia. 

In the next parts of this series, we’ll look at some of the plots that the dark forces 
launched against the inhabitants of Earth and how the galactics foiled them or neutralized 
their impact. 
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Our Star Family Prevented Numerous Catastrophes, 
Including Pandemics 

 

March 15, 2013 

On several occasions, Matthew Ward listed the dangers that the world’s population faced 
from the Illuminati. 

If I were to combine all of them into one list, it would read like this. The Illuminati 
planned to initiate the following: a third world war designed to decimate the population; 
freedom-restricting regulations;  martial law to postpone the US election and keep the 
Bush administration in power; FEMA camps filled with  millions who opposed 
government policies; toxic chemtrails, nuclear radiation, and depleted-uranium from DU 
weapons; earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanoes, hurricanes, and floods started by weather-
warfare weapons; seeds that produce only one crop; genetically-altered foods; corrupt 
corporations; black ops like 9/11 and the London Bombings; fake alien invasions; and 
manmade pandemics and toxic vaccines. (1) 

In almost all cases where disaster was intended, it was “technologically advanced souls 
off-planet and living among you” who saved the human race from catastrophe. (2) 

It would take a large number of articles to look at all these threats that the Illuminati 
planned to create and introduce into the world to subjugate the human race. What I plan 
to do in the next few chapters is to look at a few of them. 

In this chapter, I’ll examine the production and use of manmade viruses and toxic 
vaccines. Sometimes these pandemics were intended to target specific races and 



sometimes they were indiscriminate.  The viruses were mainly manufactured at Fort 
Detrick. 

Matthew tells us that “developing various strains of ‘flu’ viruses” was a “means of 
achieving [the spread of fear] as well as reducing the world's population.” 

“An important part of this diabolical scheme to create plagues, which during your 
history have caused massive fear and death tolls, was the conditioning of Earth's 
peoples to regard death as the ultimate in fear.” (3) 

 

SARS: Man-Made pandemic 

In reality death is simply a stepping out of the body into a new life. The soul is eternal. 
But the Illuminati made fear of death into the ultimate threat. 

The release of potentially-deadly viruses served numerous dark agendas, Matthew tells 
us: 

“The darkly-inclined individuals’ aim is to distract the attention of the populace 
from their growing demands for peaceful negotiations; indicting responsible ones 
in the US government who authorized torture; [hiding] the truth about the 
perpetrators of `9/11′; what caused the collapse of the global economy; the 
decades of government cover-up about the presence of extraterrestrials; who 
operates the illegal drug industry; the real purpose of chemtrails and weather 
control; the aims of the worldwide Zionist movement; and the `black ops’ behind 
terrorism around your world.” (4) 

The direction of these dark strategies was not coming only from the United States but 
from dark regimes around the world who saw their rule as being threatened by increasing 
public resistance to the Illuminati. 



“It is not enough to create a distraction for only the people of the United States 
simply because this is the country where much of the corruption and deception 
originated and where now investigations are running deep. 

“No, it must be a global effort because individuals with dark intentions, who live 
around the world, are panicking as they see other governments’ citizens joining 
the clamor for truth, for peace, for renewable energy sources, for improved health 
care and education, for just laws and rightful recognition of women’s equality.” 
(5) 

At the time he said this, the cabal was spreading sickness in the Ukraine, which our 
galactic family overcame. 

“The mysterious illness striking in the Ukraine and spreading beyond its borders 
is a continuation of the dark ones' biowarfare. After failure to produce the 
intended global fear and death toll with the SARS, avian flu, and swine flu/N1H1 
viruses, which were neutralized by our space family's technology, the darkly-
inclined ones developed a combination of strains whose virulence cannot be 
destroyed with the same high degree of success as with those three lesser toxic 
laboratory-designed viruses. 

 

“The intended pandemic and death toll will not happen, but not all who become 
sick will recover.”  (6) 

Matthew told us the year before, in 2008, where the call for extraterrestrial intervention 
came from: “God has authorized extraterrestrial intervention to prevent all ... attempts” to 
destroy Earth’s population, “including the neutralizing of manmade viruses that were 
intended to create pandemics.” (7) 

Thus, our star family is the force that stood between us and annihilation by the 
Illuminati’s biowarfare against the human race. 



Though Matthew has reported the situation most often, others have as well. Here are 
Sheldan Nidle’s sources commenting on the dark agenda in this area. 

“We have observed the many biological projects produced in the dark cabal’s 
laboratories. While we have drastically curtailed these projects since the late 
1990′s, several of them, introduced during the 1970′s and ‘80s, devastated your 
world and became major global epidemics.” (8) 

SaLuSa also warned us what the Illuminati were doing and how the Galactic Federation 
of Light was responding. 

“Fear is the weapon of the dark Ones, and it has crept into all aspects of your life. 
The threat of Swine Flu is grossly exaggerated, and the vaccine can be every bit 
as dangerous as the flu itself. 

“We see a major revolt against it, and the imposition of its mandatory use will 
engender a great backlash from the public. Like a number of earlier flus, it is man 
made, and intended to keep you in a state of panic. 

“That you have woken up to how you are being used and abused has stalled the 
progress of the Illuminati plan to hold you all in their grasp. We also have some 
input into such matters, and we are allowed to limit the extent to which such plans 
are successful.” (9) 

 

But Matthew shone the brightest light on the problem of deadly pandemics and vaccines. 

In March of 2009, he told us that the galactics were painstakingly investigating 
“deliberately contaminated vaccines and laboratory-designed diseases to reduce the 
world’s population. … This far-reaching [legal investigation] is being accomplished 
within legal means that require indisputable evidence, an essential but tedious and time-
consuming process, and like all legal matters, progressive developments are not publicly 
reported.” (10) 



In April 2009, he pointed to the cooperation between the inventors of plagues and the 
media. This time it was the release of swine flu into the world. 

“The newest strategy—the ordering of laboratory-designed, created and released 
swine flu virus—is, as before, abetted by the controlled media’s part of the plan, 
to declare PANDEMIC!”  (11) 

Matthew found it “puzzling ... that these dark ones did not learn from their abject failures 
with SARS and then the avian flu, both of which were widely publicized with the same 
global pandemic prognosis; eventually the publicity was forced to cease because those 
diseases caused a few deaths, then totally fizzled out.” (12) 

He predicted that “this swine-flu situation will have the same result.  The technology of 
our family in other star nations has neutralized the vaccine that is intended to spread this 
disease, just as they did to prevent the spreading of SARS and avian flu.” (13) 

This was now the Obama era and Matthew revealed that “this new diabolical plan has 
been done without the US government leader’s knowledge, unlike the previous two 
pandemic attempts, which were fabricated with the approval of the highest members in 
that administration.” (14) 

In July 2009, Matthew called it 

“... heartening to see widespread rebellion against inoculating the populace for a 
mild form of flu, but at this point we cannot determine if that will derail the 
vaccination program because the energy of resistance is about equal to the energy 
of greed and diabolical intentions of pharmaceutical companies’ top 
management.” 

“Yes, indeed they are Illuminati, and they still wield strong influence in clinical 
medicine, medical research and drug approval bodies—in short, they have been 
creating diseases by one means or another and manipulating health care systems 
and medications around your world.” (15) 



 

Swine flu 

Matthew reminded us again that galactic technology would neutralize the vaccines and 
erase the programming of the microchips that vaccines were intended to introduce into 
people’s bodies. 

“But, just as in the previous flu situations, the technology of our universal family 
has neutralized the swine flu virus-laden vaccines and will continue to do so as 
long as the makers persist in their scheme. And please have no worries about 
programmed microchips being implanted via inoculations—if that is attempted, 
the programming will be erased by that same technology.” (16) 

In the same way that our star brothers and sisters intervened on our behalf to neutralize 
viruses and vaccines and gather evidence exposing and condemning the Illuminati, they 
have also intervened on our behalf to stop more false-flag operations like 9/11, to deny 
the use of nuclear bombs to the forces that wanted to start World War III, and protect us 
against numerous other Illuminati threats. 

So the galactics didn't only protect the world from the Russian meteor. They've stood 
guard on us, without our knowing it, against all manner of threats emanating from the 
planetary controllers now and apparently since long, long ago. 
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Our Star Family Prevented Nuclear War 

March 16, 2013 

Many of the things that are being said here must test people’s credibility. Saying that 
extraterrestrials exist is something that people may feel the need to adjust to. Saying that 
they communicate with us via the Internet must require another adjustment. Saying they 
speak through channels another. 

 
Robert Salas  

And then saying that a dark cabal exists on Earth that planned to decimate the population 
through a nuclear third world war must try people’s patience to the limit. (1) 
Moreover, if we were to prove the latter contention by focusing on the black operations 
that have taken place in the last twenty years, like the bombing of the Murrah Building, 
9/11, and the London bombings, many people would roll their eyes and put this series of 
articles down. (2) 

But unfortunately all the above allegations are, in my view, totally true. ETs exist. Most 
of the star beings around our planet are as human as we are. They communicate 
telepathically and their messages are commonly posted around the Internet. 

And they are here in part to help the rest of us to overcome the heinous crimes being 
perpetrated by an elite group who have it in mind to take over the planet and lower the 
population from 7 billion to a more manageable 500 million. 

The cabal intended to do this mostly through staging a nuclear war which they planned to 
outlive in deep underground military bunkers or else ... and here we come again to 



another difficult subject ... in their colonies on the Moon or Mars. Some of these colonies 
have existed since the 1970s, without the public suspecting. 

Most people don’t know that we already have a space fleet called Solar Warden and that 
NASA is mostly for show and distraction. (3) 

I understand how difficult it is to comprehend so much new information all at once and I 
sympathize. In this part of our series, I’d like to look simply at the contention that the 
galactics prevented the cabal from exploding nuclear bombs on the Earth’s surface and in 
space for aggressive ends. 

 

Depiction of UFO neutralizing missiles at Malmstrom AFB  

Some people may have heard the contentions of Robert Salas (4) that the nuclear missiles 
in Malmsberg AFB silos were deactivated after a visit by a UFO or have seen the 
interview of Professor Robert Jacobs on the Larry King Live Show (5) in which he 
described a Vandenberg AFB test missile being neutralized by a UFO with a beam 
weapon. So there is evidence from terrestrial observers of what we’ll be discussing in this 
article. 
 
When “Earth, a sentient soul, cried out in her death throes sixty-some years ago for other 
civilizations' help to save her planetary body,” the last straw was the exploding of nuclear 
bombs. (6) 

Matthew told us in 2005 that “by Creator’s decree, ETs have used their technology to 
prevent nuclear detonations in space.” (7) 

Nuclear detonations affect not only Gaia. They can affect other planets and dimensions as 
the Arcturian Group warns us. 

“These energies affect those of other planets as well as yours, dear ones. You are 
not isolated as you have been led to believe. Nuclear devices sent into space by 



your military, affect more than just earth and will not be allowed. The personal 
agenda of an unawakened military mentality will not be allowed to function as it 
has in the past.” (8) 

Both the spokesmen for the Galactic Federation of Light and Matthew Ward tell us that 
nuclear weapons damage souls in space and even in other dimensions. Atmos says on 
behalf of the GFL: 

“Nuclear weapons are an abomination that is so destructive, even to the point of 
damaging the souls of those in their path. Fortunately, in the past where you have 
let off nuclear devices, we have placed a protective shield around your Earth to 
prevent damage to the outer planets, and life forces in Space. Do you still wonder 
why Man is considered such a danger to other forms of life?” (9) 

Matthew gives an in-depth discussion of what occurs to souls in space when confronted 
with a nuclear explosion: 

"There will be no more nuclear detonations in space.  Why only ‘in space’?  
Myriad souls live as free spirits or travel astrally, and some have been extensively 
damaged due to nuclear warring in other civilizations. 

 

Missile inside its silo 
 
“There is an incomparable difference between damage to a soul and damage to a 
body. Your bodies are but the temporary housing you designed prior to birth, with 
genetic inheritances that would best enable you to experience what you chose to 
fill gaps in other lifetimes, with the goal of achieving overall balance. 

"Those choices become your soul contract for this lifetime.  How a body dies may 
be a provision of that contract, and whether the death is by heart failure or being 
blown to bits or radiation poisoning, the soul is unscathed.  The soul is eternal! 



“When a soul is in the area of a nuclear explosion in space, it is shattered and the 
parts are scattered, and for healing to occur, all parts must be retrieved and 
reintegrated so that all experiencing once again is intact. 

“For the largest portion of a soul to locate all of its parts is extremely difficult, and 
when it does, the reintegration process is complex and lengthy.  The scattered parts 
may have ramifications for other souls. 

“Soul parts may enter bodies, where the resultant change may either enhance or 
impede the resident soul’s chosen pathway, or they may be captured by dark ones 
and cry out weakly for rescue.  Way-showers and healers throughout the universe, 
including on Earth, are aiding the damaged souls. 

“This is not yet within your ability to comprehend, so we say with loving intent of 
reassurance: As abhorrent as weapons of war are—not only the deaths, but the 
physical effects on survivors and often succeeding generations—those affect only 
bodies, not souls.”  (10) 

 

TR3-B of "Solar Warden" space fleet 

Apparently the cabal has also attempted to use nuclear weapons to hit other planets where 
the forces of light operate relay stations. The Moon is probably one of them. Matthew 
explains: 

“The nuclear power that is possessed with intention to serve dark purposes cannot 
and will not be effective. By Creator’s decree that no nuclear detonations in space 
will be permitted, the technology of the light warriors both on and off-planet 
already has thwarted and will continue to thwart efforts to annihilate targets of 
both Earth planetary realm and other celestial bodies that are temporary 
homelands or relay stations for light warriors. 

"I have covered the non-use of nuclear power on quite a few previous occasions 
but without specific mention of these targets.” (11) 



Much “space exploration” disguises hostile intent on the part of the cabal, Matthew tells 
us. 

“The sudden determination of the US government to spend billions of dollars to 
explore and possibly colonize Mars is to us almost a laughable disguise for the 
dark truth, which is to prevent the light forces from en masse landings on the 
planet by extending the combat into space. 

“Although this is put out publicly as a US exploration decision, it is the intent of 
the Illuminati globally to heat up their battle capabilities with this off-planet use 
of technological weapons that only a few scientists and the quiet elite there know 
exist. Of course this effort will be as futile as their attempts to use known nuclear 
weaponry have been.” (12) 

The Arcturians, speaking through Suzanne Lie, called nuclear weapons “dangerous toys.” 
“We have, also, taken away your dangerous toys (turned off all nuclear weapons) to give 
you more time to remember your SELF.” (13) In so doing, they corrected the imbalance 
between darkness and light on Earth. 

“The polarity of dark had grown too strong for the polarity of light to have a fair 
chance. Hence, we came to assist our descendants and friends in human disguise.” 
(14) 

Ashtar through Michael Ellegion describes the ETs activities in this area: 

“The [Galactic] Federation has neutralized nuclear missiles and nuke suitcases. 
Most of Earth’s population has no idea how many times we have stepped in 
behind the scenes to influence, alter or stop certain very destructive events and the 
misuse of numerous `black-op’ highly classified weapon systems and projects 
very destructive to Mother Earth, which would have wiped out much of the life on 
the planet. 

“If it had not been for our constant vigilant monitoring of Earth, to stop these very 
dangerous incidents and many other forms of Intervention, as bad as the 
environmental conditions are at this time, this planet would literally be in eight 
times worse of a mess than it presently is!” (15) 

Commander Adamu from the Pleiades tells us that “we can disable your nuclear devices 
without touching them.” (16) 



 

Not allowed on Planet Earth 

SaLuSa tells us that the elite planned to foment a nuclear war. 

“The warmongers still try to start another World War, but do not be alarmed as 
they will not be allowed to do so. We can use whatever powers we have to prevent 
it, and some of our advanced technology is quite astonishing and absolutely 
perfect for these purposes. 

“Indeed, we have often used it to keep a relatively peaceful situation on Earth, 
when certain elements would have launched all out war against another country.” 
(17) 

He adds that “we have permanently disabled nuclear weapons which they will be 
prevented from using.” (18) Under their watch we won’t be able destroy ourselves and 
the planet through war. He says: “We can easily [quiet] the guns of war if there is any 
need to do so.” (19) 

The galactics honor the universal law of free will but “it cannot be used to start a nuclear 
war.” He explains that “it is God’s responsibility to prevent all such attempts. He has 
authorized civilizations with preventive technology” to stop attempts to start another war. 
(20) 

The Arcturian Group agrees with Matthew: “Remember, you have been told that there is 
not to be a world war three or a nuclear war. It has been given from on high that this will 
not be allowed even though those who stand to profit from it, consistently push for it.” 
(21) 

“We have not been allowed to stop all wars,” he explains, but “we have put a stop to 
nuclear devices being used to start a Third World War.” (22) He continues: 



 
Here to build, not to destroy 

“We have prevented a Third World War, destruction of the Earth, and plagues and 
diseases of proportions that would have decimated your population. That has been 
in accordance with our responsibilities to ensure that you safely reach the point of 
Ascension, and that the opportunity to ascend is not denied you.” (23) 

Matthew is emphatic in his statement that “there will be NO nuclear war and NO one on 
Earth can start a war in space.” (24) 

Given the impact on Gaia, us, and residents of space unknown to us, and given their 
stated mission to assist Earth and its inhabitants to rise in consciousness at the end of this 
cycle - a time which is presently upon us - the galactics serve us all by seeing that the 
cabal’s use of nuclear weapons is not allowed, that no nuclear war can take place on 
Earth, and that souls in space are also not harmed by them. 

This is yet another way that the extraterrestrials have saved the world. 

Footnotes 
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over you than any previous occasion.” (SaLuSa, April 7, 2010.) “Since 9/11 the people 
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Our Star Family Eliminated Depleted-Uranium 
Radioactivity 

 

March 17, 2013 

Not all radioactivity is nuclear. In fact the radiation that could have caused what one 
scientist called “omnicide,” while it comes from weapons, can be associated with as 
small a device as a bullet. And yet its spread across the globe threatened this planet - 
before star beings got to work on it. 

That source of radiation is called “depleted uranium.”  It’s a toxic heavy metal and a by-
product of the nuclear fuel and weapons industries.  According to journalist Alok Jha, 
naturally-occurring uranium is a mixture of two different kinds - uranium 235 and 
uranium 238. 

Uranium 235 is by far the most radioactive kind. Unsurprisingly, this is the one that the 
nuclear fuel and weapons industries try to extract from the naturally-occurring metal. 
When extracted it's called 'enriched uranium.' This is used in fuel rods and nuclear 
weapons. 

What's left over after the extraction process is called 'depleted uranium.' It's still a 
mixture of the two kinds (or isotopes) of uranium, but it's mainly made up uranium 238.  
(1) 

There’s no reason to call it “depleted” because it’s anything but. I believe the cabal 
named it that to lull people to sleep. Let’s review how it works and what it does to people 
and the planet: 

• Depleted-uranium (DU) weapons, when fired, create a DU aerosol of ceramic 
nanoparticles. 

• Ingestion of DU or contact with it debilitates or kills. 
• Simple exposure to unfired DU weapons can contaminate. 



• There's no safe exposure limit to DU. 
• Protective gear does not protect. 
• DU infects spouses/mothers through semen transfer and family members through 

contact with contaminated objects. 
• DU leads to horrible birth defects in babies (Google "depleted-uranium babies"). 
• Women and children are most susceptible 
• DU has a half life of 4.5 billion years. 
• DU travels globally on the winds. 
• DU cannot be cleaned up. 
• There is no known treatment for DU contamination. (2) 

 

DU is used because its shells can slice through tanks  

An internationally renowned expert on radioactive contamination, Dr. Rosalie Bertell, 
said that depleted uranium would cause “omnicide,” which she defined thus: 

“The concept of species annihilation means a relatively swift, deliberately-
induced end to history, culture, science, biological reproduction and memory. It is 
the ultimate human rejection of the gift of life, an act which requires a new word 
to describe it: omnicide."(3) 

Dr. Leuren Moret, a scientist and activist, describes the risk this way: 

“Our collective gene pool of life, evolving for hundreds of millions of years has 
been seriously damaged in less than the past fifty. The time remaining to reverse 
this culture of ‘lemming death’ is on the wane. 

"In the future, what will you tell our grandchildren about what you did in the prime of 
your life to turn around this death process?"  (4) 

In Dr. Moret’s opinion, “there are just a few generations left before the collapse of our 
environment.”  (5) 



Who is it that’s using DU weapons? Matthew tells us that  “the US government is 
exploding materials that produce DU radioactivity.” (6)  The U.S. government developed 
DU weapons because their projectiles could go through the heavy metallic skin of a tank 
like a knife through butter. 

Dr. Moret tells us that DU weapons were first given by the US to Israel for use under US 
supervision in the 1973 Sinai war against the Arabs. Since then the US has tested, 
manufactured, and sold depleted-uranium weapons systems to 29 countries. (7) 

How do we know the star beings are working on it? Matthew Ward told us in 2011: “The 
elimination of pollutants in your soil, water and atmosphere will include depleted 
uranium and radioactive nuclear waste.” (8) The job of removing it from the atmosphere 
is not entirely done, Matthew says. 

“The toxicity is greater than can be totally neutralized by off-planet technology. 
However, the sickness and birth defects due to the radiation would be far greater 
without that technology’s ameliorating effects. 

"When your space brothers and sisters can work openly on the planet, all 
pollution, including radioactivity, will be eliminated.” (9) 

 

“The technology of your space brothers and sisters is ameliorating the effects of 
all pollutants, including radioactivity, to the greatest possible extent, and when it 
is safe for them to join forces with your environmentalists and scientists, they will 
completely eradicate all poisons in air, water and earth.” (10) 

SaLuSa also tells us that the star beings are working on it and that their technology will 
reverse the problem. 

“We have for many years, going far back into the last century, dealt with many 
problems arising from pollution and nuclear fall-out. We have limited 



contamination [for instance, from depleted-uranium weapons] to avoid as far as 
possible genetic damage to future generations. … Our technologies will deal with 
these problems.”  (11) 

On another occasion, he said: 

“Have no fear, Dear Ones, although you have serious troubles to contend with and 
they are destroying your environment, we can reverse the damage and clear any 
pollution that has been caused. 

“Much of [this] can be achieved from our craft without needing to land on your Earth’s 
surface. It is the type of work we have carried out for you on many occasions over the 
years.” (12) 

"This is something we have been involved in ever since [your] first experiments 
with nuclear devices. A considerable amount of our time has been [given to] 
cleansing your atmosphere of radioactive fallout and in more recent times the 
chemtrails. (13) 

“We have always kept watch on Mother Earth and her human population,” he assures us.  
(14) 

There’s a second reason we need not worry over the matter, Matthew says.  That is that 
its effects cannot last in the higher dimensions. Please remember that it’s the galactics 
who are assisting us with Ascension to those higher dimensions. 

 

No protective gear keeps DU out of the system 

“Fear also arises about situations you don’t have any control over, such as the 
long-term effects on bodies of nuclear radiation, chemtrails, vaccines and depleted 
uranium. That is why we have stated in previous messages that concerns about 



those are unnecessary because their harmful effects, which exist only at low 
vibratory levels, will be eradicated along with everything else of low vibrations 
that cannot co-exist with fourth density’s high vibrations. 

"All persons who accompany Earth into fourth density will be healed of the 
effects of those toxins and whatever other diseases and infirmities they may 
have.” (15) 

In the case of depleted uranium, then, we have a deadly substance which the galactics 
have gotten rid of or are in the process of getting rid of which most of the population has 
no idea even exists. The cabal hid its use from us or convinced the public that the 
substance had no ill effects. Yet it would have caused the death of everything on the 
planet had the galactics not intervened. 

Here again then, the star beings have saved the planet and everything on it from total 
annihilation. 
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Our Star Family Destroyed a Meteor on Collision Path with 
Earth 

 

UFO intercepts Russian meteor 

March 18, 2013 

Our final chapter in this series concerns an event visible to the naked eye, so to speak, in 
which the star beings actually did save the world. 

Hollywood has depicted the world facing cataclysm in many movies like 2012, Deep 
Impact, Armageddon, and The Day After Tomorrow. 

Hollywood has also depicted extraterrestrials as merciless predators out to destroy us and 
the world in movies like Alien, Predator, Alien vs. Predator, Independence Day, and The 
Arrival. 

Recently we did face a cataclysm. The star beings could have sat back and allowed the 
recent meteor that went down over Russia to destroy a huge area in Russia and bring 
drastic consequences to the rest of the world topographically and climactically but they 
did not. 

Nor did they use dramatic weapons to destroy the meteor lest that raise fear in us. Instead 
they risked their lives to put their shields up and fly right through the middle of the 
meteor and eliminate its potential to do extensive damage. 

And without a thank you or a mention of their heroic deed. 

Geoff West first uncovered the story when he interviewed Ashira, Commander of a 
galactic mothership, on An Hour with an Angel. Let’s listen to their conversation. 



Geoff West: Ashira, an asteroid recently passed by Gaia and we are now seeing 
reports of meteor shower events taking place around the world, most notably the 
one in Russia, where, first of all, one actually crashed, but there is a video 
showing what appears to be ships interacting with whatever it was that entered the 
atmosphere over Russia. 

Was this an actual meteorite, or possibly something else, as some others have 
claimed? And are there, or is there a special significance, energetically or 
conscious — at a consciousness level, related to this particular meteor shower? 

A: This is a cosmic event, and it is one that has been interfered with, and I mean 
this in a positive way. The meteor shower, the meteorite and all the activity that is 
taking place, inside and outside what you think of as your atmosphere, is a very 
blatant appeal to the human race to look up and pay attention. But it is also linked, 
as we say, to Russia and their desire to be on the forefront. 

 

Chelyabinsk site where meteor struck the ground 

So it is to look up and pay attention, and yes, there was... many of the ships of the 
various fleets ran interference so that there would not be massive damage to 
human life, what you think of as your cities and even the rural areas, and to Gaia. 

Now, Gaia is fully aware that these events transpire from time to time. She is an 
ancient being, and she is, shall we say, used to it. It is the humans that are not 
used; to it. But what happened was that there was visible help from the ships, 
from the fleets, diverting a great deal of the meteorites, or what would become 
meteorites within your atmosphere, and diverting them and destroying them, what 
you would think of as exploding them, or simply sending them to the outer limits. 
So that is what has taken place. (1)  



The next mention of it came from Archangel Michael in the course of a personal reading I 
had with him on March 8, 2013. Geoff asked me to ask AAM for confirmation of this 
news that Ashira had broken. 

“It could have triggered what you would think of as ... the only comparison you would 
have would be...  another Ice Age.” 

“Wow. You’re kidding,” I responded. 

“No,” he said. 

Steve: So the galactics prevented another Ice Age. That’s what you’re saying, 
right? 

AAM: That is what I’m saying. ... Your star brothers and sisters intervened. That 
is why it was not more dramatic and damaging. And they intervened not only on 
behalf of the people of Earth and of Russia, but on behalf of Gaia herself. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LizHgQ44ShI  

S: And was this heavenly body, so to speak, sent here by the dark forces? 

AAM: No. It is just what is moving about. It is part of the movement of energy, of 
debris, throughout the universe. So no, there was no negative force behind it, not 
the way you think of it. 

S: Alright, if the galactics had not been around at this time, for the purposes of 
Ascension, would they still have provided this service? 
AAM: Yes. (2) 

I had no idea that what would have occurred would have been an event of such 
magnitude. Not perhaps extinction level (ELE), but it would have cancelled a few plans 
for summer vacation! And it would have turned the planet into an icebox. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WaQIPBqoQ-Q 

Russian meteor on collision course with Earth 

The next discussion came on An Hour with an Angel again in which I asked AAM to 
corroborate for listeners what he had said to me privately. 

According to him, the galactics destroyed the meteor by flying through the middle of it 
with their shields up; and they risked their lives to do so. Here's a second version of the 
same video with a little bit more analysis. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LizHgQ44ShI%5B/youtube%5D
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WaQIPBqoQ-Q%5B/youtube%5D


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LizHgQ44ShI 

I was mistaken in saying in an article I wrote on the subject that the meteor's collision 
with Earth would have caused an Ice Age.  Archangel corrected me by reminding that he 
actually said that the only reference point that would reflect the range of  damage was an 
Ice Age. Let's listen to how he described these events. Because the subject is so 
important, I quote the discussion at length. 

Steve: May I ask you to comment on the meteor that hit Russia? You said to me in 
a private reading on March 8th that it would have caused a new Ice Age. Can you 
confirm that for our listeners and comment on the process by which a new Ice 
Age would have resulted and how it was prevented? 

Archangel Michael: No, what I said to you was that the only reference point that 
you would have for the catastrophe and damage that this meteorite  would have 
caused was the occurrence of a new Ice Age. Now this occurrence of the meteor 
was very close to Earth, obviously, and it was through the generosity and 
intervention, the ever-present vigilance of your star brothers and sisters that this 
occurrence has not taken place in the fulness of its potential. 

So while there was some damage and some injury, it certainly was not of the level 
that was possible. It was also the opportunity to look up and to see very clearly 
the intervention and the protection in so many ways. But you are always asking 
for visible signs and this was one of the more visible signs of intervention by your 
star brothers and sisters, It is an element of Disclosure. Whether you choose to 
think of it that way or not, it certainly is. 

What would have happened if there had been a full impact upon the planet, the 
damage would have caused catastrophic changes and climatic changes. So that is 
what I'm referring to. And, yes, it would have been similar to the shift and the 
wobble of the axis of the planet. It would have changed the center point of Gaia 
and the climate changes would have been very, very dramatic and destructive to 
the populace of the human race, which is already in the process of change. So it 
truly would have altered the progression of what you are already in the middle of. 

Let me also say this. The physical impact of this meteorite, of this matter, would 
have been geologically and physically what you would think of as disaster and 
catastrophe. But the bigger catastrophe, the bigger setback, would most definitely 
have been that it would have caused the greater portion of humanity, of the 
collective, to go not only into a place of fear and survival but to bring their 
attention back to matters of migration, of change and geological topography. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LizHgQ44ShI%5B/youtube%5D


And it would have taken away the attention from what they are currently 
undergoing and also the shift in the consciousness of humanity would have been 
sidetracked and form our perspective that would have been an even greater 
catastrophe. So it happened. The intervention that has taken place by  your star 
brothers and sisters has prevented catastrophe on many, many levels. 

And there are not very many upon the planet that we have observed that have said 
thank you or have expressed gratitude to the forces that have intervened, which is 
curious, is it not? 

S: Yes, Lord. Let me say thank you for them. And we're becoming familiar 
enough with the galactics that perhaps we can know now which ships did what. 
Was it Pleiaidan, Sirian, Arcturian? How did they do what they did? It looks like 
they went right through the middle of the meteor. Is that correct? 

AAM: Yes, that is accurate. You know that it was primarily a Pleiadian effort but 
there was certainly support from the Arcturians as well. And the - what you think 
of as - technology ... you know that the ships are very organic. They are living. 
They are sentient, cooperative beings. But they also have the ability to create 
force fields, what you would think of as shields, that can withstand not only 
pressure, but also temperature, fire, anything you can think of. And the only way 
to dispel this [threat] was to go right through the meteor itself. 

Well, it was the most effective measure because one of the things that they did not 
want to be seen doing was using their laser, what you would think of as their laser 
technology to explode/implode the meteor because it would look and be trackable 
as a beam of energy and that could be construed as a weapon. So that would not 
do in terms of a strategy at all. Because whether you say that humans are ready or 
not, there are still powers that be and individuals that would think that this would 
put them in a danger zone. So that is why this strategy was used. 

It also gives a very clear message to human beings because from their point [of 
view], their perspective of understanding, to witness or to see a video of a ship 
going through a meteor, to them on the subconscious level translates as our star 
brothers and sisters are willing to sacrifice themselves and die for us if necessary 
in order to protect us and that is a powerful message and a very true one, by the 
way. 

S: Well, it certainly deserves our thanks and I can't help remarking on the irony of 
it. We've seen movies like Deep Impact which have tried to get us afraid of this 
end-of-cycle period and in that spaceships bring down the meteor. And here we 
have an event that could have been a catastrophe at the end of the cycle and the 



star brothers and sisters have protected us from that catastrophe so it's deeply 
ironic. 

AAM: There is no irony in this, dear heart. Do you not think that many of these 
ideas that your various forms of media or entertainment, so called, comes up 
with ... they are often planted. 
S: Yes, and in them often the extraterrestrial beings are represented as predators 
and here they have in fact saved the Earth in a very real way. 

AAM: Yes, the star beings of all the various stripes, colors, nationalities, lineages, 
forms are not predatory. That desire to create the external enemy, still, as you well 
know, is done continually in a very real and terrible offense, upon the planet, 
between nations and belief systems. There is this human desire, which is being 
worked on and shifted, both by you and by us, to feel that you have need to have 
an external enemy to prove that you are the king or the queen, that you are 
victorious, that somehow that is a measure, and somehow a valued measure, of 
power. It's very sad. (3) 

So a very full and heartfelt thank you to the star beings who risked their lives to destroy 
the meteor. Certainly not predatory, but an undeniable act of courage and potential self-
sacrifice which gives the lie to Hollywood's portrayal of them and should reassure us of 
their peaceful and benevolent intentions towards the human collective which, at this time, 
they are here to serve. 

* * * 
So here we have a series of reports on situations in which our star brothers and sisters 
have saved the world. If they had wanted to destroy humanity and Gaia, they could have 
sat back and allowed the Illuminati to do so. The cabal was doing a very fine job of 
decimating the planet with radioactivity, pollution, pandemics, severe weather, induced 
geological events, while nature would have contributed the coup de grace with an errant 
meteor. 

Did the galactics stand by and allow the cabal to destroy the Earth? They did not. They 
intervened and saved the human race from extinction on Gaia and the planet itself from 
dying from so many stresses, pressures, and depletions. 

Next time you see a movie which depicts extraterrestrials as merciless predators, please 
realize that you’re being played by a planetary cabal that wishes to hold onto its power 
over the human race and to garner all the wealth of the planet to themselves. And if they 
can’t have it, then they won’t allow anyone else to have it. They had intended, in that 



circumstance, to blow the world up with nuclear bombs and escape via Solar Warden, 
their secret space fleet, to their colonies on Mars. 

But none of that will happen now because of the very humans from other star systems 
who seeded this planet in the first place and who have stood guard over us since the 
beginning of our history. It’s my fervent hope that these articles set the record straight on 
this matter. 

Soon those same star brothers and sisters will make their presence known to us. They 
bestow abundance on us, similar to the abundance they enjoy on their planets. They’ll 
give us their technologies as gifts. And it’s their fervent hope that we’ll accept their 
invitation to join their galactic councils and family in a Golden Age for Gaia. 
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www.angelfire.com/space2/light11/fc/fc-index1.html  
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